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< or.-anipt Inn Incurable?
D
II. Morris, Newark,
ib ad the following
Mr. (
-av“Was ilown with Abscess of I.tings,
and friend-and physicians pronounced mean In
•urable f onsumptivc. Jk'gan taking Dr. King’s
Ni-w Di e..very for t.'onsumption, am now on my
tiiii'l 1., itle, a lid tilde to oversee the work on my
farm, it i- the finest medicine ever made.”
l<
Middlcuart, Decatur, Ohio, says “Had It
not been for Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption I would have died of Lung’Troubles.
W a- given up by doctors. Am now In best of
health." Try it
Sample bottles free at It. H.
I b ug Store.
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sane.

Bi->t salvk in ilie world for Cuts, Bruises,
( leers, Salt Kheiim, Fever Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skill
I rupii*ms, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay
lyipiired. It is guaranteed to give perfect satlsfacii< ii, or money refunded. Price 23 cents per box.
I 'M sale by l{. H. Moody.
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hurley (turning over suoringly)—“Isn’t tills sleep
vear, my dear?”
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Mothers.

Mas. Winslow’s Soothing Sviurr for children

lhing is the prescription of one of the beat
nurses and physicians in the 1Tnited States,
•«nd has been used for forty years with never-falling success by millions of mothers for their children. During the process of teething its value Is
incalculable. It relieves the child from pain.cures
ami diarrlnea, griping in the bowels, and
" ind colic.
By giving health to the child it rests
die mother. Price 25c. a liottle.
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In Central America.

Republic; but in 1852 she resumed her place as

1888.
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of the Mexican States.
Though under the Federal government, Y u«*aMr. Bobert J. Burdette is lecturing and
I IN: ISSt l*. IN 1*011*11.AN1>.
tau has its separate Governor and Legislature.
M % INK'S ATTOISNKY OKNKKAKS.
preaching in ( alifornia.
The former is elected for four years, and reProhibition is entrenched in the State constiWhile everybody in New Fngland i- testify- tution.
ceives a salary of $3,000 per annum. There is
The law wliieli gives that principle
Carrett Koaeh son of John Poach. the fam[Correspondence of the Journal.J
ing t«> the wonderful skill and ability Attv.-<;<m. efleet, still remains
Mi kii'A, Yccatan, 1SSS. Says that ancient also one Secretary of State and two Counsel- uli' shipbuilder, is dead.
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I'kclv to repeal it. It is absurd to sav that this author, Herrera,- "Hernal I»iaz del Castillo is rather all that is known of it—is divided into
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principle w as im olved i:i the IN.itland election. th !u>t that ever writ of the conquest of fifteen partidos, or counties, each ruled l>v a prices <:i last November.
ever held oriiec.
Since Maine heeatne a stale
Ii was put into the const itulion in order to take
Jefe Politico. The Legislature is composed of
Mexico, as having been an eye-witness to all
The estali* of William Parsons, the lecturer,
twenty-two men have held the oflice of attor- it <»ut of politic*, and there it will remain
twelve members, and the Judiciary comprises has been
Hie principal actions there; and has an air of one
appraised at £(*4 bO.
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ney-general.
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this generation at least.
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made: For four years Nathan Clifford, w ho sat
he tin- w i*e*i method of d< aling with the drink
Ih '. Justin l>. Fulton was prevented by the
Minority." This bosom friend of l>on Cortez The taxable property is valued at $3,057,083;
f«»r twentv-threc year- upon the beneh of tin*
the
‘■'•It hut it i* the method adopted in this and special correspondent of his
supports 202 public schools, with police from lecturing in Chicago.
expedition, an state attendance
supreme court of tin- Foiled States, was one.
of 11,000 pupils. Then*
State, and there is in Portland no organizaverage
wrote to the Spanish King, in the year 1517, in
For two years he had been preceded l»\ Jona- ed
The M.'ini-auiiual dividends, payable at Bosis, besides, a Literary Institute at Merida, with
opposition to it. The question yesterday
than l\ lingers, a great lawyer in his time, hut
his
account
of
the
was simply whether a good
alleged discovery of Yuca- special colleges for medicine and jurisprudence, ton in March, amount to £5,4b4.‘.HI2.
himmagistrate,
forgotten now. as all great lawyers are after self
and a seminar} for females; the Institute of
Prohibitionist, should he defeated bv
tan
"Wo sailed at hazard toward that part
The \acht Thistle has been sold hy Mr. Bell
their speeches and their work have grown
misrepresentation and false aeetisatiuii. He of the horizon where the sun set."
Valladolid; a conservatory of music and rbet- to Mr. < oates, o\\ tier of the Marjorie.
twenty years old. and as cold ns if the work was tried before tin* great
I orio: and a Catholic Academy.
of the people
jury
had been done a thousand years before, and the and
>o we sailed due westward—from Cuba—
Mrs. (iartield. widow of the late President,
The Postal Service lias a distributing office
triumphantly acquitted.* [Portland Adspeeches bad never been made. Wl.o cl-r? y ertiser.
but not at hazard, and came upon the same at Merida, with six routes and thirteen agencies. and her daughter have returned home from
Judge Daniel Goodenow of Alfred: Wvuian
The Mexican telephone company has established
Knn-pe.
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low, sandy coast of the mysterious peninsula,
B. S. Moor (Seavv Moor they called him) of
an exchange at Merida: and the government
Tin* man arrested at Lebanon. Mo., as TasWaterville; Sun Blake, the three millionaire
Inspector Byrnes, of New York city, has fur- .just JiU \ears later with the spirit of discovery has telegraph oilices at Merida, Motul. .xunceli,
eott. the Snell murderer, proves to he some
of Bangor, win* died in Boston a year or so
nished the latest chapter in tin; sensational trial no less
Tieul, Progreso, Liskokoh.
Yzainal,
Maxeanu,
us.
upon
strong
other fellow.
at Bangor of I>r. Hcorge !•'. Weed, the promiago, "universally lamented,’* ns they say. Who
Tekax and Mama. Nice names, are these- a*
Despite ail their pretensions, the aforesaid
came next? George Fvans. the greatest and
nent phy-Man, and the burglars. James Foster
unpronounceable, as unspellahlc, and I will inTlie driver of a Salem liquor team has been
best loved Whig the state ever saw in Henry and clarence Whitney, for robbery and assault- handful of greedy adventurers were not the dict them
lined too and s-jb costs for t raiisporting liquors
upon you as seldom as possible.
( lay times; John S. Abbott, who moved to Bosing Peter Bennett at* Ka>t Newport. Byrnes true discoverers of Yucatan. The stories of
Faxnik 11. \\ a u l
into Peabody.
ton and there prospered. And then tlie men of
says that James Foster is Tommy Kelley', that
he has known him for several years* as a that celebrated band of cut-throats and robthis generation: First. George W. Ingersoll.
chemically prepared cigarette paper is imand
News
Notes.
Literary
early cut off, father-in-law of ex-Gov. D. II. professional thief, and that he comes from a bers. under their velvet banner with its
ported into this country at the rate of $1,000
Chamberlain of South Carolina; Josiali II. family of thieve*. Ib* was arrested some time biood-red cross,
a day.
worth
appropriately embroidered in
The New Moon for Fcbrunn
has an ;
Drummond, than whom there is no better ago with Ned Lyons. Shang Campbell and a
the midst of red and blue blazes above the
abundant store of short stories, sketches and ;
1'he expenses of the Fnglish Commission in
known Mason in the Fast; John A. Peters, crook named Lyman, for robbery, but.escaped.
I at i xi motto,
Let u* follow the cross and in
tin recent fisheries negotiation* at Washington
poems, with entertaining departments.
Bn lies l»a> information showing that Dr Weed that
e^-congressman and chief justice of the susign we shall conquer”—must be taken
Wel’e >10.590.
preme court, who presided over la-t week's concocted the scheme to rob Bennett. IH rues with a great deal of allowance. In all their
Tieknor & Fo.,j Boston. ha\e published in
trial at Banum : nt,ator William P. Frye, who said Dr. Weed got *27.000 out of *20.000. dark career of crime and
their Taper Series of Original Copyright Xo\Another terrilie. blizzard in Northern Minseem to
murder,
they
convicted Frank Murphv, the ereat temper- while Whitney received *1000 and Kelley oniv have been true to nothing but that
sign of the els. “Indian Summer,” by Mr. William Dean nesota ami Michigan. Railways are blockaded
*400.
ance advocate, of having killed Murray in Portbloody cnieilix ami their own greed of gold:— Howells, and “Adventures of a Widow," by in both States.
land: I hoinas B. Ib ed. of whom nothing need
for in every ease they carried the sword and
Mr. Edgar Faweett.
Mil.I.IONS mi: ini: i.yyy vKlts.
The latest device in the electric light line is
be h< re -aid: Harris M. Plai-t-d. general, coustake with the Christian emblem, ottering the
About six months ago. Capt. Noble Maxyvell,
Frank V ining, author of the “Laud of the sai«i to l»e a shade which intensifies the light at
gres.-man and (iovt rnoi ; L. A. Finery, now a
innocent
and
natives
the
alternative
wondering
:t former re>i<lent of Bowdoinham but
formally
White
returned
has
to
least
25 per cent.
New
of
the
York
court:
William
H.
MrElephant."
of death or the cross, and giving them both.
judge
supreme
y ears a mastei <>f vessels sailing from Boston
from South America. In eleven years he lias
Lell.tn of the Garcch n period, as able a man as
Right here a small scrap of history may not traveled
to the Indies, died at Hotel Brunsyvick, BosMiners
in the Schuylkill region are gradual2tV*,(HH) miles, penetrating every porany of them; Henry B. cleaves, ami now Mr.
be amiss, as leading to a better understanding
ton. leaving property valued at two million dolly resuming operations all along the line of the
tion of the habitable globe.
Barker.
of this queer country of the Yacnteca*. The
lars.
About
a quarter of this amount
railroad.
Reading
If there is a state in the Fnion which ran
by will very first Spaniard who saw an Indian of YuThe March Tansy contains; Tan-y's story
show a list of attorney-generals like that (and yvas coming to relatives in Boyvdoinham, the catan was Ferdinand
Thomas Robinson, one of the foremost ratColumbus, when (in on the Golden Texts for the month. Tan-x*>
rot to relatives in other Maine towns. Just as
we have held some in reserve), where is the
tle artists in the I'nited States, died at Provithe fortunate heirs yvere about to enjoy their lob-M being driven by adverse currents out of other story. Fp Garret. Margaret Sidney's
stale? i Boston Herald.
windfalls another party appeared on the scene his southerly course, ho sighted a group of Is- story The Old Brimmer TIaee. Mrs. Archi- dence, K. 1., March 1st.
lands otV Honduras and captured a huge canoe. bald’s
im xKw itnt.dim; at uikstatf. niu.FiiK.
and demanded a slice.’ This the relatives do
story of a disagreeable girl. A eat
The Mainstce Salt and Lumber Company of
The latter is described as “wide a? a galley and
Mrs. Livingston's Tansy Society story.
The new building in course of erection on the not propose to give without a light so they are
Main-tee, Mich., has assigned. Assets, $1,8N/.feet long, formed of the trunk of a single story.
eighty
A
oyer
the
sea
hunting
town
Several
records
sketches.
and all other
story.
ooo: liabilities, Sm-4.000.
Maine state College grounds for the use of the
missionary
tree.”
that can throw any light on to this parThe Indian School at Carlisle. Baby’s Comer.
department of agriculture and natural history papers
“In the middle was an awning of pulmThe significant statement is made hat Clyde
ty *- claim. < apt. M.-iwv< IPs property yvas mosta dozen or two.
A lot of li tters to
Pictures,
i- rapidly nearing completion,
'rise building,
leaves, not unlike those of Venetian gondolas,
And a tjuecr * yachtsmen have adopted the Americ an centrely in bank and manufacturing stock*.
Tansy from boys ami girls.
situated between the laboratory and President
umlcr which were the women ami children
board
model for racing craft.
*1
a
10
cents
a
number.
Story.
year,
Fernald’s residence, is of brick, three stories
I’AIM I I PONT To CANAHA.
and all their goods. The canoe was directed
high, and has an ell and a basement. It was
The decrease of the public debt in February
Tht n-w postal convention between the by 2-'» Indians, who wore cotton coverlets ami
The numbers of The Living Age for Fehnidesigned by F. F. Kidder, of Hangor. a former I’nited States ami Canada went into effect .umis without sleeves, dyed of various colors ary 25th and March Ml contain Darwin*- Life j amounted to *7,75<»,5kM>. The decrease since
student of the college, and will, when finished, March Nt.
Coder it. articles of every kind and curiously worked, and a covering for the and Letters, and Cabot’- Life of Emerson, dune do. issT, has been *711,974,022.
liil a vacancy which has long been felt by the
which an- admitted to the domestic mails of loins of similar material. The females wrap- (Quarterly: Personal Exponent.. Bulgaria, j
d in? San Francisco Board of Health declares
college authorities.
either
if fully prepaid, will he admit- ped themselves in large mantles, like the Moor- and Tiie Evolution of Humor, National; Home
The ground floor of the main building con- ted to country,
ish women of Grenada. The men wore long Buie iu Norway. Nineteenth Century; A da- jj Hong Kong an infected port and directs all
tin- mails betyveeu the two countries.
ve.-sels from there to he quarantined.
tains the main hall with the physical laboratory
Articles of merchandise liayc not heretofore swords, with channels on each side of iiie cobean Courtier. Fortnightly: Mary Stuart in !
on tin* south, and the agricultural laboratory
been admitted in the mails to and from < amnia. blade, edged with sharp Hints that cut tin- Scotland, Blackwood; A Night iu the Jungle. |
Prominent New York business men are supand recitation-room on the north side.
The This rn-yy convention yvill
do away with this body a* well as steel. They had copper hatch- Macmillan; Some Wieoamical Reminiscences, plementing the efforts of Boston merchants to
phy -cal laboi atory is a large, well lighted room, restriction. All mail matter yvill
and the Romance of ili-ton
Bax ai d. Temple i secure better mail facilities between the two
l»<liable
to j et* for chopping, wood, hefts of the same maand v\ ill be arranged **0 that the work to be carterial, ami crucibles in which to melt it. For liar; Fuser Fritz, Time: Thackcrax's Brig!.- | cities.
the assessments of the proper custom duties
ried on tin re will be free from the ineonven- before
delivery. Full particulars ean be obtain- provisions they carried such roots and grains ton. All the Year Bound: with “A Tumbler of ;
icneos to which it has long been subjected.
It i« reported that a Boston syndicate lias
a* tlie natives of Hispanola
ed at the Post* ( Mlicc.
(Hayti) eat, be- Milk,” “The Five Horseshoes,** and poetry.
Occupying the whole of the ground floor of
purchased five miles of land near Port Mulsides a sort of wine made of maize, ami great
IN (tKNKKAI..
the ell 1- the library. This is also to be used aami
St raits of < anso, for t lie purpose of buildFrost,
insects
birds
are
the
xxor.-t
foe!
grave,
of
quantities of almonds of the kind used for
a reading room, and will contain all the periodboth the practical ami amateur gardener. So : ing up a summer resort.
Mr. I’outcllc i> the un mber for Ma:he of the money by the
people of New Spain.**
!
icals and magazines. To tin* left of the en- Republican Congressional Committee.
Mr.
Fliarles
Barnard
llorist, ccom>nti-l and
The canoe* described so long ago are preThe three sons left by the late 1>. R. Locke
trance from the main building is a large antique
one of the editors of the fenturx magazineArchibald Finn, of Jlartland. contemplates cisely like the
seen to-day on the
open tire place, which is very neatly finished, building an addition to bis sbawl factory this Viga canal, leading from the City of Mexico lias invented a very practical and exceeding!) j Petroleum V. Na-by) are Arthur, who is a
man:
Ldwanl. a machinist, and
ucw-paper
while on the other side of the entrance will be spring.
simple arrangement for the protection *.‘i |
out to the far-famed Floating Gardens; the
a
of 17.
tin librarian's office.
six thousand copies of the Podwcll memorial
dress of the Indians is the same as that worn plants, xvhieh can be made for about lift; eii I liarlic, hoy
The second floor of the main building concents.
In a recent test in February, the
haw* been printed and the irreater part of them in Yucatan at the present
Cm|. Fellows, recently decided that tin* govday; and among the
tains the zoological laboratory and recitationbeneath it was t;b deg. when the iher- : ernment had no ease
mailed to citizens.
poor of ( eiitral America the seeds of the caeoa perature
against Squire and Flynn
room. the herbarium and the botanical laboramometer stood at J2 deg. outside. This iim•?> 1 for
Another candidate for prison inspector lias arc still used for small change.
conspiracy, and so the prosecution has
tory. The second and third stories of the ell appeared- Col. S. ,1. .lerrard. of Levant. The
Had the great Admiral only sailed a little lion is not patented, but has been purchu-cd by | been abandoned.
are to be used for the cabinet and museum.
terms of all the inspectors have expired.
fartln r to the westward, how much better The American Garden, of 7b 1 Broadway. N< xv i
^
This room will furnish ample capacity for the
Washtinnw county. Mich., voted against
A marine rail wav bavin*;
capacit y fofft would it have been for himself, and for the York, who xvill present it gratis to the garden- j
display of the line collections which are in the vessel of 14 feet draft is to he built at dones- long-sutlering people of ali this section! In a ing public of America. Better semi a dollar j prohibition by a majority of 1,550. while
possession of the college.
j'ort 11»i- season. A stock company with a cap- day or two lie would have readied Yucatan; to the publisher and learn all about Barnard’s the twenty-eight ••’her counties heard from
The whole of the third story of the mam
ital of sin.him was formed for this purpose la-4
tin- discovery of Mexico and the other opulent invention and get this be-t of ail the gard* ning I have all gone "dry ."
for a war.
building is occupied by the large audience room,
Week. 11) a recent vote of ihe town the enter- countries of New Spain would
necessarily have magazines
Pete Mi« artney. a noted counterfeiter, has
which has a seating capacity of too. Tim halls
prise is CNelllpt from taxation for the term of followed: the Southern Ocean would have
is noxv such a comm m di-ia-e been arrested in New Orleans for circulating
Diphtheria
on the first and second floors, also the library
live years.
been disclosed to him: ami the succession of that it is of the utmost
for cxvrx ! spurious money. He had lately served eleven
and physical laboratory, are tire-proof.
The
Twenty-six wars ajjo, while hr. F. W. splendid di*coveries would have shed fresh mother to have some ideaimportance
of ii- symptoms and
years in an Indiana penitentiary.
general plan of the building shows, on the part
Hodgkin-, of Fllswoith. was serving as siir- glory on hi* declining years, instead of the character. An article in the March
number
of j
of the architect, a knowledge of what was vv antiieon in the army, his horse wa- captured i»\
and disappointment into which he
neglect
Babyhood supplies all I he information which ! The selioon* r-yacht Coronet,owned l*v R. T.
ed, and il would be hard to better it in any way
the rebels. In due time lie presented a bill to sank.
it is possible to give in a popular form concern- Rush, is to "double" rape Horn, a voyage of
Although some parts of the building will be the L.overnment. elaimim; payment for the lost
of
this peninsula, Mr. Fred Oher
Writing
ing that scourge of the nursery. The article i- some I2,ooo miles. She is now lining out at
Used to some extent, the dedicatory Xcrrisc- horse. The matter draj'trcd alonjr until last
says: “F.aslermnost laud of Mexico, it preby Dr. i iiupiu. Professor of Diseases of ( i:i!- Brooklyn to sail for San IMego.
will not take place till dune 2C».
Wednesday, when the doctor received a check sents the farther front of that ancient conti- dren at the
Woman's Medical College. of New
The ( anadian Parliament is considering the
for s42b.ds in full payment of hi- claim.
nent that may once have extended to Cuba and
York, and is thoroughly practical. li giveTilK SMI I.I FISHKKY.
Hon. Win. II. Loom v,of Portland, and lion. beyond to Atlantis, to Africa. Without it,
propriety of appointing a tribunal corresponddirections
for
the
examination
of
the
plain
to our Interstate Commerce Commission
ing
A Hath correspondent writes to tin* Hostoii
<*. (
Moore, of Nashua. N. IF. addressed a perhaps tln-rc would have been no Gulf throat, xvhieh it is insisted should be made iu
to sett I*: their railway disputes.
•loiirnal: Smelts are found more abundantlv in lai^e meeting at Meoiiian Hall. Augusta, on Si ream; and that warm river of the sea divertcase
of
illness
in
children.
A
of
number
Maine coastwise waters than anywhere else.
March l-t upon
the political
issues of ed from our northern shores, would have fer- every
The sale of the copper mines at Fly, N't., has
There are at least 150 men in Hath who have the day. The meetiiur was held under the tilized and vivified other countries instead. illustrations help to make clear the diUeremv j
between simple tonsil it is and diphihciia. and : been ratified. 11 ilie mines are operated emmade a good round sum of money by this busi- au-piees of the Yotiiijr Men’s PepuMican Club. Had it not stood so
out, inciting those the changes in the appearance of the tonsils in ; ployment will be given to 700 hands. The pay
boldly
ness.
hi Sasanoa Itiver, opposite Hath, there
Tile speakers received the closest attention reckless Spaniards to conquest and plunder,
both diseases. The March number is for -n!e I i' ll wa formerly *15,000 a month.
an 75 small shanties scattered about over four
throughout. 'I’ln* meeting closed with cheers Mexico might have remained till now as the
by newsdealers o very xv here at lb cents.
acres of ice.
This is a smelt catching v illage,
M r. < hamherlain*s mi-sion to America on the
for the speakers and the PepuMican part).
aboriginal hthnt and the world of to-day he
and here over 100 tons of the little fi-lies have
fisheries was under discussion in Parliament
Col. Thomas <>. Fibby. eommander of the enjoy ing tlie benefits of its wonderful civiliza“llie Writing of Speeches" i- charmingly
been captured within the past three months.
Maine Division. Sons of Veterans, has made tion.'*
discussed by Hon. John D. Long, in the March | recent I v, and he was praised for his efforts.
Il is a most interesting village and has been the following appointments a- assistant inspeclint what Yucatan might have been, bad it
number of Tin* Writer ( Bo-toii i. (Jcorge A!- j A credit was voted for his expenses.
visited by thousands of people. The shanties tors: H. F. Wright. Auburn: C. F. Huyford. Im-cii different, or left to the
fted Toxvnsmd writes on “Tiie New-paper for
who ruled
people
The Toronto Board of Trade has adopted reare placed very near each other, and as there
Lewiston: W. A. Piple). Auburn: W. L. ii four hundred years ago, we may better To-Day," and Rev. Dr. Lorimer lias a bright j
solutions calling for the extension of the extraan* hard!) any two of the same construction,
I )i«ke\, Portland ; F. P. Merrill. Auburn: A.
article in the series entitled “How I Write Mx
*peeu!ate upon after we have seen it.
dition treaty between Canada and ihe I’nited
it makes a very grotesque settlement.
Kach of >. Libby. Portland: L. M F-tabrouk, Pan^or:
lb-fore the conquest, tlie country now known Sermons."
“Marketable Literary (foods," State- t«* include
absconding and fraudulent
the shanties is owned by two men, who fish in c. I.. W hittier, South chitia: F. W Heath. :.* Yucatan was called
“Sonic Newspaper
Maya, and is still so “What of Dictation?
debloj
partnership, the one by night and the other by Pelfast: H. II. 11 i _riri n s. p.,ekland: < M. Ma- spoken of by tin* natives among themselves, Bores." “Rejected Manuscripts,” ami -Reday. As many as live lines can be u-ed. and -Mine. Poekport. Inspection will take place in who to tin* day speak tin- ancient Maya lan- quisites for Writers," are titles of some of the
Hr. NV. \. Hammond will give tip his pracwhen the fish are biting livelv if requires both
other articles in an unusually interesting num- tice in New York next fall and move to WashApril.
guage.
men to keep them oil the hook-.
Tile report of tin- town otlieer- of Fdell. in
ington. w here he is building a title residence and
Ym-atau must have been much more popu- ber. A score of questions about literary work
This business.though small in it-cif. ha- had
which Par Harbor is located, shows the valualous in those early times than at present; yet, are answered in the department of “(Jiierh -," a!-o a private hospital for his patients at a cost
great results and ha- been a blessing to hun- tion to be Sdjdn.d2d.2d, an increase of si7,r»s:k- beyond a little strip at the north and a spot and in addition there are book n vi.-xxs, help- of *|o<).(».}<).
dred- of poor people in thi- vicinity this win- dd over last year. Non resident owners exceed
here and there around the edges, nobody ful hints and suggestions, nexvs ami notes, ami
S »me Florida cabbages measure live feet
ter.
The smelt* are considered a luxury in the resident- b\ s-jsu.oi>o. 'Total town receipts
knows anything definite about the um onquer- a unique reference li-t of literary article- in
aero--tlie ton and weigh twenty-live pounds,
the cities, and thither most of the catch i- sent, the past N -ar. sU'OM. (,f which -uni stio.imo cd tribes who still retain
of the periodicals. The Writer is edited and publishpossession
so
the Florida papers -ay. Thev also tell of a
as the price paid per pound i- double that given
was spent in the construct ion of sewers.
The greater portion of the peninsula. Certainly ed by William 11. Hills and Robert Luce, both
in the local market-. This winter about 1500
rate of taxation i- Id 1-2.
the Mayas of the old days had more civiliza- editors on the Boston Globe, and eo-t- but potato twenty-seven pounds in weight, and a
a
on
-»
an
have
been
nt
weighing-ten pounds.
average
turnip
A
Poston
poundday
tion. wealth and regular industry. They had one dollar a vear. Address: Tin* Writer. T.
paper recent!) started the report
through the American Fxpres- Agency. Karlier that the a Hairs of F. Shaw A Pros, had ju-t larger towns ami ciiies. and were highly skill- (>. Box UK#,*Boston, Mass.
Three *500 bonds have been found in NValin the season the more skilful of the ii-hermeu been set tied, and that the creditors **ot less ed in the arts of civilized life.
Ma--.. which Were lost 22 years ago, and
Multitudes of youn-r people, as well as chil- poh
ea-ily made £5 per day. and it may be said that than a cent on a dollar. A- a matter of fact
In hi* Anf'urnt A)m rica Raldwin tells us
-r!i! to Washington.
There are a number of
dren of a larger growth, xvill be sorry :«> hear : claimants.
£2.50 per day ha- been a fair average for all of the creditor- received do cents on a dollar, and that near the ruins of Yucatan are
One of them is from Maine and is
frequently of the death of the author of
the men.
The catch two years ago was sonie- m*t their money about three year- a:;o. The found the remains of
“Little
Women."
many finely-constructed
represented by Senator Frye.
1 hing wonderful.
For many days in succession
ernmeuti- report in tpiestion probabl) arose
artificial lakes, the bottoms of which were The event xva- wholly unexpected, ami coming
live ion- of smelts were shipped to Ho-tou and
from the recent payment of STd.onu in* settle- made of flat stones laid in cement, several lay- so soon after the decease of Miss Aleott*- aged
Fire recently in New York city destroyed
New York. The *• a-oii will continue for four ment of the claim ol a single creditor, the er*
deep. Numerous traces of a very ancient father it is peculiarly invested with dramatic the ITiion Square Theatre and badly damaged
weeks yet.
She the Morton House. There were several casualamount of whose claim has been
in dispute, paved road have also been found, raised above pathos. Miss Aleott was born in
while still in her teens, and for ties among firemen, and the loss aggregates
ami which was recently determined in a law tin- graded !e\el of the ground and made
very began writing
maxijm i.v ioiis or mi: 1 ash: hoakps.
suit.
smooth. It ran north and south, and prob- tiie past thirty years she has been almost con- about *209,990. mostly insured.
A Ho-ton Herald correspondent fell in with
W. II. Kilby. I -<|
of Poston, has compiled a
ably led to many cities yet undiscovered in the stantly engaged* iu writing for children. -LitAn Knglishman lias discovered the ancient
a commercial traveler on a train the other
day, lucre amount ol Historical and biographical region now covered by the unknown wilder- tle Women" was published in ISOS. it was reand the knight of the grip-sack and sample matter which i- to be jmbli.-hed by I ’. F. Shead, ness.
poi phery quarries, where the Romans obtained
ceived xvith a favor that placed Miss Aleott
the
stones used in their famous buildings. The
trunks discoursed as follows: “(Gambling in of Fa-tport. and i-to bear the title of “FastIn the settled portion of Yucatan north of among the most popular xvriters of children's
are ninety-six miles from the Nile, and
Maine is not monopolized by the professional.-,
li will be a contribution
port and Vicinity."
the great forest, the remains of ancient cities hooks, and her popularity was enhanced at Hie quarries
•‘5.950 feet above the level of the sea.
I guess not much.
as many think.
The pro- to our collection of iiistorieal matter of jrreat are abundant. M. X
appearance of the sequel. “Little Men," three
states that lie
barney
fessional- are but a very small number among value. Mr. Kilby is a -indent in such matters
“found the country covered with them from years later. The list of her published works
T in? resolution reported by Senator Sherman
those who bet on the paste boards. Once in a
and ha- had the benefit of the manuscripts of north to south.” in the preface of his work is of considerable length, and it can be said of requesting the President to*
negotiate a treaty
while, after my day's business is over, I like to the lion. Lorenzo Sabine, who lived many on the
of
all
as
it
cannot
of
this
them
literature
class,
with China providing that no Chinese laborer
peninsula, Stephens states that he visitplay a little 5-rent ante, to kill an veiling: and year- in that town, and was noted for his re- ed forty-four ruined cities, most of which that they are wholesome as xvell as entertain- shall enter into the I'nited States was taken up
let me tell you that some of the men I play search in the reeords of the
ing. Miss Aleott and her father were much to in the Senate recently and after discussion,
were unknown to white men, even to those inpast.
with in Saco. Portland. Hath. Rockland. Auhabiting the country,—and in all of them were each other in life, and “in death they arc not adopted.
burn. Lewiston. Augusta. <>urdiuer. Skowhrdivided.”
wonderful
remains.*
Tlie Funereal Mouth of March.
At a merrymaking m Hillsboro. Ohio, March
gan. Waterville. Hangor, Calais, Houltou. Bel\\ t* have not space to dip into history very
M, two young girls dressed as ghosts burst in
fast., and a hundred towns that I visit in the
Aii observant metropolitan barber says that deeply.
to Maya chronicle's, the
According
Four young ladies fainted
Byron’s Sturdy Champions.
State, who are supposed to he gentlemen, can lie can tell one’s
upon the parly.
physicial condition by the state down-fall of the nation occurred in the year
and two of them—Misses Dora F. Akins and
stock a hand or palm a card as adroitly as the of the hair!
1420, when Mavapan. capital of the kingdom,
The following are extracts from a personal
Lizzie
best professional. You know -” (and the
Chancy hopelessly lost their reason.
The Bible tells us that with his hair gone was destroyed.
For many centuries before
runner named one of the most prominent lawSamson lost his strength. The Romans consid- that period the Peninsula liad been the seat of letter received by Prof. L. C. Bateman from
M. Wilson, the son-in-law of ex-President
yers in Maine;) ‘•well, he can put up the cards
ered baldness a serious atlliction and Julius an important feudal monarchy, which doubtless Hon. S. L. Miliiken, under date Fel>. 21st, Crew, of France, for complicity in the Legion
as well as the best of ’em.
lie’s as ntmble-tin- Osar was never
j of Honor decoration scandal, lias been sentencquite satisfied with himself arose after the Toltee overthrow of the very Washington, 1>. C. Mr. Miliiken says:
gered as the bent sleight-of-hand man you ever because his poll was bare.
ancient kingdom of Aib.dba. It was broken
ed to two yi ars* imprisonment, to piv a line of
saw, and lie’s got a face so eold and impassive
L returned an hour ago from hearing a lecTin.* face, however, is the open book and one up by a rebellion of the feudal lords, about a
4.ouo francs and to be deprived of lii> civil
that no one can ever tell whether he’s bluffing can
hundred years before the arrival of the Span- ture on Byron by Stoddard. It was very tine, rights for li\ «• years.
trace in its various expressions,
readily
or not. He’s a daisy at cards, and whenever lie
doing the great poet a fair degree of justice,
lines, changes and complexion the state of the iards.
sits in a game lie’s always bound to make it a
'idle Ilou'C lias adopted a joint resolution acAfter the Conquest,‘‘New Spain" was divid- and was splendidly illustrated with likenc.-sos
system.
hot one.”
cepting tic invitation of thi Fren li GovernThe eye that is unusually bright and yet lias ed into ten districts, viz: ihe Kingdoms of of Byron. Tom Moore, Shelley. Murray, l.ady
of
scenes
ment
to take part in the International exhis
and
daughter Ada,
Bya pallid brightness, the face upon whose cheeks
Mexico, Leon and New (iaILia; the Colony of Byron,
NTMI1KK AM' VALVE OK 1 ARM AMMAI.S.
hibition at Paris in lssst. A resolution was also
New Santander; the Provinces of the two ron's birth, travels, habitation.*! and death.
nature paints a rose of singular beauty and
One of tin* most Interesting pamphlets lately
I assure you it was a rich treat to me and passed providing for a conference with the
more marked in contrast with tlie alaCalifornia#, Texas, New Mexico, New Biscay,
put out by the government statistician, is that flush,
and Sonora. Snb* quently the coun- especially so since it came so soon after our South American republics.
relative to the number and value of farm ani- buster appearance of the forehead and nose Coahuila
concerning the illustrious subcorrespondence
mals. It comprises tables and statistics, with and lower part of the face, is one of those try was partitioned into twelve intendancies,
Idle New York Produce Lxt liange has adoptAs the typical Irishman of romance, if
some comments thereon.
Here are the figures whom the skilled physician will tell you will of which Yucatan, (then called Merida), was ject.
“if you should hap- ed resolutions declaring that the growth of
not of fact, would say:
and
there
were also three provinces—New
some day dread the funereal month of March,
one;
for Maine:
adulteration of food products threatens to inbecause it is then that consumption reaps its California, Old California and New Mexico. pen within a dozen miles of it you must hear
Averngc
jure the character ami commercial prosperty of
richest harvest. Consumption they tell us is Now tin? Mexican Republic is divided into 27 it.”
Number. Price.
Value.
as
the the I nited States, and urging national legislation
The history of Byron was as touching
Milch Cows .107,504
$29.00
$4,SAT,<03 caused by this, that and the other tiling, by mi- States, one Territory, (Lower California), and
to prevent such adulteration.
< >xcn and other cattle. 1*5, WMJ
27.51
5,093,10S
crobes in the air, by micro-organisms in the one Federal District—the latter containing the most pathetic language can describe; bis life
3.01
was as romatie as an eastern story ;and lie suf1.045,914 blood, by deficient, nutrition, by a thousand and
Sheep.547,7*25
national Capitol.
The government of Holland has decided upss
9.13
Hogs.7*2,1
077,917 one tilings, but whatever the cause,
Since the State of Yucatan has never been fered and endured the hard, rigid, cruel, un- on renewed occupation of some of the places on
decay beBritish
of
tin;
and
relentless
bate
criticism
Of horses the report says: ‘‘Horses have inthe east coast of Ateheen, tin* idea being to cut
gins with a cough and the remedy that will ef- thoroughly surveyed, its area and population just
creased more largely than any other class of fectually stop the cause of that cough cures tlie are mere guess-work on the part of the Mexi- aristocracy, whose boasted virtue consisted in
otVcommunication between Singapore and Penanimals, mules coming next in order. This is disease of the* lungs.
can authorities; but they are officially set down
kicking at the misunderstood and unfortunate ang and the interior of Ateheen and finish the
due to the remunerative prices which have
—the former as 7b,5(H) square kilometres, and rather than in any qualities of purity possessed war in progress between the opposing tribes by
That is all there is of it.
been obtained for good horses of all classes the
The cough is an evidence of a wasting. To 1 *■«• latter as 302,315. The unconquerable t ribes by themselves.
isolating one of the belligerents.
They made Byron pav the penalty of genius,
past few years. There is a strong tendency to stop it effectually, a remedy must be used that of ih-* interior neither know nor care what
There arc signs that Senator Dawes, of Masbreed better horses than heretofore. More will search out the cause, remove that and then pr« tensions of government may be set up over the forfeit of being endowed with qualities of
both mind and heart that were unapproachable sachusetts, is breaking down. He has been in
draft horses are being bred than of any otln r heal the lung and do away with the cough. them, so long as it exists but in name—as at
class, and this fact is indicated by the increase This is the power, special to itself, possessed present and the power that assumes to con- by the common pack that sought l<> satisfy its poor health all winter, and recently was unable
to go to his home in Pittsfield to attend to some
in the number of mules, they heingonly grown alone by Warner’s Log Cabin Cough and Con- trol them keeps at a respectful distance.
vengeance, because it was powerless to indulge
important legal matters in which lie was senior
for draft purposes.”
Looking on the map, you will see that were it in any nobler way, by snapping at hi- lice!* counsel.
sumption remedy. This is no new-fangled
Mr. Dawes has been in one branch
notion of narcotics and poisons, but an old- it not for the small State of Campeche on the and setting up a simultaneous bowl against him.
AN AROOSTOOK IN1U STRY THREATENED.
or
the other of Congress for thirty years.
But while lie suffered, as only a keenly sensifashioned preparation of balsams, roots and west. Yucatan would he surrounded on three
There arc thirty-three starch factories in this
from
their
man
can
tive
suffer,
persecution,
herbs, such as was used by our ancestors many sides l>v water. Oil the north is the (inlf of
Chief Lngincer Arthur says, in speaking of
State, thirty-one of them being in Aroostook
as senseless as it was unmerited,
years ago, the formula of which has been secur- Mexico, the sea of the Antilles on the east,and which was
of the strikers toward the Chicago,
county. The make for 1**" was the smallest ed exclusively by the present manufacturers on the south the Central American Kenublics, out of this very suffering undoubtedly came the attitude and
Burlington
Quincy Company, that it is simfor years, as potatoes were scarce and poor.
at great trouble and expense.
It is not a mere Belize and (iuatemala. The eastern and south- the grandest and richest tones of his wonder- ply a demand for fair wages, as
compared with
The average capacity of the mills is from 20,000
cold dryer. It is a system-searcher and up- ern portions are traversed by those unknown ful song. While his countrymen nagged and wiiat is paid
oilier roads, and says the Chicaby
to 40,000 bushels pci* year, producing from 100
maligned him his verse was shedding a literary go. Burlington and Quincy lias been
builder and a consumption cxpcllaut. Where mountains called the Sierra <fe Yucatan, ami a
to 200 tons of starch to each factory.
paying .15
A no others
fail, it wins, because it gets at the con- range of low bills occupies the northwestern lustre upon bis country unparalleled in her per cent, less than the Chicago and Alton ami
small industry. Nearly the entire product is
annals.
stitutional cause and removes it from the sysother roads for tlie same kind of work.
used by the cotton and woolen factories of New
I believe that when a thousand years hence
About all that is known of tin; topography
tem.
Knglaud.
The will of the late W. W. Corcoran has been
J. W. Ileiisaw of (ircciisboro, I’a., on Jan. of tin; state is that the Rio Hondo forms the obi England's history shall lie read, the eye of
The adoption of free-trade would strike the
the
reader will pause and linger lovingly, re- admitted to probate. The only public bequests
line
between
it
and
and
that
15, lsss. reported that ‘die had derived more boundary
Belize,
fanners of Aroostook front aud rear By comreal benefit for the length of time, from War- a few other nameless streams empty into the gretfully upon the pages whereon are written are $100,000 to the Corcoran Art Gallery, to
pelling the manufacturers to reduce prices or ner’s Log Cabin Cough and
as the grandest
which Mr. Corcoran had already given £1,500.Consumption Caribbean sea, with the Lakes Ciuchankakah,* the matchless verse of Byron,
shut down, it would render the starch market
than lie had for years from I he best Nova, Jalanopolch and Oron near the center and sweetest in all the volume. For he sang 000. £50.000 to the Louise Home, to which Mr.
almost valueless; while on the other hand the remedy
of tin; State, and the Lagunias dc Bacalar and the songs of nature and spoke the voice of hu- < ’oreoran gave in life half a million dollars, £5000
siate physicians.*’
Canadian product, cither of potatoes or starch, j
manity. Though born of noble and even royal each to the three orphan asylums of the DisIf you have a cough, night sweats, **positive Agnadulce in the south.
would come in to cap the climax of ruin. Free- ]
Tin; length of Yucatan from north to south blood and surrounded by aristocratic influences triet, ami £.1000 to the Little Sisters of the Poor.
assurance in your own mind that you,oh— you,
trade would speedily relegate Aroostook to the
have no consumption,” and yet lose flesh, ap- j is supposed to he about 250 miles, and mean he scornfully scathed the pretence of the divine
dominion of the hear, the wolf, the chipmunk
A despatch from Buenos Ayres, via Galvesof kings, he attacked mercilessly and
petite, courage .as your lungs waste away, you breadth 200 miles. A lofty ridge occupies the right
and the cheerful border smuggler of the olden
ton says: "The Argentine and Oriental governcenter, which has tin* character of a desert, with irresistible power the hypocritical shams
may know that soon tlie funereal month of
time. [Biddeford Journal.
March will claim \ou, unless promptly and often, when rains fail, leaving the natives en- and fraudulent claims of the established dy- ments have agreed to hold a South American
when he touched the political Congress at Montevideo, beginning on July IS,
TIIK COAL BARGE EVSINESS.
faithfully you use the article named. If other tirely without meuus of subsistence and pro- nasties,ofand
his harp it sang only the grand an- 1SNS, the principal object of which is to form a
remedies have failed try this one thoroughly. ducing frightful mortality. It may he a wise chord
It is but a few years since the business of If others are offered, insist the more on
of liberty, the tender and tearful strains treaty which will determine the questions of
trying provision of nature which keeps forever occu- thems
rights pending between South
lowing coal in barges along the Atlantic coast this iincqualed preparation.
pied tin- most uninviting portion of the globe, of humanity. Nothing liner in the English international
Ainerieaii nations. This congress will be the
was introduced, hut it lias increased so
from Siberias’ snow-fields to the desert wastes language lias been said: nothing nobler
.Some persons arc prone to consumption and
rapidly
its kind ever held in South America.”
and profited so much that to-day the coal barge
should never allow the disease to become of Patagonia, and leads people to return again and juster of republics; nothing severer lirst of
is nearly abreast of the schooner. One of the they
and again to the same dangerous localities, after and more merited of oppression, than was
seated.
and
across
over
the
ocean
to
sounded
largest concerns which own coal barge fleets is
Europe
their homes have been repeatedly swallowed
Clippings.
the firm of B. W. & II. F. Morse of Bath.
t lie new continent by the powerful and paThe Logs of the Great Eaft.
up by floods or earthquakes, swept away hv
These men began on their fleet about three
avalanches or burning lava, or depopulated by thetic voice of Byron.
The third party movement did its lies! to
lie
and
that
should
die
in
now
have
It
was
his
a
fleet
of
and
15
two
one-half
months
litting
famine and pestilence.
Although nearly
grand defeat Gov. llodweU, thouirli Gov. Hot!well
years ago
barges,
and the cost of the barges has not exceeded the have passed since the great raft was abandoned
Nearer the coast of Yucatan, the appearance and generous effort to give liberty to (treece. had been :i lifelong, sincere temperance man.
cost of three four-masted schooners. The firm
south of Nantucket,
continue to be re- of the country greatly improves, being inter- There where his young genius had received
[Portiaml Press.
report*
has its agents in Boston, New York and other ceived from vessels falling in with the logs, spersed with lofty forests and gently undulat- amid classic ruins its warmest nurture and
The Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
large ports, and these are constantly watching which are widely separated. The general drift ing tracts, where corn, cotton, rice, tobacco, strongest impulse; there where he had regild- spent the day Monday in prayer
that “the rijfht
has Ikjcii in an E SIC. direction, the logs being pepper ami sugar-cane arc produced, and cattle ed the lustre of the world's most famous
to purchase old ships and barques for transformi-ht prevail" in tile eity election. The prayer
mation into coal barges. When purchased the found a little to the southward of this line. raised in such numbers as to furnish a con- achievements and enriched the halo that enwas granted; nobody can doubt that; thoiigh
vessel is towed to Bath, and is here stripped to That they were not carried more to the north- siderable export to Havana of hides and salted circled the homes of its most hallowed heroes,
the suppliants may have I teen surprised at the
the decks and her spar deck is removed. The ward and eastward by tin* Gulf stream, as meat. The only other exports are salt tisb. it was well that he should crown iiis brief, hut form
in which the answer entne.
[Portland
vessel is then supplied with a steam hoisting would Im* expected, was probably due to the honey, wax, straw hat*, dye woods, cocoa-nuts brilliant, earthly career with the most glor- Advertiser.
engine and lieeontes a first-class coal barge, strong XW. winds which prevailed during the and a few fruits, and the valuable hemp, called ious work of Iiis life. And yet w ho does not
Mills
wishes to have free trade
Congressman
manned by three men. The Morses have quite latter part of December and the lirst part of heneqnin, obtained from the fibres of the wish that lie could have lived as long as
a decided'advantage over other concerns, as
January. Fortuuately no vessel has been dis- Afjave Americana and much used in making Shakespeare that the world might have re- in lisli with Canada. Tlmt is exactly what the
abled by collision with' them, although the Ger- cordage, hammocks and sacking.
ceived the fruits of the rich endowments of Canadians wish to have with us. "They can
thev own a large fleet of powerful tug boats.
undersell the Gloucester fishermen, because
man bark Bremen which was in
The chief towns of to-day are Merida, the iiis mature years.
company with
TIIK ANNL'AI. IIKAIt IHIX.
the logs for 5 days, in latitude 30 degrees N., Capital, with a population of nearly 00,000; and
Hut 1 began to write you a letter and 1 fear they are not. put to tlie expense of a long sea
to the Bunks. The President, Secretary
a
so
far
as
its
in
62
almost
written
tax
this
State,
I
have
small
had
her
voyage
no
Is
inlecture,
longitude
degrees W.,
The liear lioiintv
sheathing Progreso, the principal seaport, with 3,500
iteturns from the- books at Augusta show that torn and rudder injured. The latest reports bf habitants. The present government was organ- length is regarded at least. Flense pardon the Bayard and Mr. Mills are working for all they
are
worth
to destroy the hereditary industry of
the number of the black brutes killed last year the logs having been seen are as follows: Brit- ized in 1824. After ceasing to be a Spanish Intrusion upon your time and believe me alNew England.
Your sincere friend,
Pe- ish steamer Hampshire, January 24, in latitude colony (in 1821), Yucatan remained independ- ways
[New York Press'.
was 344, which at $5 each come to #1720.
S. L. Mii.ui.kx.
nobscot county heads the list with 74 slain, 36 degrees 17 minutes N.. longitude 58 degrees ent till she voluntarily joined the Mexican conPor once President Cleveland is consistent,
while Aroostook conics second with 07 anil 36 minutes W.; British steamer Picqua, Janu- federation, three years later. She continued to
l ie is an advocate of free trade; he docs not be“What do you wants'” lie inquired of (lie lieve that the American industries need any
Washington third with 33. Oxford, supposed ary 27, in latitude 36 degrees 40 minutcsN., lon- adhere, more or less closely, to the cliaotie
to he the peculiar home of the liear, comes algitude 56 degrees 25 minutes West; German general government till 18-10, when she again ■nan who hcld'the subscription book.
protection by tariff, and so lie does not hesitate
bark Marie was amongst the logs for several proclaimed herself an independent Republic.
“One dollar.”
most at the foot of the list with 17 head.
to otter Canada *1,000,000 a year, if she will
9
to
about
latitude
38 degrees After successfully -esisting all attempts of
13,
“And what tori'”
Among towns Oreenviilc in Piscataquis coun- days, January
only allow American vessels and fishermen to
50
to
60
and
“To
a
and
the
most
blood
N.',
degrees
Mexico
to
coerce
her
into
bears
oil'
the
longitude
W.;
she
have the same privileges in Canadian ports that
degrees
submission,
ty,
palm
bury policeman.”
The sport lished out a f A bill anil handed il
Canadian vessels and tisliermen have always
money, having slaughtered 17 of the “var- the British steamer Empire, February 22 and I again joined the confederation in ’43, having
37
latitude
59
de- secured peace on her own terms. Three years to the man.
degrees N., longitude
mints'.'’ If the survivors have any discretion 23, in
enjoyed, and arc still enjoying in our ports.
I afterward she* again set up as an independent
they will shun the foolof Moosehead lake here- grees to 64 degrees W.
“Bury live.” said be. [Chicago Tribune.
[Ellsworth American.
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of the Civil War.

Songs

one

Yl CATAX AM> TIIK YCCATECA.S. SOMKTIIINC,
OF KAItl.Y PAYS IN TIIK FFNINSFLA.
A
<*CFKk COCNTKY \NI>
KKUER PKOPI K.

"Stop, little missus, stop ami think.
You’re talking mighty fas',
Just look up. dear, ami tel! me whaf
You see in yonder glass.

11V IIKI.KN X. 1\U’KAHI>.

The war hud precisely the same effect on the
minds of poets, and versifiers as any other
great event does which stirs all the deep emotions of the human heart. An entire collection
of the war poetry, good, bad, and indifferent,
would indeed he a curiosity. Hut nearly all of
the good lias been preserved, while the poor
has gone to the oblivion which it deserved.
We all remember bow indignant the northern

Outrage* In Hast (irernwlcb.-A torrertlon.
To TIIK KlUTOK OF THE Jot KNAP: A
copy of
tin* last edition of your valued
paper is just at
<
band.
m the first page is found
nearly a column
dealing with the unfortunate and dastardly acts

"You see old maumy’s wrinkled faee.
As blaek as any coal.
And underneath her handk* iehief
Whole heaps of knotty wool.

supposed to have been perpetrated by rnmsellers
in Fast tlrecnuich, U. 1. Permit me to
say the aecount you print from the Boston Herald is too

:

"My darling’s faee

is red and white.
Her sunny him* eyes shim*.
And on de little eiinnin' head
I>e yaller 1 iugh-ts twine.

highly

were

of

traitors,
Though a slave cannot breathe
ors.

Should any
broil.

one

hinder, the world you'd

“SSt tlown at your ease, with your ears 'tolled
with cotton.
For long they've been closed to paupers sad
wail,
You like the slave product, if others will keep
sorrows

Now 1 leave it to the readers of the Journal,
if that is not expressive poetry. Somebody's
righteous indignation found w nt in verse, and
nothing flat about it either.
It was common during the great struggle to

I

year.

a

very young, and also \ery enand 1 naturally joined an eager

was

thusiastic,

crowd of listeners around a pale, scholarly looking young man who was discoursing on the

leads

be a grand -‘war rally” at the city hall, and,
Lewis Barker and several other eloquent

as

speakers were to be present, I natural!} found
myself with the eager swaying crowd, who
pressed up the broad steps, ami rapidly tilled
the large hall, until the whole was a perfect
of

sea

only

faces.

I do not remember tin* speakers,
Lewis Barker, lie came rapidly to

one,

the front of the platform, and with no preliminaries whatever, recited the following lines in
a deep, impressive voice:
Till-:

m.l>

SHIP

<

»!■

STATK.

the dark, and the gloomy horizon which
hounds her.
Through the night, and the storm, and tinhell whieh surrounds her,
1 can see with a faith whieh immortals have

given,

Burning words Mazing
of Heaven,

out, o'er tin- portals

She will live.

"Hut

a part of the freight which our forefathers ga\ e her.
We must east to the deep j awning waters to
save her.
'Tis the chain for the slave, we must fling out

light her,

to

'Tis tlie brand and the whip.
up to rigid her.
She will live.
"i’lear the decks of the

curst*,

mint

\ a

Id

if opposed h> tin*

owner.

will live while a billow li«s swelling before
lur.
She will live while the blue arch of Heaven
bends o'er her,
While the name of a Christ, to the fallen we
ehei ish,
'Till the hopes in the breast of humainity

She

perish,

She will live.
Of course the efleet was electrical, and diet r
after cheer from the excited crowd rent the
air. It is, of course,needless to teP the rentiof the Journal that our own native poet.
Uavitl Barker, was the author, as he was of

ers

many war poems, lie wrote. "The Fmpty
Sleeve," also a poem on the death of Hen. Berry, and a long one of peculiar meter, the name
of which ! have forgotten.
It was tedious in
its many repetitions, anti was too tautological
for many readings. It can probably he found
in his hook of poems, and if any of the Journal
readers have time, I would advise them to read
it.
many instances recorded of prophetic verses written by the soldiers themselves
just previous to a battle. No one can doubt, if
There

are

the poetic instinct was strong, that the soimin
thoughts of the coining conflict would bring it
I will copy a little poem which
to the front.
said to have been taken from the pocket of
a dead soldier, and which I believe has never
before been published. The pathos, the direct
was

simplicity, and, above all else, the rugged
honesty, and pure patriotic spirit, may well appeal to every loyal heart.
‘*1 lay me down to sleep,
With little thought or care.
Whether my waking tin l
Me here

or

there.

A bowing burdened heart
That only seeks to rest,
Inqiiestioningly upon
A loving breast.

fencing

I
1

am

not eager,

little missus, shut yer eyes
And let Mass Lim-tim ’lone.
De del.il knows who belongs*to him.
And lie’ll take care oh his own.’’

given by those familiar with the property presum
ed to l>c demolished. The midnight alarm is suppo-» 1 to have been the discharge of a
mail can
mm in the neighborhood.

"So,

am

ready

not to

At last, at last.

To nn-: Tnrroi: ok hi: Joitsxai. : l!a> it
been the ease that laws lia\e been enacted
wbieh did not more or less curtail the | crsonal
liberty of tile individual for tie* good of the
community*:' For tie- purpose of protecting
property we iiave laws by which tin* thief may
be punished. Men may wMi to steal, but tiesafety of the people require.' that they be pre-

lay after the poison was found nearly half a score
reporters accompanied by an artist visited the
startled community." The meagre details were
o\ evdosed to a
nauseatingdcgrec. “Space writers."
who had been to <ome travelling expense,
recoup
the outlay by extravagant correspondence. The

over

ot

could sketch no : mus, but lie did prepare
ei>gra\ ings ol Mf»rs. Still and Allen wliieh their
"'h"< could not recogni/.e without the
appended
nameAll this ha- reacted unfavoraldy. for it
arr.si

vented from so doing. >ome person may take
the life of his fellow, hut he can let do it are!
escape the p» nalty wlien proved guiity of tincrime.
Public safely demands that ca« h and

1ms disgusted men who
fori cment of tin* laws.

lVmperanee and polities are mingled to an tin
precedented extent in Kast Greenwich. >i\ years'
residence in that village taught me this fact most
forcibly. The mixture may not injure the town's
politics. 1 hat were almost an impossible task,
llu the righteous cause of
temperance has suffer
ed, and •'till does, from the unholy alliance. When
I say that a large percentage of citizens believe
Mr. Allen placed the ar-■•nie in his own well, and
then ti ic 1 11• scare his co laborer w ith an explosion
mar his home— all for the
purpose of posing as
martyr- -it will in- si en that political opponents
travel no -mail journey in >upporting town rum
mie.-.

<

|

holding forth

M

congregation of expectant |
hearers, whose breath smells "f poor whiskey,
in sonic sin-h words as thi*s«
I o ant a drink
but I cannot step out ami buy ii openly beto

a

tin- law is in in way. Therefore, tinlaw denies me the right to \t rcisc my per-oiia!
liberty: ln-nee.il must be repealed that I may
sell win n 1 wish, drink wlien 1 wish, and that

I»a\ i.-\ ille. It.

I'iie

get drunk at my pleasure."
advocates of so-called personal liberty
pretend to favor license laws. This might iiave
been swallowed by tin- p- <p!e of tin* Anted* hi-

Linn

l said in my first paper, they
could not put the same tire and eloquence into
their songs and poems that we could into ours
for the simple reason that we were right and
as

were wrong.
And while our war songs
still remembered and sung with a will,
theirs are but a faint and feeble echo of tin;
lost cause which they represent. While our
war poems are nearly all preserved for future
generations, but few of those of the South were
deemed worthy of preservation. As the .Journal can see, this poetry is written to show up
the blessings of the institution ot slavery, and
to show that the negroes would not be free if
they eould. I give it here as it was given to me
twenty- live yours ago:

they
art?

THR SOUTHERN Ulill.O AXI> IIKU NURSE.

“Say, maumy, have you heard the
Thus spake a Southern child.
As in her nurse’s aged face
She upward gazed and smiled.

news?”

“What news you mean, my little one.
It mils’he mighty tine,
To make my darling’s face so red
Her sunny blue eyes shine.”

“Why Abraham Lincoln, don't you
The Yankee President,
Whose ugly picture, once we saw,

know

When up to town we went,

“Well, lie is going to free

only fHh
plan when men

y

ielded to. will

cause

a

all.
And make you rich and grand.
And you’ll l>e dressed in silks ami gold,
Like the proudest in the land.
you

“A gilded coach shall carry von,
Where e’er you wish to ride.
And, inuinny,‘ull your work shall la?
Forever laid aside.”
The eager s(»eaker paused for breath.
And then old nuiiimv said.
As closer to her swarthy breast
She pressed the golden bead.
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greatest number.*’ No intelligent person believes to-day that it is belter for mankind to
debase themselves by “yielding to a strange
and acquired appetite,” than it is to walk soberly with a clear conscience and a pure breath.
This being the ease, why should any man de-ire

subject his neighbor

to

a

temptation which

lie may not be able to resist!'
My dear sir, we have a prohibitory law and
we intend to keep it.
You might wish a change,
but the good of humanity demands that the
manufacture and sale of all intoxicating beverages shall be prohibited, and they must be.
An appeal to the latter judgment of our

temperance foes, would doubtless be like good
seed sown upon dry (!') soil, yet I submit for
their consideration, w hether they could not lie
more useful in
the world if they wanked at
something besides inlf hqtoraurr.
K. <

Monroe, Me.

Dow.

l*ublie Printer Hencdict exhibited a remarkable degree of ignorance in regard to the internal economy of his own office when examined
before the Congressional Committee on Print-

ing.

A Nova Scotia despatch states that the new
timber raft under construction at doggin’s
Shore is making good progress, and will he a
hundred feet longer than the old raft.
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will «rive up what they have gained
verges upon insanity or imbeeii- !

motto in the future, a- in the past, will be
total abstinence and prohibition. < >rganizatioii
oppo-ed to prohibition, will be met mul ih/rutnl by organization in favor of temperance.
It should be every man's purpose t<> do what
he can to secure the “greatest 'good of the

be

|
it

Fnn-dimi.

these Pilous -ail under

our

ill

f rankt.

successful in their efforts to nullify tli law.
but it is possible for tin in to d *<> ill localities.
I// tin< h t'n/'•'• <! )>r>ih il'ilor;/ hnr nn <m* fm-

have to say that such person sooner or later
will awake to the realization of his mi-take.
We may not roll in mone\ stolen from starving
wives and children, but wo w ork for right, and

Tin

-latui.

...

be

I

Mate!.
ij• portioncI
111 ■1
bv the !a-t '• :•

“e

Tax.

foil lily
that tl

l».

.Vaine wili not aiiow the present law
to be repea t'd: but the enemies of temperance
may exert an iutlm nee wliieli w ill lead to fr> .■
I I" m t say tin y will
ruin in some localities.

imagines that this company of temperance
workers are going to sit down, calmly fold
their hands and allow their work to he trampled
under foot by a few whiskey-tainted individuals,

canning purpose-dispu
r\ideti p.*l bin.-, •,. >

..1 e-•

■o

of

me

for

Itrotln

n;,!:

Waldo
I

your ‘'personal liberty** by nouns ..!
license law. ami y ou take tw ay > our neighbor*'
ri.iiItt the riirht to Ii\*• in a b nij ram "-ate
w hich he lias helped to develop.
Tin
I have said that lie.-uvimpos-dbh

v.

ad, lb spouse by sister
>i-ii
T. s. lb xvden

n

>o|;g
|,t other A. <

i’i udletoii; ...gatixe, lb other- P. Norwood, ,J. P.
Pittleh.de; loth. ( o.iferring the tilth degree in
f rm
Ith, Mti-ie ai.d .-lo-itig.

Secure

Why

p..*w!t

Mattie simmon-.

ta

the ruin ot lie ir live-and

s

1. Pi

''pi

-wee:

temptation, which, if

pect for clleotj\e temperance education ifc\•
man in the city, ami every other man in tie
be lieeiis. 1 m d< a! out
country tow ns is
dcfidlv ioisi. 11 and I.. .Nil I a bale
"tll!eU< e

to

111-

■

so d.t rim
lit a I to w hat w«- wish to t.a-Ii.
have the individual constantly umter an
iutlm nee. the whole fleet of which is to turn
that person directly opposite to the way w.
w ish him lo ro.
W hat then. 1 ask. :> the pros-

not

A.-sist

''la

be

do

Pad)

Poim.na

•Liin

to

people

I>. P. Andrews.
I I liner.

<

«•

can

\.

(.range V.. ; will meet with
(irange, Washington, March 17th, at I
0 clock
p. in.; it -torinx on that day the imeting
will be >.i
vet k late:, March 24th.
Programme.
I y 11.e <!«•:?. _'d
1 ~F Mu
\ddress of w eleome

hrinir sorrow* on yourself.
1 am a beli. \«*r in t. tups ranee In atimi ami
moral suasion. 1 also belie\e t!iat nothin.: els.sis

Mr-.

ard. Mi--

xx

I. veiling

uivc way t'> their baser natures and
they
indulge in :• p 1 tit *- which an low etmiiirii to
hrinir a blm! of sliame to thelente creation.
License openly sanctions :i -a!" m m \t
your
neighbor's Ionise. when you would not hav
Mon- th.su 111i-: it furnotic next your own.
ishes a place where \ our children wili be conto

littfii.->toiie; steward,

\--i.-tant steward, l>. P. Andrew.-.

< ere-,
ai

can

stantly subjected

Lecturer,

ii.

.ioitn-oii

>. ( randon ; Treasurer, l». 1?. Titus;
t'otary, .1. J.. Copeland; (.ate Keeper, Wm.
P'.-i
Pom.mi;:. Mi-.- A. (imi’ey; Flora, Mrs A. F.

drink, where

ran

n- in this
aii\e to tin* needs of tin* times, ami
full\ determined to do what they can to save
“the pure and the virtuous from ever falling
into the hands of the tempter.*’ If any man

1 will close this paper by giving a little
Southern poetry. Probably this is not a fair
sample of the average poetry of onr misguided

neighbors, but.

a

Ken lit-her
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Iniplain. I
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Overtwent) thousand Good Tempi

And grasp His banner still.
Though all its blue bedim.
These stripes no less than stars
Lead after Him."

P*!:n l.ing!

A.
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/>•
a good doctor: //•'•' <•
-/ ''"W,-.
license possible. which it i' not. In-w
much heller -ll w«>ul-l tho>e poor v him r- I-*-?
U personal liberty to be bad under a lie.n>e
law? >h friend, yon know it •> not. Personal

can eonie

meeting <*1'

|

Wen-

furnishes

b range*.

held with

was

i.range

NOl.llS.

I nion Pomona (.range met with Mt. Pleasant
(•range. West
aindni, Fob. -_*4, and had an inter•
e-tmg meeting. The fifth degree was conferred on
;
-7 candidates, and oHirers were in-tailed as f.*l
io'vMaster, (ieo. s. Pendleton ; Overseer, Fred

\ ian Worhi. bad it been pres* nted to tln-m in a
b*- mad* !•*
sugar-*s.ati-d form, but it can m
Aent*-: tin people of Maim? at this laic day.
ii
banking tin- \vho|«'. .no
a State. wo lia\e I *
waters of prohibition too long to quietly accept the brackish liquid o! license. IT-1 Po-

liberty

(lie

M. llK\

—-

(irange,
»i.tkland, Wednesday. March 11. Papers were
read by W. II
Keith of W mthrop, on “Karmen*
and Hired Help
and by (. \ .Mace of Headtleld
hi the
There were
•iiie-tion, "Dims fanning pax
disci:-.-..*n> on each of these topic.-.

se

tion is

of

tegular «|i;anerlv

I’.*1.101,a

1 may

'I'lu

*!, I

.March

I

>cw*

cause

State

And this is all my part.
I give a patient Hod,
My patient heart.

en

l iie most rea-unable Elution yet offered is that
drinks because In’s cold; another because if' soiin ball drunken rascal sought to perpetrate a
t Me* drinks because he has m* troupr::eti« a! joke, and rarrie 1 his operations to an tin
so warm,
ble; another because his trouble is more than i warranted ami criminal degree. It is hard to be
lime that even a calloused mm-eller
would enbe can hear. One man objects to tin- pr-diibi- J
danger the lives «.f innocent women and children
-7
/>•
law
because
r„i'nrent.
while
his
tory
by >«'ch owardly step- in seeking revenge. One
m-ighbor object' t«* it beaill'e .7 is lint
j tlmc-aml dollars
await the order of any one w ho
ll. Some men briieVe it wrong because ;- .1.
•in limit the villain down.
For the good name of
nit-s to tlu-m tin* privilege of drinking ami >cll- ! the
mimiiiity 1 hope this may he done, and
*
all
tin
at
and
mnl<-i
In
all
the meantime people are not moving
tjiii'-kb
ing the potent poison
eireimislanees. Tibs latter eiass claim that In* away, imr is the price of real e-tate declining.
I’u ‘lie -» ntiment is aroused, and the
declining act
priiu-iplc of prohibition is wrong. I can imagwill be played in bar roomonly.
I prohibition
ine some limhcr-tnngucd em-inv

it

My half-day’s work is done.

sympathized with the

drinking,

hy prohibition

do,

was

U line these transactions have eau.-ed ;t ileal of
local comment, the only panic thus far perceived
has been in newspaper 'Olumns. On the second

Personal Liberty Work

this state

hold,

pieces; the sma-hing of

i<

confine 1 to four panes of glass, a
lew clapboards were found somewhat loose at one
corner of the house, Imt no signs of other than
natural causes were perceived. There are the facts

their true colors and dike to thenisehes the
name of I'm Hum I'nrhj/
11 seetn> that such
a name wouhi he better adapted t*» their wants
than the om which tin y now carry. The man
who believes that Jin' temperance people of

Nor strong- all that is past,

not blown

were

windows

"And at Hi" feet I shall lie dovvi..
Who died and rose for me.
And then, and not til! then, my dear.
’t our maumy will he five.

rum.

My good right hand forgets
its running now.
To march the weary march
I know not how.

.heir homes than

Mr. Still's house. The
headings of “dynamite and anarchy"
bad. there I on*, very little bu-is. No
dynamite was
u-ed, but some powder instead; the front of Mr.
>ti!!\- n -idence was not shattered; the
steps and

«

Hurl the wretch to the wau*. as tin \ hurled
over Jonah,
With a ‘Freedom to all* gleaming forth from
our banner.
Let the tyrant yet learn, we have Freeman
to man her.
She will live.

the

line"

-car:

great struggle. I remember that he was very
entertaining, and also very poetical, lie con- every wrong a»t shall have it- proper punishcluded his informal remarks by reciting a
ment. When it beeann necessary for the State
poem. I bad never be fort.* beard it, and indt ed of Maine to prohibit tin? most a-curs, p tralli
it was new, but I shall never forgot tin* impres- that ever disfigured tin* fa-v ..| ci\iii/ation.
sion it produced on the crowds who gathered
law- \\er** passed looking toward that end.
In the saloon of the proud steamer as she
And yet. nn-n who believe ibai tin- in-lividuai
ploughed her stately way through the waters i must e\er yield siiim-tliieg f*»r tin sake of tinof the broad Atlantic. Early the next morn- common
good, are whining about tin- iO's «.f
ing we arrived in Boston, and as l sat in the j tln-ir liberties.
train which swiftly carried me to m\ home in
Tin- opponents of prohibition w*>ui 1 nullify
Lawrence, 1 wondered if 1 should ever again j our prohibitory laws for what? Tln-ir reabe thrilled by that most startling poem.
sons are as numerous, and just about ;i> sensiThe same evening of my arrival, then4 was I ble, as men's reasons for
the- man
to

of hi- neighbors did, however, which
impression that the explosion occurred

some
to

nearer

"De good Lot’ll Jesus dell will take
My spirit home to him.
And he will free my guilty sum
From every spot of sin.

“Take them and welcome, old England, the
traitors.
We'll send you the rest, (or their heads) bye
and bye.
Hut never more say that you >tand up for freidom.
Or the civilized world will call it a lie.”

talk freely with any one on the grejh and absorbing subject, and introductions were not
always necessary in order to converse on the
topic which occupied the minds of every one.
1 was traveling on one of the steamers of the
Boston and Bangor line, in the early days of
the war, when it had been in progress perhaps

village. This gentleman, who has likewise been active in pro-, ••uting rnmsellers,did not
leave hi- bed to ascertain tiie eau.se of the disturb

aiier.

pressed down in

law

tbm of the

"And when at hist the time shall conn-.
And poor old maumy dies.
Your own dear mother’s soft white hand
Shall close these tired old eyes.

them,

You heed not the
each hale.

so.

"I tanks Ma"sa Ltm um all de "atm-.
Hut when I wants to he free.
I’ll ax de Lord of glory.
Not poor huekrn man like he.

in

a

prominent in prosecuting violations of the
li'iior law-. The poison was discovered in season
to prevent fatal results. This is the foundation for
many extravagant despatches. The simple facts
are bad enough, and point to both
cowardly and
chminul action by -anno party at present unknown,
on the -ame
morning, jud after the midnight hour,
an explosion was heard near the residence of the
K< \. Mr. still, situated in a
sparsely populated sec-

"As for the gilded ears iages.
1 >e\*s nurtin fall to see.
My mass.f" eoach what carries him
is good enough for me.

on your boasted free soil.
Your arms open wide to receive their oppress-

spout,

yer

a

"De good Lord said it mu>’ he
And. darling, I for one.
Will ever Mess 11 is holy name.
And sav ‘Thy will he done!*

In this respect it compares with

led upon the stones, in the bucket and water
a well on the premises of s. W. K. Allen,

read de g*.*o I L ord's Idessed book.
And dat will tell on tru

<«o

little poetry from—nobody knows who. The
writer cailed it “impromptu,*’ and no one
could very well doubt it. It ran thus:
“Take them and welcome, old England the

colored.

aggravated reports appearing in other Boston pa
pers. p-> well as those printed in several cities. On
the morning of Fell, tilth arsenic was found
spriuk

"My ehild. who made dis dilleretiee
Twixt maumy and twixt you!'

when England demanded the surrender of Mason and Slidell. This called forth

people

II.

s

lllgliis

In

Leap

Year.

I'lu' '.cap M ar privilege has a better
precedent
than you <uppo>e. dear girls.
\ law enacted by
the Scottish I'arli.uiH at in PJ-8,
gave women the
l«'gal right to pop the .pu-tion. Here is the law
•It i~ Matnt .and ordaint that 'luring the reinc of
Her M
t Hlissit Mcge-iio. ilk fourth
year, known
as Leap year, ilk maiden
ladye of baith high and
low estait -hall lute liberty to
be.-peak ye until she
likes, albeit, gif be refu.-cs to tak hir to be Ids u ife.
be shall be mulcted in ye snmme of am dundis or
less, as bis estait moil he except and avvis gif he
e.in make it appear that lie is hetrothit to ane ithcr
woman, that be then shall be free."
\
Vu it 1:1. n:"M “bi nn." The following
paragraph, from the Itostoii correspondence of The
liook ltuyer, \ i 11 interest alike tin- lielfa.-t friends
of

the artist named and the many readers of Miss

Howard’s admirable novel
\ Ho.-ton .artist, Mr. F. L Wright—who has eon
tnbuted .-ome very dainty examples of French
ver.-e (-•
Life .and The Century —has recently
brought to Kostou his Salon picture of hist year,
“Kn Itretagne.”
The peasant who sat as his
model is tin* same girl who unconsciously and
free
from
.piite
any hcurthrc.uk, also posed as the
model for Miss Howard’s “Ciueiin." The knowis only just reaching the people
of
the
liook
ledge
who figure in it, and aiVects little their stolid, uuIt
minds.
is disenchanting to learn that
literary
the priest who plays so noble a part in •*(»uenn”
has been deprived of his benefice for drunkenness; but this i- an age of realism, and here is an
excellent chance to attack Miss Howard for alms
ing her reader’s credulity.

Powdcrly has appealed for aid
ing miners in the Lehigh Valley.

for

the starv-

The new (lerman Minister to Washington is,
like his predecessor, a bachelor.
The bodies of over *200 victims of the recent
avalanche in the Italian Alps have been recovered.
.John Wanamaker has given £ST»,000 to the
Young Men's Christian association of Philadelphia.
The New Fngland Inter-Collegiate Association will hold their annual sports at Worcester,
May *24.
President Cleveland's next outing will take
form of a bass fishing expedition to West
\ irginia.

the

rotary McCulloch enjoys at the age of
years, springy, vigorous health, and ltok*
less than TO.
Lx-Se

SO

An attempt is lieing made in Atlanta, <»a., to
£400.000 appropriation for a colored
man's industrial exhibition.
secure a

A correspondent of the New York Herald
writing from Salt Lake City claims that poly-

gamy is

a

dead institution among the Mormons.

of Michigan, has the repufinest linguist in the upner
house of Congress. He can make a speech in
Fuglish, French or Spanish.
Senator Palmer,
tation of being the

The Ellsworth American learns from the [
best authority that a syndicate has obtained conp K\VS AMi ClOSSIl* FROM ALL OVER THE STATE. trol of the “Douglass!” “Bluehill,* and “Stewart* mines, and work will be resumed as soon i
as the weather will permit.
(IHAV MIL WINSLOW PACKING COMPANY WAS
Lewis A. Barker. Esq., says he shall, if a
KlINKIL
member of the next Legislature, make an efOne dav last slimmer a Journal represcnta- 1 fort to have the law changed, so that in cases
ti\e met J. Wiuslow Jones on the traiuand the j where a prisoner is being tried for murder, the
conversation naturally drifted to his business, j defence shall have the closing argument.
Knowing him wall we asked him plainly wliat
Arrangements are being made to hold a con»lie was to do now that the Winslow Packing j vention of the Third and Fourth Congression- j
company had apparently squelched him. “The | al District Prohibitionists in Bangor, April
Winslow Packing Co. aint done with Winslow 10th, to choose delegates to the National ProJones yet" he replied. We smiled and remark- hibition Convention, to be held in Indianapolis.
ed that he bad made that talk before. “1 w ill June (»th.
The second quarterly session for 1&&, of the
get control of that company again" he remarked, ami then said : “I am going to ruin tin* pre- Penobscot Valley Advent Christian Confersent company first and you see if I don’t." We ence. will be held at the Advent
chapel in Do- j
poohed at him and asked him how he could ver, commencing Thursday evening the 15th
ruin a company as firmly established as Gen. inst. at 7 o'clock, and continuing over the fol- ;
Mattocks was known to be. “1 will show you” lowing Sunday.
he said earnestly. ••The 'Globe' trade mark is
The number of patients at tin Insane Hospithe company’s stock in trade. The ownership I tal is now 575. the largest in trie history of the
of that trade mark is in litigation. No large
Institution.
The inmates of the male wardj
concern will touch anything in litigation.
Let j lack but one of 300. Architect Coombs will
me notifv the big jobbing houses out west and
present the plans for the new building at the
on the Pacific coast not to touch these goods 1 March
meeting of the trustees.
and how can the Winslow Packingcompanv.as
The demand for Senator Fr\e*s speech on
on
for
the
sale
of
that
they depend
country
| “Protecticn v. Free Trade* has been very great,
their goods, do business. To make tin* matter fifty thousand copies have already been sent
a little more business like I will sue them in
out. and the same number of copies have been
San Francisco and attach all their corn out ordered for distribution in Maine.
there on sale."
The will of tin* late Albert Holton. E-q..
These words seemed at the time to be idle leaves the city of Bangor the sum of S2.00O. the
boasts of a defeated man and The Journal at interest of which shall be annually used for the !
the time simply announced that Mr. Jones promotion of public school education, either by
threatened serious things for some one. Now tin* gift of medals to individual puplis. as a reit appears by the Portland papers that he has ward of merit, or in such other way as tin*
done just w hat he threatened to do in conversa- authorities for the conduct of tin* public schools
tion w ith us. The Winslow Packing compam
of tin* city shall de\ i-e.
has been obliged to suspend and the Portland
A wry largely attended fanner.-* in-titute
the
is
papers say
suspension entirely due to be- was held March 7th in Washington Hall. ltocking hampered by Jones.
Iand. Secretary (iilbei t di-cus-cd tin* creamery
Gen. Mattocks is entitled to much sympathy
question, B. W. Ellis of Be lfast the use of main tin- trouble, lie has always treated 1 lie far- nures and the means of applnaCon. In the
mers most honorably and
never one of them
evening Dr. (J. M. Twitched spoke to a crowdhas lost a cent by him. They wen* all paid up ed house on “Tin* Necessities of To-day.” Large
last sea.-on and were looking forward to another numbers were present from a ij ining towns.
successful season when his and their old enem\
lion. Robert II. Thompson. President of the
—Jones, struck on them. l> it possible that in (iardiner >a\ing> Institution, died at tin* Johnthis land there is no law for such perform- son House Erida\ morning of pneumonia after
ances’/ [Fairfield Journal.
a brief illness.
He was eighty years of age and
one of (Jardiner*< wealthiest citizens.
He lias
A MAKKK UK CODS.
-i-rvt '1 as Mayor and ha- repivs* nted the city
\ queer story i- told of a mail named John in tin* State
Legislature.
(’oleord. who left Sanford, many wars ago and
Captain Frank Barr, of the revenue cutter
was stranded on one of th<
Sandwich islands. Dallas, who-t* prompt assistance rescued tin
Not knowing what to do for a living there, he steamer Sehenoa from disa.-ter in Isle an limit
set uj> in business a- a inakt r of gods for the
Bay. recently has received a letter of thanks
ignorant native-, making his images from iron from (wciieral Manager Tucker of tie* Maim*
with tools picked up from the debris of \psscls t entral for his action.
wrecked on the coast. Tliese images being inroiessor nomn^on. oi nowmmi. nas mane
di -tructable gained the favor of the islanders an analysis of the stomach of the late Mr. ( ( '.
ami C'olcord afterward married a native belle. Beal, of ( Union, who it will he remembered
One da\ in the street-of Honolulu C'oleord met
died a short time ago immediately after
a man who had been
pick' d up from the wreck drinking some whiskey, which was afterwardof a vessel a -hurt time before, w ho claimed to thought to he
poisoned. The liquor wa- also
bail from Maim*, and on investigation < oleord examined and
strychnine was found in both.
discovered that the stranger's former home
The will of the late ( apt. Noah Emery has
w as in Sanford, and that hi- name was Thompbeen tiled at the Probate ( ourt at Bangor. By
was
his tColcord's) old it provisions £30.000 are left to his widow, £10.son, and that lie
si huolmaster.
Thompson brought ( oleord's ooo to each of three sisters, Mrs. S.-wall, Mr-.
four children to thi- country to »e educated. Doddard and Mr-. Bilker, and an income of
All four afterward returned to Honolulu, £200 a
year to his stepmother. Mrs. Lucy
w hile ( oleord. after the death of his w ife, reThayer, of Hampden. The remainder ot his
turned to Maine and married again. One of his property i- left to hi- wife.
sons by the la-t marriage now is a leading drugLast fall Herbert Lord, a boy of Lebanon.
gist in Lynn. Mass.
Maine, struck Willie Davis, of the same town,
with an apple in the temple. Davis died
miKTEI I K DOWNS \ YIKOINIAN.
twenty-four hours later, it i» said a- the result
Me-sr-. Houtelle and O'Ferrall had a passage of the blow, after several months inaction
on the tioor of tin* House recently, in which
Lord was arrested and arraigned for homicide
the Maim* Congressman rather worsted the
Friday, and held for his appearance before the
man from Virginia.
Tin subject of debate grand
jury at the next term of the Supreme
was the Alabama contested election, and Mr.
C ourt ot York county.
Lord got bonds.
O'Ferrall. m tin* course of his remarks, had
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of
spoken of Lincoln signing the emancipation the Bodwdl Dranite Company, in Bockiand.
proclamation ••with hesitating hand.” Mr. Tuesday, March l»th. the following board of
Houtelle rushed to the defence of Lincoln, ami directors was chosen: Deo. M. Brainerd. Franas lie
had ti e hard facts on his side had no cis Cobh. E. P. Walker. John Lowe; F. S.
difficulty in showing that tln*rc w as no hesitancy Walls. E. H. Lawry, Jo-. F. Bodwdl.- At a
in Lincoln's act and that it was pt rformed after meeting of the directors same
day Deo. M.
mature deliberation.
Finally lie demolished Brainerd was elected president: Francis Cobb,
his Virginia opponent with the remark that vice
E.
II.
and
treasurer
president;
Lawry.
••Thingunimies rush in where w hat-you-may- secretary.
eall-tm.- fear to tread.” This is an ingenious
Captain Seth B «gvrs, a retired ship master,
adaptation of a proverb .-<> a- to soften the died of paralysis March sth. at Bath, aged
blunt, unparliamentary and libellous qualities
eighty-two. At twenty-six he was master of
of the original and yet retain its effectiveness. a
ship, lie sailed as captain for thirty-fix
Advertiser.
[Portland
year- in The employ of Portland and New
a
msackeemem in the >ieven-ox case. York ship owners.
He was captain of one of
The vessels that carried corn from New York To
Arguments in the Stevenson manslaughter Ireland at The time
of the great famine.
cast* were concluded aft.Ho p. m.. March 7 and
(Mu* of the largest Mocks of granite ever
at 3.15 the case went to the jury. Thursday
has
been
taken out of tin* Halloquarried
ju-t
morning when the court opened the jurors well
quarry. It is tin* base for the John Wentwere in their scats.
The Chief Justice* said:
“Mr. Foreman. 1 understand that you are un- worth monument at Chicago. This block is of
able to agree upon a verdict.” The Foreman dres-cd granite, and tm-a-ured is feet square
ami two feet thick. It N so large that it could
replied that such was the case and the jury was
therefore discharged. It is understood they not be sent by rail, ami with the shaft, which
stood on tin.* first ballot nine for acquittal anil i- now completed at the quarry, will be sent
three for conviction and no change was ever by water by the St. Lawrence and gnat lakes.
made on the subsequent vote. It is doubtful if Tin shaft i- 50 feet long and six feet -qtinre at
another trial is ever had and tin* matter will the base.
The mysterious traces of some pre-histojic
probably be dropped. Mr. Stevenson and family
left Hangor at noon for their home in C linton*. occupation of the country are often found in
part- of the state, and are of especial
Lilly Hooker, the girl who wa- with the tramps various
when they set tire to the buildings, was taken interest to antiquarian-. Tin* most recent disis
in the vicinity of Morse pond in the
covery
to Fort Fairfield Friday. She was formerly
It is a massive work of.
with a family in that place before she ran away town of Cutler.
to Portland.
Her experience should be a les- masonry over MOO feet long and of varying
thickness.
Tile
materia!
consists of large an I
son to her to stay in a good place when she basmall boulders, brought from the neighborhood
it.
for quite a distance around. Tin* scarcity of
SEEING INIo A MILLSTONE.
small boulders and stones in the neighborhood
of the pond confirms this theory of artificial
<
ongresstnan Dingley’s eye-sight i> wonderfully well preserved for anew-paper-tnan of construction.
Detective Power** of Halifax, N. S.. who
hi* age? and yet he evidently don't see everything that transpires. He has la-eii in Wash- arrested Frank ( McNeally. the Saco defaultin a Halifax hotel last December, short!v
ington seven years without having seen a er,
after his arrival from Europe on the -team-hip
congressman under the inlluenee of liquor.
That is remarkable; and yet it by no means Polynesian, has been t<» Biddeford with a view
follows that congressmen never get drunk. to obtaining tin* reward offered by the Saco
Some people go to Portland on business or and Biddeford Savings Institution for the depleasure, and spend davs and weeks in various faulter’s arrest. The bank will not pay the reto him, and it is probable that legal steps
portions of the city without chancing to see a ward
single person under the inlluenee of liquor- will be taken b\ bim to recover it.
while others, on a tour of investigation, in a
single evening see anywhere from fifty to a
Death of
Wiiiiam II.
hundred drunken men. boys and girls.’of all
ages and conditions in lif*-! The truth is. some
The Emperor of German} died last Friday
people see much further into a millstone than
morning, and has been succeeded by his son*,
others. [Bridgton News.
the Crown Prince Frederick William’under the
title of Frederick III.
THE SKA SEHI'ENT AGAIN.
Ft«<kri<* AVilliam I.unis. Emperor AA'iiiiam II
It i* time to trot out the sea serpent, and we
of Germany. was born in Merlin. March
reprint the following from an exchange, not- 1 T*.»T. He was the second soil of Frederic
withstanding an impression that this is not the William ill. King of Prussia. His mother was
lirst time the paragraph has gone the rounds;
The sea scapent has been loitering about the Queen Louise. He wa« of feeble heath til! the
Maine coast for a long time. He was seen here age of Id. when he w;e put into military trainin 1M7. and by a minister too. The British in ing. and instantly gained vigor. In 1*ld lie rehis captain's commission, and took part
their expedition to Bagaduce, saw him and re- ceived
in the operations culminating at Waterloo.
potted that he was J00 feet long. Mr. Staples From this
time on his life was devoted to warone ot the old settlers of I'ro-pcet, Me., used
fare.
to say before he died that in 17s<». as a schooner
In 1*50 Frederick W illiam I\\, being childwas lying in the hay. one of these enormous
less, decreed that Prince AVilliam should he
creatures leaped over it between the masts.
Prince of Prussia ami he heir >.«» the
The men ran into the hold for fright, and the called
throne. In less than 10year* the prince became
weight of the serpent sunk the vessel "one monarch of a
powerful nation, despite the
streak.” The schooner was of about eighteen
of

Maine Matters.

■

■

Emperor

grumblings

tons.

rHAT-ILK

01

Till-: LITTLE ONE'S.

of the teachers in the west side Grammar School recently asked one of her
pupils in
the class in grammar to give a sentence with a
clause in it. The little fellow after thinking a
few moment- raised his hand and said. “I’ve
got one." "Well. Johnny” said the teacher,
"w hat is it!'” "The cat ran away.” said Johnnv.
‘•Why. there’s no clause there.” "Yes’m there
is,*’ said Johnny, "hasn’t the cat got claws P’
One

Europe.

In the final conflict for supremacy between
Austria and Prussia. King William took an active part, and proved himself an iron soldier.
When the war of 1*70 was finished he rode in
triumph in Pari* for the third time and upon
his return to Merlin, in June, 1*71. he was no
longer King of Prussia, but Emperor of l uited

A Terrible

Tragedy

in Beutoa.
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WII K MITIDKKBD, HEB TWO CHILDREN
SHOT Tlluorull THE HEAD. AND THE MCRDEI'.ol S llL’SHAND AN'I) FATHER KILLS IIIMSEi.r.

A

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 1888.

Wateuville, March 13. The inquest upon
ilie body of Mrs. Angie Warren, of Benton,
was concluded this afternoon. The
jury found
that she came to her death by the violence of
her husband, Darius 31. Warren. County Attorney Carleton and Coroner Carver, at his
house* had just drawn a complaint charging
him with murder. By his attorney he had
waived examination and a mittimus* had been
issued to take him from jail, lie had been
hand-cuffed and requested a last interview with
his children, Cora aged eight and Annie aged
three years; the officers accompanied him. In
an instant

Republican
1

HE DREW FROM IIIS SLEEVE

ordered tin.* both to be cared tor and

coroner

quieted the angry and excited multitude gathered. that evinced great hostility toward 31r.

Warren's two brothers, who appear to be respectable men, believing they supplied him
with the weapon for the purpose of escape
from the officers.
STORY OF THE WIFE ML'RDER.

TIIE

Fairfield. March 12. The murderer is Darius 31. Warren, thirty-five years of age.
lie is
a •‘tin knocker" by trade and travels about the
in
for
tin.
collecting
country
rags
exchange
For some five years past he and his wife, Angie
31.. have occupied a very passable dwelling
house iii Benton, with a stable adjoining, bis
work simp being located on the opposite side
of tie* road.
Karly this morning Warren's little eight years old girl appeared at a neighbor's
and in a frightened manner announced that
ln r mother was dead. In response to this several neighbors visited the house and found the
woman as represented by the girl.
ON

PIirrAlUXti XIIE ROPY

for iniri.il. however, it was found that her
and other portions of her body were
shockingly bruised and there was a bad*wound
at the bridge of her nose. This at once aroused
-u-pieioiis of foul play and officers were sent
for, and at three o'clock this afternoon Deputy
Sheriff Hill and Coroner Carver arrived on the
-••cue. together with Drs. Thayer and Hill, of
Waterviilc. They made an inspection of the
body and after a careful examination, it was
decided to hold a post mortem examination tomorrow morning, and ascertain whether the
injuries were sufficient to cause death.
arms

THE CORONER

immediately empanelled

a jury and Warren's
taken in part. His story was
that about S o'clock Sunday evening he was
out to his barn when his little girl came running out and said there was something the
matter with li< r mother.
Filtering the house
he found his wife on the kitchen floor in a terrible lit. He took her in his lap and tried to
bold her but so violent were her struggles that
she threw him to the floor three times. Finally lie placed her on the bed, and after about an
hour sic
quieted down. He then held her
again and finally at about 9.20 o'clock they both
-lie
retired,
going to sleep. About o o'clock
this morning he awoke and spoke to Mrs. Warren. but she did not reply.
He spoke again
and there was no answer,*placed his hand up*
on her bods and tound her cold in death.

testimony

was

A

M

SPICRH

S

CIItCCMSTANCE

that the floor in the kitchen, where the
body was found, had evidently been washed
this morning, all the other floors being dirty,
and the bed clothes had been carried ofl’ and
could not be found when the otlicers came.
Warren sent for his brother and his wife early
in t?it' morning, and they wi re at the house
during the day. The little girl had been sent
away. Warren has not borne an over good
reputation and hi* neighbors do not speak in
the bc<t of terms of him. Mrs. Warren was 33
years of age. weighing about 110 pounds, and
the neighbors say he has treated her in a cruel
manner.
One day about two months ago, she
appeared at the neatest neighbor's
wa«

IN

ami

ith

IIER

STOCK INC FEET

shawl ever her head. She was evidently laboring under great fear and said she
wanted them to hide her from her husband
who had threatened to kill her. They kept
the woman, but at about 1L o'clock at*night,
Warren took a fence rail, broke in the window- of one of the lower rooms, jumped into
the apartment and demanded his wife. She
went home with him and afterwards claimed
that -lie had no recollection of her visit to the
neighbor's, having fled from her own house after being assaulted by a young man who hoarded there. The young man was arrested oil
complaint of Warren.
u

a

Heavy

Fire in Camden.

oi»l> I KI.I.uWS AND MASONIC HALLS Hl’llNKD.
Tin; TOWN HOOKS DKSTHOYKl).
< amdkn,

March 13.

Fire broke out at mid-

night in Henry Knight's building occupied by
office and Odd Fellows* Hall,
which were destroyed, and also Johnson
Knight's adjoining hardware store and Masonic
Hall building. The building adjoining, occupi-

a

"lore,

ed by

town

blaek>mith and carpenter's shop, beJohnson Knight, is burning now.
Another owned l*y the same owner, adjoining,
occupied b\ a carriage, paint and repair shop,
■A now burning, at 1 a. in. The firemen expect
to slop it here. The loss is estimated at upwards of thirty thousand dollars, iuMired for
about sjo.immj. The town books are destroyed.
The lire i" under control at 2 a. m. It totally
destroyed three buildings, all new, two belonging to Johnson Knight and one to Henry Knight.
The tii e is supposed to have started in Leach
A Young's variety store, Odd Fellows' building. and quickly communicated to all parts.
The occupants were Leach A Young, Young's
market, town offices, offices of Drs. Stone and
Wheeler. No insurance. Johnson Knight’s
Masonic building, was occupied by 1. M.
Strong, hardware, loss estimated at S3,000; T.
II. Hunt, law office and Masonic Hall. Johnson
Knight, and Henry Knight's insurance on the
three buildings is s 12.000.
The Methodist
< hureh took lire several times, hut was
put out.
The cause of the fire is unknown.
a

longing

to

BOW DO IN

COLLEGE NOTES.

Thu annual exhibition of the AJliletic Association will be given in the Town Hall, March
i'J- The programme includes jumping, vaulting, bell and ball drills and Indian club exercises. The drills of the classes arc for a price
cup of silver.
E. C. Plummer, ’87, is city editor of the Hath
Times. Three members of that class have entered journalism. C. B. Burleigh is editor and
proprietor of the Kennebec Journal and J. V.
Lane is city editor of the same paper.
I-ewis A. Burleigh lias been elected captain
of the Freshman base ball nine.
Prof. G. T. Little will start for the North the
20th of this mouth.
DEMOCRATIC

DELEGATES TO ST. LOI.IS.

The Washington correspondent of the Boston Evening Itecord says: "Various bits of
New England politics conic floating along these
davs. They sav that the slate for democratic
delegates from Maine to the national convention
at St. Louis looks like this: 1, IV, H. Emery;
2, Arthur Sewall of Bath; 8, E. C. Allen of
Augusta; 4, W. H. Strickland. William Hennery Clifford is not in the list, it will be noticed.
The reason for this is that he has traded off' a
delegateship for the promise of holding his
place on the national committee, and being
allowed to pose as a workingman’s candidate
before the people of Tom Beed’s district this
fall.”
IN GENERAL.

Bev. I,. L. Hanscom, formerly of Orouo,
Will deliver the Memorial Day address at New
Gloucester this year.
The North Franklin Telegraph and Tele-

Company
soliciting subscriptions
build telegraph line from Strong
Kbone
Eustis.
are

a

to

B. K- Lewis, a Carmel man, was found dead
In bis lied a few days ago. having passed away
during the night l>y beart disease.
It is stated by Charles Wentworth of Cliuton, who has bonded the water power in Newport, that a large manufacturing establishment
Is to be erectedtbere this season.
Over 200 tons of powder have been used since
operations began on the Canadian Pacific Bailroad in Northern Maine.
The Sewall car coupler invented by Mr. J.
H. Sewall, and which went into use on the
Maine Central very early, is being generally accepted on the railroads of the country.
Dr. Alexander Fulton, an aged anil popular
physician of Ellsworth, well known throughout the county, died March 7th, after a long illness, from paralysis and heart disease.
Mayor-elect Little of Lewiston, has received
many congratulatory telegrams, among them
one from Hon. Henry B. Cleaves of Portland,
who was in Captain Little’s Company, in the
23d Maine.
Charles Stain says he intends to opeu a harness shop in Fairfield. He bM applied for the
reward offered by the bank fox the arrest and
conviction of the Barron murderers and says
he expects to get it.
Andrew Scanned and Jere McGillicnddy,
were arraigned In the
municipal court in Lewiston Friday for illegal voting on Monday.
They waived examination and were bound
over to the April term of the supreme court.

off the entire internal revenue tax on tobacco, fruit brandies and alcohol used in the
sciences, and reduces the tax on whisky 00
cents a gallon,
ll revises the tariff and puu a
large number of articles on the free list.
< 'apt. Horatio li. Heed, late of the nth Artillcrv.
U.S. A., died last week at Togus, Me., aged 55.
lie served io (irittiu's old battery, was wounded at Bull Hun. served as adjutant at Fortress
Monroe when Jefferson Davis was a prisoner
there, and had control of the Carolinas during
the reconstruction period.
After resigning
front the Doited states army lie joined the staff
of the K hedive of Egypt and became Bey Heed.
.The following is the**latest invention of the
enemy:" The New York Herald’s special
from Washington says it is rumored there that
Mr. Blaine is to run for Governor of Maine tiiis
summer, and that the legislature will, after his
election, choose him for senator when Mr.
Frye’s term expires in March. 1SS0.The
specifications for the stone work for the subbasement for the congressional library have
been advertised, and quite a large number of
New England quarries have signified their intention of bidding on the work, which will
amount to nearly §300.000.
Among the quarries are the Quincy Granite Co., the Dodlin
Granite Co. ot Watervilie, Me., the Vermont
Marble Co., two quarries from Manchester, N.
Ii., and W. H. Strout of Fox Island, Me.
Counterfeit American live dollar silver certificates have apptared at Toronto, Out.
They
are smaller than the genuine and the engraving
is poor.A clerk in the employ of B. C. Dinsmore A Soil, one of the largest hoot and stioe
firms in Watervilie, has gone wrong. He was
suspected and watched, and one day was caught
slipping the proceeds of a sale into his pocket.
He confessed, and owned that he had appropriated ill all, at different times, about §300. He
will settle with the firm.Fnder a law discovered by Lawyer Barker on the Maine and
Massaeiiusetts hooks some of the witnesses
who came before the Stain-Cromwell trial will,
be entitled to over §125 each, and the cost of the
trial will run close to §10,000....Angie M. Warren, wife of Darius M. Warren, of Benton,
died Monday forcuoou under suspicious circumstances. Coroner L. D. Carver impanelled a
ordered an autopsy. Her body, head
face are covered with bruises which her
husband, who was alone with her, claims
were self inflicted while in a (it.Geo. Larrabee who was convicted at Dover Monday for
assault with intent to kill John Arhoo, at
Northeast Carry last Sept, was sentenced to
ten years in the" State prison.The new city
of I’ortland was inaugurated Mongovernment
day. W. M. Smith was elected chairman of
the Board of Aldermen, aud A. T. Laughlin,
President of the Common Council..Capt.
Waldo Ilill. well known among the old seamen
of New England, died Monday in Biddeford,
aged 73. His wife and live children survive
him.The trouble existing for the past two
weeks between the New England Ship Building Company aud the joiners employed at that
yard has been adjusted. Forty joiners who
went out returned to work Monday morning
under a new rate of wages; first class joiners
will he paid 25 cents an hour till March next
year, the demand was for 250 days.

Sand

Mr. George W. Morse died in Washington,
I). G'., March 8th in the seventy-sixth year of
his age.
Ilis reputation as an inventor was
world wide. It was conceded in official reports
of Congress that he invented all the essential
features of the modern breech-loading system
of firearms now in use in all parts of the world.
The breech-loading cartridge bearing his name
is the invention which probably will perpetuate
his fame.
The Albany Journal has sent out personal inquiries to the farmers on its lists in various

States, asking their opinion as to the President’s
message and its demand for the removal of the
duty ou foreign wool. It reports that, out of
thousands of replies, not one in 900 is favorable
to the President’s view of the tariff.

THE

Journal Pub. Co.

T1LSBURY.Editor.

RUSSELL G. DYER. Local Editor.

The Demoralized Democracy.
We were told before the rceent election in
Portland that the Democrats of that city were
demoralized and the nomination of Seal Dow
for mayor, after failure to agree upon a candidate of their own, was ample confirmation of

1877, although represented by another man;
and Winslow people arc iiositive the voting

achusetts.

some

in Winslow In 1877 was one
George Snow and not the ubiquitous Charles
Stain. Chief Justice Peters before whom they
were tried, and the
jury that convicted them,
had no doubt as to the guilt of Stain and Cromwell, and it will take more than has yet been
presented in their behalf to convince the public
of their innocence of the crime of which they
were accused.
TbeMaiue press generally are having a good
deal of fun over the Lewiston Journal’s can-

except

cigars and cigarettes, which conof the large manufacturers. while it
benefits the Southern planters
whose product is suitable only or mainly for
manufacture into smoking or chewing tobacco.
The tax is retained on the Northern product of
leaf which is suitable for cigar wrappers. As
to spirits it is claimed that the bill i- drafted in
the interests of the whiskey ring and of the
moonshiner; that it is in the interest of large
distilleries and oppressive to those who have
only a small capital invested in the distilling
business; that it imposes a burdensome petty
tax of one dollar upon small dealers, the
only
object of which appears to be to give employment to the large internal revenue force, much

postal 1*v the bill, shall be dismissed.

somewhat exaggerated.
doubt as to the origin of the
insinuations that poison and powder were
used by the temperance workers with a view
to making martyrs of themselves. Our correspondent evidently takes no stock in this yarn:
neither do w«*. if a “half drunken rascal

sought
some

a

Chief Arthur *ays there is serious danger of
widespread strike among the engineers and

firemen.

Jt is stated positively in Ottawa that the nonunion government will go on with the Sault
>te Marie Canal.
It is reported that the sarcophagus of Alexander the (treat has beeu unearthed amid the
ruins near Saida.
The Russian Admiralty propose to increase
the Baltic and Black Sea marine forces from
10.000 to 24.000 men.
of dynamite exploding near Richmond. Ind., killed a man and shook the earth
fur many miles around.
Six ton."

An experiment is to be made on the Fourth
Avenue Surface Railroad in New York with
cars

propelled by electricity.

The Methodist University at Mitchell, I>ak.,
was burned March Oth and'ten of the teachers
and professors were badly injured.

Fifty-two cattle belonging to Harry Hill, in
Kent county, Md., have just been slaughtered,
being infected with pleuro pneumonia.
Sir John Koss is to succeed Lord Alexander
Russell as commander of the British forces in
North America, with headquarters at Halifax.
It is reported that the Syracuse (N. Y.) Courier lias been purchased
by a syndicate for the
purpose of booming President Cleveland's inter-

ests.

Charles Downes, the missing Insane teller ot
the Castleton. N. Y'., bank, was found dead
in a church at that place, he having shot himself.

Congress lias begun
sugar trust.

Congress
testify.

can

an investigation of the
It is not considered probable that
compel unwilling witnesses to

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an order that carriers’ rates to ports of export shall be made public and filed with the
commission.
General David II. Strother, widely and most
favorably known by his nom de plume of “Porte
Crayon,” died March 8th at his residence, in
Charlestown, \V. Va.
A Western old lady recently celebrated her
ninety-tirst birthday. She had four generations
of lici- progeny at supper, and danced a jig to a
lively tune afterward.
The Committee on
Banking and Currency has
ordered adverse reports on the pending lulls to
repeal tile law imposing a 10 per cent, tax on
State bank circulation.
The late Hon. Oliver l’illsbury of Concord.
N. 11., left an estate estimated at $30,000, of
which the Hospital Association of that city
will eventually receive about $20,000.
A watch costing $2,500 in Switzerland was
stolen in October, 18Kf>, from the house of Mr.
Huntington, in Cleveland. It has just been
found in the hands of a Cincinnati dealer.
The date for holding the Prohibition National
Convention at Indianapolis has been changed
from June 0 to May 30, on account of the Democratic Convention being called for June 5.
The President has sent to Congress a message to the effect that negotiations are in prowith China for a treaty to prevent the
inmigration to this country of Chinese labor-

f;ress
ers.

were

to

perpetrate a practical joke”—rum, or
other liquor, was at the bottom of these

outrages,

a>

first stated.

We publish on the fourth page the call for a
National Anti-Saloon Republican Conference
in New York city April 1* and Iff The “AntiSaloon" movement was largely provoked by
the growing arrogance and vast financial and

political power of the banded liquor interests
and has “come to stay." It will gain new
power and fresh impetus from each successful
development of the practical idea- that control
the movement.
The President, of the liclfast Personal Liber-

Mr. Thomas J. Potter, Vice President and
general Manager of the Union Pacific Railway,
is dead.

the onlv Democratic city in

i>

formed." The Democratic State Committee has
been asked to favor the adoption of a license
plank by the convention and has refused. The
reply of the Republican State t ommitlee to
such a proposition is not a matter of speculation.
The sympathy for (Jen. C. P. Jlattocks because of tlie failure, through no fault of
his,
of the Winslow Packing Company is widespread, and we hope to see it take such practical
form that he will be able to continue a business
which inis greatly benefited our farmers and
fishermen. The farmers lose nothing by the

failure, which the Fairfield Journal says was
brought about by the malignity of J. Winslow
Jones.
A Waldo county man writes from Down“That ‘Personal Liberty’ business is
simply the old railroad light in anew dress.”
That is the gist of the matter; but we should
put it in this way: It is simply an attempt of
a certain few to obtain place and
power by the
same system of deceit and
trickery practiced
in a contest now happily ended.
east:

Newspaper Notes.

ability, came out three days after these elections without one word about them. In the
matter of news the Prog. Age is as badly left
as

is the editor when in quest of ollico.

Tlie Maine Farmer is not a political paper,
but is found on the side of tlie home and good
morals every time. Its brief editorial on the
Personal Liberty Club, elsewhere published, is
to the point, and will open the eyes of many
who might otherwise be led into the trap set
for them by a few played-out politicians.

:

is

probably

the way the I’rog. Age
figures out a big circulation. The papers sent
to the country arc returned by subscribers who
are indignant at the free rum advocacy of
the Prog. Age, and thus the “circulation” is
doubled.

Among the notable articles on the first page
is another letter from Hon. S. L. Millikcu on
Byron; Songs of the Civil War by Helen N.
Packard, and a communication from E. C.
Dow on Personal Liberty Work.

City Point. After receiving a formal introduction
to the proprietor, Mr. L., who by the way is a very
genial, good-natured gentleman, and a thorough
horseman, we were shown through his large and
well appointed stable, which is 40.v:0 anti fitted up
in first class style with numerous box and single
stalls. Mr. L. has iu his stable at present 24 horses
and colts, a portion of which he is handling and
training for other parties. The first to he led out

inspection was Mr. Win. C. Marshall’s 3 year
bay stallion Ilaroldson which it will be remem-

for

There

changes
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son

will continue to hold the rich laurels he has

no

We
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Liltlcll* Id.

deserves.

Of the Baltimore Sun it is said that it is
honest, able and brilliant."

try enjoys

a

better

coun-

reputation.

Brown,

Carroll L.

“clean,

No paper in this

of Levi X.

son

Brown, of

Farmington, foreman of the Franklin Journal, for-

merly published in Farmington, was among the
killed in the Springfield horror, lie leaves a wife
and

small child.

one

We ha\e received the lirst and second issues of
the oid Town
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great many have learned
experience of Darius
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people who are forming “Personal Liberty Leagues’’ in Maine realized that these leagues
in other States are, for the most part, gangs of Socialists and Anarchists, they would not he particularly proud of the high sounding hut inappropriate
name they have selected for their organizations.
[ Boston Journal.
If the

A

backward

queer

in

movement

public

and

private morals, is the attempted formation in this
State of‘‘Personal Liberty Clubs.” Be it said to
the credit of the people of the State, the “order”
has made hut little headway. The principal objects
of the movement seem to be free rum, and the wiping out of the American sabbath. That principle
(or the want of principle) is as old as sin itself;
and every law-breaker, who is in favor of the most
unrestrained “personal liberty,” would feel perfect-

ly

at home in such

a

[Maine

club.

Farmer.

The attempt of the organizers of the “Personal
Liberty League," in Belfast, to have a similar league formed in Bangor, has not been successful.
Says the Bangor correspondent of the Boston
Globe; “The respectable men in Bangor, who arc
in the habit of drinking occasionally, have not yet
the requisite amount of courage to step out before
the public and place their names to a paper which
indicates that they are topers and cannot stand it

to la* cut olV from their
torv law.”

Fish
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drinks

prohibit

FBhlng.
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•J. II. Sanborn of Vinalhaven is
ments to locate a large tish trap

fishery is pub

page.'

making arrangeat

Matinicus this

oming spring.

Mr. Klisha Oaks, superintendent of Johnson &
Young’s lobster pound at Vinalhaven says he lm?
shipped four hundred barrels of lobsters to the
firm since January 5th.
The Boston Journal reports that the lobsters on
Massachusetts shores are being exterminated, and
says that unless steps are taken for their protection, this shell tish will become extinct.
The schooner Mollie Adams, the first of the
Gloucester (Mass.) fishing lleet coming to the
waters of Puget Sound, has arrived in Neat Bay, on
the straits of Juan De Fuce, 122 days from Gloucester.
She reports the schooner Webster, of
Montevideo, and other vessels of the fleet en route.
The experiment of winter fishing In the straitsand
sound have proven a complete success, and a score
of canning and packing establishments are going
up.
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Mr. F. W.

Angier, A. G. 1*. A., Brunswick &
Western R. R., has sent ns a very tasteful illustrated pamphlet descriptive of The Oglethorpe,
Brunswick’s new hotel, with views of the city, etc.
From the

Register Book and Job Office comes to
large and finely printed pamphlet containing
an inventory and valuation of the polls and estates
of the town of Boothbay, April 1st, 1887, with a
summary statement of the standing of the town,
statement of vessel property, recapitulation of inventory and amount of appropriations at the annual
town meeting. It is the most elaborate town report
we have ever seen.
There is owned In Boothbay
4,300.25 tons of vessel property, valued at $137,us a

028.

Croxford,

same

town.

11.1).

Black, Stock-

ton, to Mark It. Ginn, same town. Eleanor M.
Denslow, New York City, to Ellsworth H. Dens-

low,

same

A bra J. Edwards & als.

place.

Jack-

son, to Charles E. Small, Thorndike. Solomon S.
Gross, Northport, to Mark Knowlton, same town.
George Mcars, Belmont, to William 1. GTeasey,
Morrill. Timothy O'Neil, Montville, to Inhabitants of the town. George W. Plummer, Palermo,
to Wm. It. lllsler, Windsor. Margaret J. Spaulding, Waldo, to C. 1. Whitcomb, Belfast. C. I.
Whitcomb, Belfast, to Margaret J. Spaulding,
Waldo. Inhabitants of Waldo, to C. I. Whitcomb,
Belfast.
Gideou Young 2d, Jdncolnville, to Ai

Young,

same

town.

Good

If True.

A report based on what seems to be very good
authority, says that Thomas Temple, M. P., of
Frcderickton, N. B., the chief owner in the Hartland It. It., was iu tiuit town recently and informed the people there that the road would be extended to the J.akc, and would probably be built to
Harmony the coming summer. [Bangor Commer-

Lowell’s new volume of poems Is entitled
“Uosemary and ltue.” The rue is for Lowell’s latter-day mugwumpery.

cial.

Dead—the British-Bayard lislilug treaty, the
Texas-Arkansas free trade tariff measure, and
the Jim-Jain party.

The Democrats voted for Gen. Neal Dow to be
Mayor of Portland. They probably then adjourned around the corner and smlleii. [Providence
Journal.
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who contributes this
the number of masters

added, making the follow ing list of shipmasters, with the heads of their respective families:
Jotham Staples, 3; Amos Partridge, *2; s. s.
llcngan, 4; Penj. Partridge, (i; Andrew Grant, *2,
and by second marriage to Mrs. Iferriman, 5;
Unfits Littlefield, 1 ; James Mardcn, *2, adopted *2,
Capt. Isaac Lanphcr and ( apt. William Mears.
Total»‘27.
has

Biridefbrd.

brietly

Manley, chairman of the Republican
telegraphed to the New York
Tribune Monday night as follows :
The municipal elections held in Augusta, Bangor. Belfast and Biddeford, to day, supplementing
Hon. J. 11.

the elections held last
column unbroken.

Monday, show the RepubliMaine

emphatically

repu-

diates, notwithstanding Democratic assertions, the
free trade heresy of President Cleveland and the
surrender fisheries treaty of Secretary Bayard,
and declares in unmistakable terms for a protective tariff. The homes of Congressmen Boutelle,
Reed, Dinglcy and Milliken all give decided Republican majorities and indorse the National repu- I
tation won by these faithful Representatives of
the party.
THK
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ter was

ed.
Mr. Charles F. t.inn, recently
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have been
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in
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Haney, school

Mr.

schools.
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The annual

Mrsic

Ftsit Commission.

s.

meeting of the Ma-onio Temple Association took
place last Friday evening. The extension to the
Temple built last year ha? been paid for and the
association i> out of debt, with money in the treasHiram
ury. The following were elected directors
Chase, N. F. Houston, II. 1.. Kilgore, s. II Mathews and llohcrt Burgess.
Hiram ( ha-«• wa» eh et
ed president, I. M. Boarduian, treasurer, and A (
Burgess, secretary.

Association.
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A

ice off Little River and at

Cottrell’s shipyard.

of

The children of the
to bless and elevate.
poor, who would otherwise get little or no instrue
tioti, lind an opportunity in the public schools to
church

gain

hich is recogamong the first in All civilized nations.

knowledge of that

some

nized

as

Belfast Man
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formerly

in

Belfast, writes

of

art
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Mr

A. K. Carter,
from Salt Lake City,

I'tah.

He is in the real

the land of the Mormons.

estate

Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico. ( ali
foraia and I’tah, and of all these places I like

prospects of Salt Lake City are. better than ol fany
place 1 have visited. Hundreds of people are arriving here each week and real estate Is advam ing
rapidly in value. There w ill lie a boom here the
coming season. To show you how real estate ad
Three
vances 1 will give you an illustration.
weeks ago our Hrm bought four house lots at £000
per lot. Last week we sold them for #1400 per lot,
we have since sold them for#isoo per lot, and the
last

nearly abreast

was so

These

into tlie

was

Woodbury plowed through ice fourteen inches
thick, although most of it was from ten to twelve
inches.
in the

lee

Monday

easterly gale drove the loose ice into

The

tlie channel and

so

packed

it about the steamer

that

Tuesday morning she was Immovable. The
weather cleared in the forenoon, and at noon the
workmen resumed operations, but the snow on
the ice impeded their progress. The first thing
to be done

proved
such

a

to release the Woodbury, and this
easy task. The ice was packed in to
depth that cutting it out was almost imwas

no

possible, and at last powder was used with good
results, and at three o’clock in the afternoon the
steamer
ters

was

liberated.

In the meantime the cut-

preparing a channel for her. When the
Woodbury got to work she made good progress
and at nightfall was above .J. V. Cottrell’s ship
were

tarian

Woodbury begun operations early

She then turned
on

not much

more can

was

be done until it

the ice will be cut up and
the tide.
an

still from the

an

parlor

will be
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The

New

York mid Bangor

II.

lias been

Smith and Gerald

Keller- It

is

on

her route direct from Boston
—

to

Castinc

The steamer Selnmoa

a new boiler, and changes and
repairs to tit her for freight tralllc. Her new boiler is of the double furnace horizontal type and is

is at Bath to receive

when

allowed to go out with

already

open passage to the west of Turtle
a few days we shall have

finished at the Goss iron Works.

The

Sappho has taken the place of the Scbonoa on the
The City of Richmond
Mt. IK*sert Ferry route
took freight for Millbridge Tuesday, the ice having

open harbor.

—

left that harbor.

Cheaper Coal.
The strike in the

Lehigh

coal

only landings

region

lias

so

oil

Deer Isle and
the

route

not

Sedgwick are

the

open.steamer

Lucy 1*. Miller from New York for Bucksport, reported in the ice at Fort Point the t*th, with the aid
of the cutter Woodbury succeeded in forcing a
passage through the iee and reached Bucksport
last Saturday morning. She hail a heavy freight

far

broken

Boston even, as at any time last year. The
reason that it will not thus decline' Is that the
bination will try to hold It up.
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engaged in collecting cod egg. lor the
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April are to begin cruising again shall go
as far as Cape Halter'as to w ateh ami report on th*
migratory movement' of mackerel, l a -t sue n
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Bangor.The

of the Boston and Maine
steamer City of Richmond

ease

Steamship Company vs.
recover salvage for services by the steamer
Forest City in tow ing the City of Richmond last
August, was argued last Monday in the United
States District Court, Portland, before Judge
Webb. A decision was rendered for the libcllauts
for $200 damages, witli costs of marshal, clerk and
to
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about the last of March

east, anti

changes,

days

rumored that the steamer Florida has been pur
chased by the Boston and Maine S. S. Co., and

deserves much credit for the work he lias done in
the interest of all our citizens.
the wind

of

observed

William

The services of the Woodbury have
been rendered free of expense, and Capt. Pcngar

entering.

Wednesday

ten

have been

incorporated for the
purpose of carrying passengers, freight, etc., beIts capital
tween New York and Maine ports.
stock is $50,000 and the incorporators are Thomas
M. Bartlett, Malhorn I*. Smith, Fred 1*. Litchfield,

Wednes-

around and steamed out of the channel inudc

s2,.">ik» per

at

#27.'' each.

Steamship Company

day morning, and by ten o’clock reached the open
water at the head of the harbor.

to sell them

be done within

September could

lots last

Stkamkk Xotks.

yard.
i'lie

us

can

week of prayer by the NationThe call issued by
al, state and Local W ( T l
the National W. C. T. I read?
Bei.ovei* sisters -We rail every union, and
every woman in our heroic constituency to spend
a week in united and special prayer, both
public,
and private, for such a baptism of wisdom and
courage upon ourselves, and such a putting forth
<*f divine power as shall be felt in all this land.
Heasons
The vear upon us is one of struggli and
destiny. Within these months the temperance
cause "shall be in the very heart jf a mighty conThen let us pray,
test.
First:
That upon our great organization mag
come afresh impulse from Heaven: and on every active worker a new anointing of the Spirit
Tor our unused membership held to us
Second:
by pledge and name, but not consecrated t" the
spirit and activities of the work. Let us ask God
to call our own w omen from idleness to service
Third: For the great body of Christian woman
hood who vet stand afar from this greatest id' missionary agencies for the salvation ol our ow n and
other rands.
The meetings in this city will be held in the Lni-

was told at Rockland
but four inches thick. Monday

Woodbury remained

for

A Week
will be

thick he would not

the

The

has ordered

same

bought

put his vessel into it. He

that the ice

owner

lot, which doubtless

Woodbury

was

It

u

mbproduce."
Imp. uv .on
j
agent, with tin* advice of the 'committee, has may give us an account of that interesting :-ip,
bought some musical charts, and in future music and also something about the artim ;ai pi pi-:.
will be taught in the city schools, l’ortlanu, Ban- ! tion of fish.
gor, Lewiston, Auburn, and many other towns are
MtiriMM.
Irt’.M-,
went to
Cap-. John J
using these charts with excellent success. Bangor Boston
A
Friday to take .ynuaml of Sehr. I a: n
as
an
and
ai
the
last
fall
them
experiment
adopted
sehr. l’ena from New
Gorham, of this city
recent examination the committee asked the pupils
York foi xiv ,-uinali. an I -.hr* !Tc*< :r ||.
i,,»
"No, sir,"
if they wanted to give up the music
and Nellie S Bickering from Ni w ^ ..rk t-i Kith.
The Whig says
"Music
was the prompt reply.
andina. arrived at their port* of destination last
goes into the home, the Sunday school and the
week after'piiek passage*
Mr t.eorgi-W (..,•■

Captain Fengar said that

had lie known tlie ice
have

night

K.nr,

hoard the Cnited states Fish Comml

on

Grampus,

Masonic Tempi.e
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for
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left
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Monday

just
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enough to prevent slewing, and fa.-t time

snow

by the
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ie

Banks,

liu-.-te

..i.tnie.- II llovv
and
Newyort. B 1
**
i.. Lmieiield.of thi* eity. attend the K nglits
M
a .1
Tcmyla^ ball at Lewiston thi* evening
Mrs. W. II. Kogler, and Mr. and Mr- II \ *ph
rett, of thi* city, drove to Uoekland Monday

think that

exercised their horses

ice*, leaving an open passage. Into this cut
the Woodbury drove her bows, breaking down the
ice and rolling it out on either side. The ice cut-

enough

t'apt.lL

e.tuu

kicking

local horsemen feel like

our
to

v

sent for and

and the

t

art

they have n«»t utilized the
trotting park the harbor has a Horded for several
...»•
weeks past. The llrst team on the n
Baker’s, who drove down tin* bay Friday to see
about cutting out a channel, and Saturday afternoon Dr. G- 1’. Lombard and Mr. Geo. i>. Bailey

Some of

Monday forenoon necessitated a change

could not work fast

1 ’»•

the

at

It,.-ten w -th l
sister, ie
spent the winter
Mi*- Bank- > i- lien
turned home last Saturday
Non
offered a yositi*

themselves

in the programme. A channel four feet wide was
plowed out, and the detached ice sunk under the

ters

hi

he

w
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school of the Portland
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Alexander. North Haven.

Camp Ground.
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land, where she has been a!'
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“past sixteen and finds it be.-t

Miss Mabel (.'onant ha>
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apt. I. M. B«

his usual health this winter Im:
door-
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the sick list.
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IT'.ksosal.

come
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K. Brack-

—

man
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-t*

R. Frank Pierce is c.-ntia.

hy illness.... Mr. Heorge
lined to his house by illness

house

number of nominations

G.

at
j in
ho iaid

onaut vv

improving ...hv,
Brackett at Portland co

Mrs. lieu. F..

h

u p

week, but is again

sick last

was

part of la s{ u .k
R W l»‘

a

now out.

for several weeks, is

ing: Justices of the Peace and IJuormn— L. li
Bow ler, Palermo ; William P. Sprague, Islesboro.
Trial .Justice—Samuel

cold hut he is

a severe

towns

a

contined to the In-use

was

up for confirmation
at the session of the Governor and Council yesterday. Among those of local interest are the follow-

The ice is about ten inches thick and much
of it liard and linn. Sunday by keeping near the
were

taws

of business—Mrs. B. W. (

March

River.

shore teams

pil-

'tu- t

tramp, lainc from rheumatism, came to tow n Thursday and asked assistance.
lie said lie had been in this country but six
months, and was recently from New Sweden in
this state. Ho want* d to go to Massachusetts, ami

Governor Marble made

opposite Little

were

r

Mat

\\

.Mi'
reported ill last week have recovered
Robert IK Coombs, of this city, was taken >»
i-i
I
kc
ly ill last week, hut is improving-... II

took the road for Rockland.

A chancrew

■

■

discharged.

Odd,

cut

large sections.

rcid

parts of the state.

Take it the year round the climate
I'tah the best.
is better here than in California, and the future

towing out ice

pasloi
1 >i«!• ii

at

1 ha
Condon, of Bella-!, ill
charter* d toearry coal from B

off

tl

on

by contact with the broken glass, and bled >•>
profusely that a serious injury was feared. Hap
pily a surgical examination proved that rh<wound was a trilling, although
/<•! one.
Rev. Theodore (.errish, formerly of this city 1 ut

tana,

breaking

y
.»

cut

up the liver passed him along, dropping
him in the next town. After a night’s lodging he

steamer Rockland rendered valuable assistfor four hours in

nt

Head of the

dry, slipped

The
ance

i«.

sidewalk last week and his dhow went through a
window in Baker \ bhaies store. His hand was

and loan business, the linn being Barnes A Carter.
He says "Sinee I left Belfast I have been in Mon

com-

was

sailing.

Miller, of tills city, the champion check
cr pla ver of Maine, if not of New
Lngland, last
w eek closed a series of four games, played thn ugh
the mails, with Mr. .1. A. Meehan, of Orange, Mass.,
winning two games w ith two draws. Mr. Miller is
ready to play any one, and is yet to be vanquished.

the

Northport

referred

The bill has reached the House and
to the committee on pensions.

to

more

ramp ground, and a channel ten rods wide started
which narrowed as they proceed up the river.

crew, and in
nel one mile

to

Tide, has gone to Boston to take lessons in singing
at the Conservatory of Music, and also instruction
in piano tuning. Mr. Pitcher is one of our mo-t
promising young men and a horn musician.

Mr. 1. V.

reading

tiiat of many Republican
to
Senators, doubtless most of them,
surrender their convictions in the doubting hope
of
tiie
United
States
not
the
President
that
might
refuse to attach his signature tA bill that would
take the old soldiers out of the allnshouses.
was

her stern

weeks—one in Morrill and

had a very quiet time
last week in revising the voting list. About 100
names were taken off, twenty-lour added, and
many changed from one ward to another. Thirty
voters died last

Kdnn, which is

the

giving

Klbridge Pitcher, of this city, who
completed two successful terms of

report in the Boston papers of
sources

an

Wells is

subscriptions

solicit

to

I-

Mr. R.

Mr.

ville.

was

that shipments of coal to the seaboard have
commenced. The Boston Herald reports that the
market for coal at tidewater has gone to pieces.
The Heading is mining coal very rapidly and
selling it for w lmt it will bring, regardless of other
companies. The Lehigh and Wilkcsharrc companies are discussing u reduction of 25 cents per
ton on their product in order to compete with the
Heading. The fact is there an; no prices for coal
at tidewater. Coal freights are also still lower, 90
cents being quoted from New York ami $1.05 from
Philadelphia, w ith $1.2041.25 from Baltimore. It
now looks as though coal must soon lie as cheap in

the Senate to-nisrlit

oiumittee

<

weather is suitable for

Lyes.”

of the Abner Gilmore

private

enterprise and quite

taken.

was

be lengthened
overhang, \\
ster’s yacht is ready for launc hing, an I with the
Jeannette will he put overboard as soon .i' the

port, Stockton, Islesboro, Northport and Lincoln-

the

above the wharf at tlie

a

several feet,

petition of the Penobscot salmon fishermen,
asking the right to fish unmolested, w as presented
to the Governor and Council yesterday, li was
signed by more than fioo people in Belfast, soars-

Recitation

Select

Kennebec.

favored the

The ya« ht .Jeannette has had her centreboard
removed and a deep keel put on, and Webster is

The

management of Mr. Charles
Baker. MrKeen A Perkins, four horses with four
ice plows and twenty-live men made up tinworking crew. (iperations were begun at the edge
began

42 to ll>. Every negative vote was from
Southerner. The bill passed in the form reco.11-

by the Committee on Pensions. A Washington special to the Boston Journal says :
Some of the Republicans at the last moment voted against the principles of the amendments which
they had advocated. But they did this with the
mental reservation that they voted in a sense under duress.
They were advised by those who
claimed to speak by authority that the President
might sign the bill which the Grand Army had prepared, and would be certain to veto any other.
The spectacle that was accordingly presented in

All

"f stock

Lodge of Odd Fellows has ordered It.trustees to demand of the owner of City Block
that a lire escape be placed in that building as the
law requires. The Springfield fire and loss of life
has been taken as a warning.

Thursday,
a

Ilou-e.
amount

Waldo

Head, Islcsboro, and in
The Senate

seen no

I'se the

Day

was a

Inscribed “l

pers contributed and in a short time $300 wen
raised. Saturday morning the work of cutting out

There is

Dependent Pensions Bill.

to

P24 at
ooper Post, V
simontou, of Camden,
orator at ltcthcl.
(

It.

large attendance of odd Fellows at
the meeting Friday evening to discus? the project
of building a block on the site of tin American
There

The board of Aldermen

Master

county grange

recess.

before the
lion. T.

will he Memoral

of the North Church

tled out of court and Gilmore

friend 1

by the Worthy

Fogler of Augusta lias received and
invitation to delivci the Memorial

concludes

Society

Hand

disposition

learn from

(.range.

to location of

Mi da of

and

night.

RETURNS.

Bangor. The Democrats made desperate efforts
to carry the city, but despite a still hunt, a thorough canvass and much hard work to get out their
vote, Mayor Bragg was re-elected by a plurality
of *219 and live of the seven Aldermen’are Republicans. The surprise of the clay to the Democrats
was the result of the election in Ward Two w here
the Republicans did splendid work and gave Mr.
F. O. Beal, the Republican candidate for Aiderof So over bis Democratic competiman, a
tor, a change of 107 votes. The Republicans elect
live aldermen and the Democrats two, a Republican gain of one over last year. The vote for Mayor
was ns follow s: Chas. F. Bragg, Rep., 1027 ; Joseph
F. Snow, Dem., 1401; John C. White, Pro., S2.
Augusta. The Augusta Republicans re-elected
a majority of 503, the total
Mayor Macomher
vote being 1,3*29. They also elected every Alderman and every Councilman, making large gains in
their votes.
Biddeford. The Democrats elected Charles K.
over the ReGoodwin, Mayor, by 1S4
publican candidate, Gilman P. Littlefield. The
vote was the largest ever polled, over *2,500 ballots
being cast in all. The Demix*rats elect live of the
seveu Aldermen and lifteen of the twenty-one
Councilmen. The Democratic majority last year
was 215.
Pittsfield. The Republicans elected the full
board of Selectmen for the first time for many
a large majority.
The board consists of
years,
Frank Weeks, Oramol Murray and Benjamin F.
Mathews.
The Republicans elected all the
Goiciiam.
officers except Moderator und one Selectman.

Commercial.

-‘How

on

We have
the

main

State Committee

can

Maj- !' M.
accepted an
Day address
l nion, Me.

will meet at the parsonage next Saturday at*2 i- M
and the pastor, Rev. R. T. Hack, will address them

choir furnished excellent music.

the table.

on

Crosby

Partridge,

K.icrpt

to

[Bangor

more.

James

ho is

Line

llowesgavea supper at O'Connell's

Daniel Robertson, of Monroe, lias shot and trap
ped fifteen foxes, thirty muskrats, live minks and
one loon, and a cousin of his has taken as many

by Sister -Jennie .Johnson- Question: Resolved,
that decorative art has become a necessity In our
homes. Alt'., Bro. Perley; neg., Sister Vose. Sisters
Ayer, Bellows, Stone, Crosby, Mitchell and Gordon. and Bros. Bellows and Clement took part in
the discussion. The topic, Making and Use of
Superphosphates, was opened bv llro. Clifford of
Androscoggin county, followed by Bros. Ayer,
.Johnson, Smith and Bowen of Waldo county, and

the fathers of :n children.

In

II.

his fellow members of the XII.
Club, in honor of his recent marriage, it was a
very pleasant affair.

of Waldo

called to order

responded. The
The .ptestion as

sketch, wanted published
of vessels raised in the old ( outre district, and
sent some notes to which Mr. Freeman Partridge

All

Ralph

Saturday night

opening exercises the minutes of last
meeting were read and accepted. Seven granges in
Waldo country were represented; also Knox, Ken
nebee and Androscoggin counties. Sister Ayer
gave an address of welcome in poetry, to which
(in the absence of Sister Bowen) Bro. J. Perley

unmarried, lives in CaliPartridge and Amos Partridge,

A.

ilow pane.

now at work on

pound.

Mail.

Capt. K. F. Itramhall and family of this cit\
were made sick last Thursday night by an
escape
of gas from a coal stove, and might have been suffocated but for the air admitted by a broken win

Mr. J. K.

Corps, of this city, has eons?3ns t.• the Soldiers’ Monument fund, linnet proceeds from fairs,
ie., given by the corps.
Well dime, ladies.

j

[Waterville

tention.

tributed

and after the

<>f the ice

Joseph

Merchants Marine Railway, Carter A Co.,
Dyer have a good deal of work engaged in the way of repairing vessels, and operations
will begin as soon as the ice will permit.
Frank A. l.ilmorc, Colby ’sx>,
preached at the
I nitarian church last Sunday, his sermons both
morning and evening proving verv acceptable to
the congregation and commanding their earn -tat

chairman of

The Ladies’ Belief

County Grange was
hold with Dirigo Grange at Freedom, March r»th.
The day was pleasant and attendance good. The

Sarah A. Littlelield of Waldo and settled in Pros-

w ere

The

the stock

12 cents per

law,

ami D. W.

Mark

Capt. F. K. Braiiihail had at his market Saturday
the first lobsters of the season. Thev were caught
off Northport, were of fair size, and sold quickly at

undoubtedly have been in the top
high building when the awful dis
occurred. Mr. Goulding, the foreman, who

Waldo

Prospect ; Alice married ( harles Hatch
settled in Stockton ; llervcy married

Benj.

See first page for details.

this winter.

most

special meeting

A

of Morrill and

fornia.

last

is the

tax

Friday afternoon a train of fifteen cars left Belby two engines. The Branch railroad
has never done a heavier freighting business than

my way
when the alarm

I'nion

been detained

not

The

fast drawn

morgues, and

was on

last year.

in town

were

Cottrell, clothing manufacturer, reports
plentiful. Thursday lit* started up his fourteen sewing machines in the Howard building.

.j'ted into the ambulances and
for

Commissioners

apportion the county tax.

work

[

w

weeks.

Kiiowlbm, who recently soM his farm in
Northport, has bought ami will occupy the house
and l«»t of Kcv. s. S. Gross at Brown’s Corner.

helpless, bleeding

the

saw

County
to

same as

A., mast- by Sister Fuller and a song by Sister M. T. Mitcher of bark
Alcyone, died in Cardenas, Cuba ell. Remarks by Bro. Lane. A vote of thanks
Reuben, master of sehooner Gen. Came, died at was extended to Dirigo Grange for courtesies*
sea; Ezra died in California; Bcnj. J., master of
The committee on time, place and programme rebrig Kostina, was drowned on Pensacola bar; ported as follows: Time, April 24th; place, Sandy
Samuel H. was drow ned on Humboldt bar. Oregon ;
j stream, Unity; programme—1st, opening exerAdeline, wife of Daniel Ames, died in Prospect; rises; 2d, report of granges; 3d, music; 4th, lecture
Caroline, wife of Peter Ellis, died in California; by Worthy Lecturer; 5th, the topic: Resolved, that
Sarah, wife of Richard Hayes, died in Lowell, the interests of farmers demand that the present
Mass.
system of protection to American industries should
of those now living Joseph A. settled in Belfast,
be perpetuated and that the tariff on agricultural
lie has followed the sea 38 years, been master of
products should be increased. To be opened by
seven different vessels; made 32 voyages to the
Bro. 1. C. Libby, followed by Bro. Learned, Mur
'Vest Indies, IS European voyages, and 3 to the
ray. Smith and others; (Jth, music; 7th, noon reSouth Atlantic. Albert T. settled in Lowell. Mass. cess;
sth, music: bth, recitations by sisters Lulu
He was master of the bark Emma T. Partridge,
Ward and Mice Cornt’orlh; 10th, essay by sister
and is now proprietor of the Merrimae House of
llurriman; 11th, declamation by Sidney Dodge.
Lowell, Mass. Arietta I)., married C. H. Sher- L. M. Bellows, Secretary.
man, her second husband, and settled in Lowell,
Mass. Hannah J. married Geo. Ayers and settled
tutting Out the Harbor.
in Jamaica Plains, Mass. Ellen E., w idow of the
General Agent Austin of tlie Boston and Bangor
late Charles E. Grifliu, of Belfast, is now settled
steamship line was in Belfast last week and authorin Lowell, Mass.
W. Pote to give $50 towards a fund for
Benj. Partridge's second wife was the widow ized Mr. F.
rutting out Belfast harbor and bay. Mr. Geo. W.
Pliilbrick of Belfast, and by her he had four childGorham, Baker A Shales, Swan A Sibley Bros.,
ren—two sons and two daughters—all of w hom are
Ben 1 lazrltine, ( ritehett A Sibley and other shipliving. Clarictta married Hosea B. Littlelield and

pect, and George,

the 21st of

lftth.

ten

sold his

i-

to his smi-in

Reports of town elections in Northport, .Somerville, Washington, Frankfort, Camden and Cnlon
arc published on the first
page.

A well dressed Swedish

FAMILY.

of the

prosperous term of

week

save others, was one of
noblemen, and his earnest Christian life is
well exemplified in bis heroic death.

Prospect March 17,

of vessels,

on

Frederick W. Brown lias handed us an egg
measuring six and a half by eight inches, and

lost his life in his desire to

ters, all of whom lived to be .‘>1 years of age. six
of the* seven sons were masters of vessels, and 1
doubt if any other family in Maine lias raised
are

observed

was

Mr.

nature’s

31, ISIS, and settled in what was the old
District. Here he built a log house, and
four years later a frame house. Ilis first wife boro
him thirteen children—seven sons and si\ daugh-

masters

for 1887

School in district No. 1, Belfast, under the instruction of C. E. Perkins, closed Feb. 24th, after

of that

r\

aster

Dee.

many

tenderly

was

sounded.

Centre

so

I

lucre sooner.

cdffihrial

Hannah Ames, bis first wife,

He married

married.

pointed Thursday, April

orNCILMEN.

patrol wagons, and carried

Prospect.

of

Waldo, died in the
7th, aged 7rt years.

April; for the present year Gov. Marble has ap-

CONSTABLES.

'■-<

Early Settlers

The

March

|

good

very

city,

Ward one—Howard Murphy, 79, David Alexander, 70; Ward two—Win. G. Cox, 70, James II. j
weighing one fourth of a pound.
Cunningham, 70; Ward three—George W. Boulter, j
Mr. Geo. <>. Bailey’s span is said to have been
ftl, Frank E. Crowley, 57; Ward four—Frederick
W. Brown, 34, James D. Tucker, 35, Fred W. 1 bought for one of the Lorillard's, of New York,
and not fora Vanderbilt, as first reported.
Brown, 1.

STOCK.
a

day

Fast

H.

(

that

compelled

Salle

ft
33- 280

4
3ft

Carter, 80; Ward two—L. F.
McDonald, 70; Ward three—Arthur I. Brown, 57;
Ward four—Charles G. Havener, 3ft; Ward live—
George T. Osborne, 32.
one— II.

was never

native of

a

E. F. Hanson received a car load of fifty
carriages from Cincinnati last week, and the w ork
of painting them lias begun.

ALDERMEN.

Ward

Burrill,

Washington

Congrcs-maii Milliken writes home urging active
in regard to obtaining subscripting for
tlie Soldiers monument.

Mr.

3
57

2
7ft
1

Burgess.SO
Scattering.

mended

News,

He

:

MAYOR.

Wards—1

Capt. i. Grant, of this village, lias a large stable
full of horses and colts, ami it is sale to say that
among them there arc some of the very best readers in the county.
His horses have that long
swift stride that insures a ten milt* gait on a da\ s
journey. Lovers of a good horse should look into
his stable. [Bueksport Clipper.

brothers,

Two steamers have been despatched by the New
foundland government to Fortune ltay to prevent
the sale of bait t<* Frenchmen.

is the vote in detail

A-C.

Deacon Tilodgett owns a Kentucky bred mare,
Magnet, daughter of “North star Matnbrino” and
“Modoc Maiden,' from which lie has a very
promising bay liliev called Daisy, by “llamhletoiiian Chief” (Belfast).

settled in

An interesting article on the smelt
lisheil in the Maine news on the first

t

a

following

The

This fine colt

Urias Smith has a tine colt, out of
young mare, by llamldetonian Chief.

children five only

What

dames

Marden,of this city, h
at

measures

the

almshouse in this

C.

property

Mr. C. I. York.

The Belfast W. C. T. I', will meet next Saturday
afternoon with Mrs. C\ F. Morison, corner of Court
and Pearl streets.

council are Mr. Frank E. Crowley In
three, James 1). Tucker in ward four, S. A.
Richards and G. W. Patterson in ward five.

Henry

Mr.
hotel

on Howard’s machine shop froze
up
cold weather and last week was sent
for
away
repairs.

in the

new men

sale*
advertise

corset

a

See his

a sucee?s.

ment.

The whistle

during

ward

Shaw, is advertised for sale at auction in Boston,
March 14. Ed.j

1114TOUY

contains the

The

and of corset will l>c

mitten found in the ice oft' Moose Point did
not belong to either of the Sear sport
boys recently
drowned.

common

sired

name

Piscataquis Observer

set of officers.

a new

MansfHWs specialty this week is

Vicinity.

The

«

and thus

Last week's issue of the

j

new mem-

by Gen. Withers, dam by Prescott Roy.
Warn one—M. F. Carter, 70; Ward two—I. !».
nlmont, is a rich bay color, stands 14 2, and i^ of
Tucker, 7ft; Ward three—A. D. Smalley, 57; Ward
and
action.
driven
These two colts are
good style
four— IJenj. F. Haskell, 33, F. E. Emmons, 1, Ward
together and can trot very fast for their age. Mr. live—Yelorous 1).
I.arrabee, 33.
M. also has a very line brood mare, Princess by
WARDEN.
of
first
dam
Almout.
son
Prescott,
by Alhoit,
Ward one—JI. H. Carter, Jr., 70; Ward two—AlPrincess is five years old, dark bay, stands 1.V2,
fred A. Small, 7ft; Ward three—Ben. D. Field, ft7;
and is of good style and action. The following
Ward four—Daniel R. Mnddocks, 35; Hard live—
horses owned l»y G. J. Shaw, of Ilartland, are beStephen Pierce, 33.
handled
Mr.
Littlefield:
chest
Troutbrook,
ing
by
WARD CLERIvS.
nut gelding, 7 years old, stands 15-2, and weighs
Ward one—Charles W. Frederick, 70. Ward two
1050 lbs., sired by Gen. Withers, dam. Della by
—Charles s. Bickford, 7ft; Ward three—Fred G.
Maine Slasher; gray stallion, silver King, by
White, 57; Ward four—Frank M. Bailey, 22, F. M.
Gideon, dam bv C. M. Clay, dr. This line stallion
Bailey, 12, J. 1>. Tucker, 1; Want live—Byron M.
stands 15-1, weighs t?5o lbs., has good style and aclo'gcrs, 33.
tion and can siiow a 2.4o clip w ith ease. We also
saw a pair of 4 and 5 year eolts owned by Charles
The Burning of the Springfield I'nion Office.
Shaw. This line pair of colts are by Gen. Withers,
The oflire of the Springfield, (Mass.) I'nion was
dam by Danville lloy. They each stand 10-1, color
burned Wednesday afternoon Mareli 7 and six of
a rich chestnut, and weigh about iJon lbs. each.
the
employes perished. Five others were badly
|
They are of superior style and action and can injured, one of them fatally. The lire caught iii
show a three minute clip in harness. We were the mailing room and spread with such rapidity
that about thirty of the occupants of the upper
also shown a 2 year old colt owned by L. Ilayford,
part of the building were cut off from escape by
of Belfast; color a rich chestnut, stands 15 2. This
stairs. Some escaped by climbing over the
jthc
roof
f an adjoining building, others were taken
I
promising colt is by llamldetonian Chief, dam i out b\ the
firemen through window s, while others
Crazy Kate, by Harry B., by Dirigo. Tins colt is j jumped to the ground, in that way meeting death
a perfect beauty and shows unmistakable points ; '*i‘ receiving serious injuries.
The following is a
li>t of
of speed. A horse owned by Mrs. denny Otis, of
THE DEAD.
Belfast, is of superior style and action, is 7 years
H I. doubling, .T2, foreman composing-room,
j
old, stands 15.2, weighs 1050 lbs., and can show a
Mr*. Hattie K. Farley,
editor.
j
Mi" Gertie Thompson, is, proof-reader.
2.40 clip with ease. The bro« d mare Clarissa, own(
F. Brow'll, 2‘2, compositor.
ed by A. A. Littlefield, is S years old, color brown,
W. F. Ilovey of Boston, iM, compositor.
stands 15-1, and weighs 05o lbs. She shows a clear
J. i.a/one,
compositor.
and
is
This
tine
mare
was
open gait
very speedy.
THE INMI UED.
sired by C. M. Clay, dr., No. 22, dam by Almont. A
F. G. Fusworth, abe.ut IS. clerk in countingflue
horse
Mrs.
G.
room.
owned by
Laura
very
carriage
Thomas Donahue,
compositor.
sleeper, of Belfast, stands 15-3, weighs b>oo ins.,
H. H. Myrick, employed in the K. II. Smith Co.
color brown, and can road ten miles an hour with
I
(>ur Springfield contributor, II. N. I*, writes
case.
A Dirigo horse owned by A. A. Littlefield
under date March Slli: “The sun never went dow n
is a superior carriage horse, stands 15 2, color
in this fair city on such a scene of woe as last
brown, weighs 1000 lbs., can road 10 miles an hour
night. Those who witnessed tin* terrible spectacle
with ease, and is of splendid style and action.
of men and women jumping forty feet to the brick
The last two horses mentioned an* for sale. We
pav emeut, and rolling over and o\ er in their terrialso saw a very fine yearling colt owned by Hiram
Kills, of Belfast, lids colt- was >ired by Thomas ble descent, like wads of paper thrown from a
great height, and then striking with fid 1 force on
Carlisle he by General Withers, dam «»f Thomas
the sidewalk, will never forget the sight. No words
Carlisle the famous brood mare Alice, dam of colt,
can express theTmrror of it, and those who saw it
by Morrill horse, he by Gen. Knox.
|Troutbrook, with other horses owned by Mr. say they can never forget it. 1 thank God 1 did
was

newspaper,
C. W. Robbins, editor

proprietor. It promises to be true to its
will merit the success we wish it.

three

arc

council, was chosen. Ward live sends Capt.
George T. Osborne to the board of Aldermen, and

$800 for this promising colt.
The next to be led out was a yearling owned by
Messrs. Marshal! and

There

the

informed that Mr. Marshall has

are

personnel.

in

Belfast and

oft

The Coliseum ink was open last week for skating, but the days of roller skating are evidently
past.

|

Alderman from ward three. In ward four AiderF. \V. Brown declined to be a candidate for
re-election, and Mr. Charles G. Havener, late of

offer of

an

News

polls in this city

man

spin behind this famous cult
doubt, barring accidents, that Harold-

and

City Elfclltn.

contest at the

no

bers in the board of Aldermen. Mr. A. I. Brown,
late President of the common council, succeeds
Mr. C. J. Hall, who had moved out of the ward, as

taken out fora

were

was

Monday, and no politics, ami the result was a
quiet election and a light vote. Substantially the
old city government is continued, with some

bered took first premium in his class at the Maine
State fair in 1887, and also at Monroe fair, where
he made a record of 2.39'3. Ilaroldson was sired
by Prescott, dam Queen bv a son of Black diamond, is a rich bay color, stands 15-3, weighs about
1,000 lbs., and is of splendid style and action. We

Republican, recently enlarged, is
eight page sheet, another increase of size.

it

as

The Aroostook
now an

Albert

Tills

to

Will Lee prohaldy owns the best trotting horse
in ihis town, and there are people who think that
he can out foot any horse in Orlaiul mile track, 2
ill 2 or 2 ill 5 to
11
•-11 or w;i
,n

dently prospering

pension bill passed by the Senate is
Trans I its In Real Estate.
practically the same measure which was endorsed by the Grand Army at tile last national
The following are the transfers in real estate, in
encampment. It grants a pension of *12 a Waldo county, for the week ending March 1.3th:
month to soldiers suffering from disability Inhabitants of Belfast, to Betsey Maddocks, same
“which totally incapacitates them for the per- town. Fred G. Benner, North port, to Howard
Murphy, Belfast. Mary C. Boothby, Jackson, to
formance of manual labor.”

paid his respects to the Democracy in general.
It is good reading, and the boys who wore the
blue will specially enjoy it.

place

Mr. Hiram Kills of that

stable of A. A. Littlefield, which is situated on
the Oak Hill quarry road, about half a mile from

the

Thomas 11. Swazey has a very line colt called
“Bex” out of a Lexington mare, by llambleionian
Chief.

a new

The

We print on tile fourth page a report of the
recent speech of .Senator Ingalls, in which he
dressed down the Southern brigadiers and

by

escorted

were

j

press, and is evi-

The W aterville Mail has

We

Eight Maine cities held elections March 5th.
In Portland, where Neal Dow was the Democratic candidate for Mayor, the contest was
one of national interest. The Prog. Age, of
this city, which loudly vaunts its enterprise and

The

LITTLKFIKLI *.

d. F. Moses owns a very nice colt, out of
mare, by Capt. Grant’s young Hancock.

_

no

A.

BUCKS 1*0RT TROTTINO

Biddeford
Maine.

Barrows. Afvaledictory of Edes
ter giving the early history of the paper they say :
Our Rhode Islan 1 correspondent sends a “There are people who think the newspaper busicorrection concerning the recent outrages in ness is the one business that can lie easily managed
East Greenwich, which l« In effect that the without experience, and that it is a very easy

first reports
There can be

Trottrrs.

Our Burnham correspondent, W. If. K., writes:
While in Belfast in the latter part of February we

Withers.

monopoly

of which will be rendered unnecessary if the
proposed reductions in the tax shall be effected, no portion of which, however, it is pro-

Aboil:

exposition of the drift of Maine Republican gallantly won. The next to be shown was the
opinion we have not had a very high opiuion, yearling colt Withers Wilkes, also owned by Mr.
since it disclosed some support for Gen. Logan, Marshall. This line colt is of a rich brown color*
who died more than a year ago.”
stands 14-2. was sired b\ Kaiser, dam by Gen

on

tinues the

ty Club is quoted as saying that “the clubs will
ask the political parties to advocate a license
badly beat- law. If they refuse a third party will lie

Ctlynn.

among Maine Republicans to determine
their second choice for President. We laughed
here when a Democratic otlicial was asked his
second choice, now that Mr. Blaine was out of
the field. The Portland Press says: “Of the
value of the Lewiston Journal’s canvass as an
vass

is in keeping with the DemoThe tax on tobacco is taken off

cratic policy.

Talk

VISIT TO THE STABLE >F A.

A

old

S25.OOO.OO0,

will he Fast Hay in Mass-

A Catholic, priest in New York has been suspended on account of his friendship for Hr. Me-

employed

man

the Texas and Arkansas tariff bill, by which it
is proposed to reduce the internal. revenue

Generalities.
Thursday, April 5,

must

In a letter to the Portland Press Hon. Joslali
generally:
II. Drummond says of the prohibitory law:
The disposition for its old-fashioned tights
“Whatever enrne.it enforcement of the law we
except within its own ranks, seems to have
been completely washed out of the Democratic j (In have is the work of the Republican party. I
party, by its time-serving, devious policy and know of no instance in which the Democratic
bn k of any well-grounded principle. Making
have enforced the law, except for the
fellowship with Greelyism, Greenbackistn, la- party
bor and communistic agitators, Henry George- purpose of rendering it obnoxious and securism, and humbugging pretenders of civil-ser- ing its overthrow.”
vice reform-, as well as occupying the position
of hostility to a policy of protection to home
I he early settlers of Prospect bail large
industries, has done its perfect and legitimate
work at last, and left the Democratic party families, but Joseph Moreno, a native of Penthroughout the State in a thoroughly disgusted sacola. Fia., beats their best record. lie had
and discouraged condition. These elections in
children, and, what is perhaps
the last vear of Cleveland's administration, and twenty-seven
while it is laying its plans and organizing for a unparalleled, he had three great-grandchildren
second term, manifest the fact beyond a ques- when liis last child was born.
tion that the President’s party, in so far as the
State of Maine is concerned, has wholly lost
The editor of "The (Diggs County (Dak.)
sympathy with him. and docs not care a straw Courier” calls attention to tin* fact that Griggs
for his continuation in office. His appointCounty contains room enough to seat the enments have generally been of an inferior
tire population of the globe in armchairs withcharacter, lii> pretence of civil service re- in its
limits, allowing each person a space of
form has been exposed as the shallowest h\thirteen feet.
procrisy, resulting in the most inefficient
Does the Courier propose to furnish the
public service offered for thirty years. The
entire work of the administration has been
armchairs i
notably hostile to the interests of New
England. The wishes of Congress to promote
Capt. Polly Bryan, who was dismissed from
our commercial interests, by encouraging the
ocean mail service, have been
boldly disregard- the Salvation Army for wearing a bustle, has
eel and thwarted by a refusal to use subsidies started an army of her own in Little Falls,
specially provided; a policy relating to the fish- New York, and her advent has created a great
cries lias been pursued apparently with a secre t
purpose to promote the welfare of the British bustle there. In one sense, with Capt. Polly, it
Dominions rather than our own; and to crown ! is bustles to the front, but she continues to
the monument of folly, whatever power the* 1
wear hers in the usual place.
President, his cabinet and his Mugwump following have possessed lias been exerted to place
the* products of our agriculturists, mechanics,
"Neal Di.w not to be Bangor’s Mayor” is the
laborers and mills in almost unrestricted comof a despatch in the New York Press
petition with foreign labor and capital, as we caption
find this purpose formulated in the Mills tariff announcing the result of the Portland election.
bill, which takes the protective duties off our No. Portland, and Bangor as well, made other
hay, potatoes, grain, lime, wool, manufactured
lumber, etc., exposing our population to the ; arrangements.
free competition in our own markets of the
The town of Melrose, Mass., has refused to
subjects of Great Britain on our northern border.
The
grant liquor licenses by a vote of 599 to
i> it matter of wonder that citizens of New
Boston Record says this action will do the
England flag in their attachment found support
of such an administration? Is it not rather more town more good than £5.000 .-pent in advertbsurprising that they have not turned their back ! »»g.
upon it before and in greater numbers? The
results in Portland, Batin Lewiston, Gardiner,
The people “arc arousing every year to the
Ellsworth, are not mere accidents, but effects
more or less due in each case to the causes to
encroachments of the organized liquor interwhich we have referred.
The Democratic est,”
says the Boston Advertiser.
party of Maine is in a shattered state, from
which an early recovery is impossible.
The Atlanta Constitution (Dem.) calls Mr.
The Democratic measure supplementary to Mills "a glittering ass.”

In

The Labor party in Vermont was
[Bangor Whig.
A little Augusta girl who is beginning the
en in the town elections.
In liitiKK. Tin; Suliivan-Mitehell light took
study of grammar was asked. "What part of
England uses 70 pounds of sugar per capita
speech is friend*” "A relative pronoun” was plane* on the training grounds of the Baron
the quick reply. "Why do you cull it a relative Hothsehild, near (,'reil. The contest en«l«*u in to tin: I'nited States 50 pounds.
a draw after till rounds.
Mitchell improved at
pronoun,” asked the teacher. "Because relaThe Canadian government has determined to
tives are friends, aren’t they :’’ [Kennebec the linish, but the referee declared a draw.
The light was a desperate one. Both received grant no further aid to immigrants.
Journal.
fearful black •yes and were severely punished
A serious split in the ranks of the
Knights of
Jill Ell BENNETT'S THoCSANDS.
.Mr. KuiiduH's tariff bill is made public. It
Labor is announced in Pennsylvania.
takes
There i- a strong belief entertained bv many
people in Newport that, admitting Dr. Weed’s
connection with the crime, Peter Bennett’s
robbers had -till another accomplice and that
lie was somebody in the village and now has
the stolen money in his possession. Sheril!
Brown and Deput y Maloney have been to Newport hunting for evidence in the case. Bennett,
it is said, believes that there was an attempt
made a year ago by Dr. Weed and two New
York crooks, to rob him. but that the New
Yorkers became dissatisfied at the last moment
and refused to do the job. It is generally believed that there is some mistake regarding the
'statement that Inspector Byrnes knows Foster
as a professional thief.
The work at Bennett’s
did not seem to be that of professionals.

CHARLES A.

BY

testimony” in the Stain-Cromwell
be taken with many grains of allowance, nml perhaps rejected altogether. The
Kennebec Journal says that Mr. Bowman wag
really the proprietor of the Farmers Hotel in

seven-shooter, thirty-two caliber, and shot
the younger through the head. The officer the report, which the election returns further
was so taken by surprise that before he could
substantiated. The city elections of March
recover
the desperate man bad shot Cora 5th and 12th indicate that this condition
prethrough the head and turned the revolver upon vails
generally among the Democrats. They
himself, the third shot taking effect in his
heart. The older girl was instantly killed and have carried hut one city, lliddcford, and that
the younger is dying. The mother lies in an- one
by a reduced majority, and Republican
other room covered with bruises from the top
of her head to the soles of her foot. A sadder Mayors have been elected to succeed Democrats
in Lewiston and Ellsworth. The aggregate
ami inure horrible sight lias never been seen in
this State.
Republican gains in the various cities are large.
THE ENTIRE FAMILY AliF. SACRIFICED
In Rockland not a solitary Democrat was electto the passion and brutality of the father. Two ed from
Mayor down to wardens and war.!
brother* of the deceased man were in the house
clerks, of this surprising result the Rockland
at the time and the brother and sister of the
murdered mother in a neighboring house. The Free Press says, and its remarks may lie applied
a

Germany.

1S2U AA'iiiiam married Augusta, eldest
daughter of the Puke of AVeiinar. Hi* domestic life has always been such as to endear himself to the German people.
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government
Be it otdaihed by the Mayor
\\ I* rna-n
I'onntu.n Council *»t the ( ity ot B. ;ia-i
Council assembled. as follows
See.!. Numbers illixed to dw
an 1
huglmaother building* and given n building lot-.01 ,i,\
*t »*. t. slia 11 he ot rcgiilai *ei iein
i,
t'
L .<
nortlu rly or easterly cm!.* ol th.-tints wtn.h
run from the watei front, ami at th*
nth*
castei ly » t ds .1 those vv hieli run sul.-iantiailv | ai
allcl to *-d*l water trout, ami tin Mav.o .i d \
ilcrmen may at their discretion ** gulate tin- n..-d**,
plai-e, succession and ordet of allixing or giving
such number*.
The Mayor aid A diinan shall *a*.-e
See. J.
signs to be piat id ;imt maintained at the coin*
ol such street.* a* th* y may deem a lvi*ab!i
«
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«

Law

Col'HT.

( Jerk

rental the certificate

< Lints

i.i

Wadlin has

n

opinion ant! rc.-ri Ipt in the
ease of Win. II. K«»glcr\s. Andrew I
( lark A
This was a ease of assumpsit against tin- • 1
-n• I
late

ant as

co

I

partnerlimit

the

name ot

(

lark

A

Fernald upon a promissory note for £14:1. to 11order of I W. I’ai ker. dated Ft !«. 17. 1 >7«;
Thinote was given by the linn, winch -ub-eipicntiv
dissolved, Mr. ( lark
7, IS7'.». Clark tiled

assuming the liahilitic-. Oei
a
petition in insolvency ami

Feb. 24, 1«vn*. wa- tlist barged. The holder of the
put in a claim ami receive*I £.'{*> si dividends.

note

The note wa- made
recover the balance.

plnintifl' who tried h>.
The deft, said he had been,

ovcv to

discharged from the debt by the Insolvency court
was not liable.
The matter went, to the law

and

It was agreed “if the discharge ot t lai k is
defence to him in this suit judgment is to lie

court.
a

valid

in his favor and Fernald is to be defaulted.”
Court

non

suited the

plaintiff

on

the follow

The

ing

re-

script
A creditor whose debt occurred before the pas-age
of the insolvency law, having proved his claim in
the insolvency proceedings of his del-tor and re
eelved dividends thereon, is estopped from setting
up that the law is unconstitutional as t*» ids claim.
Ills participation in the
precludes his
recovering the balance of Ids claim.
Mary K. Hodge nt. als. vs. Ambrose F. ami

procedure

Heal, Lineolnviile parties. An action of
cutting wood on certain lands. Tried
January term 1SS7, with a verdict for .lefts
exceptions were taken and the ease went to Law
Annie

is.

trespa
at the

s

in

court, which lias overruled the

exceptions,

lie

script:
it is ndmlssahlc fora grantee in a deed of an un
divided half of a parcel of land, to show by ora
evidence Unit it was agreed between him and the
grantor at the delivery of the deed, that the Mini
paid as a consideration for the conveyance should
also lie in full satisfaction of trespass previously
committed by him ii|hhi the land. Aliy one of
several owners in common of land may collect or
release a claim for damage arising out of trespass
upon the common property.

Bev. It. (

'.Ventworth, of Belfast, will preach

Poor's Mills next

ii

There will be work in tire second degree in ! Monroe. There will be a mum sociable in the
of Masons, at .he Temple Town Hall, at the village
Friday evening, the 19th.
The sociable will be given by the Grand
Army
The April term of the S. ,T. court convenes in Post and the Relief Corps to obtain funds for the
this city April 17th, but as the 19th is Fast
Day the j Memorial services. There will also be an entertaintraverse jury will not be summoned until the 20th. ment. All arc invited, and it is hoped there will
The grand jury will begin work on the 17th as i be a large attendance to assist so worthy a cause.

Sunday morning.

Belfast Lodge G. T. had a very nice entertain
i:u nt
Monday night and initiated nine members.
The annual statements of the Belfast and Sears-

port Savings Banks will be published next week.
The monumental

adjourned

t

association meeting is again
Army llall, Belfast,

usual.

meet at l.raml

>

Mr

1 rank

Bank-, the most successful raiser
i.» Belfast, will give to Kquity Grange

cabbages
Saturday night the secret of his

"i

next

M:

success.

Adrian Tuttle of this

city, underwent an opoiatiou on his eyes at Portland last week.
Physicians think his impaired health is due to his
eyes
and m.w L »«*k fora permanent rccoverv.
P. n-i
and
Bern.
1--

been granted as follows: reissue
ion, Gage Hook, North Searsmout;
t base, Hast
Jackson; restoration and rergc A. \V. Booker, navy, Washington.

i.

;i

1.

They arc reported to be in circulation about
Lngktiid. but can be easily detected by their
bluish lush.
hghtne-- and imperfection of the

They

tinish

t

why

herw ise.

o.

hear

W<

"cut

a-

enjoyable one.

very

> .Patterson,

-f steamer Mt.

Waldo,

an

inch in diameter to fine

Belfast gave a necktie sociable
lj^.-t >aturday evening. The ladies
piiie l iieektie- that matched their dresses,
"lii'li were drawn by the gentlemen.
The lady
!
div-s corresponded with the tie became the
gentleman's partner.
of La-t

m

Hall

11

i

ill:

of

r

up.

holds foi tile

-.

town

bn*,

lorthey.'ai ending March, lst>'7.
-I a -et
o\«r liabilities, and
sjs.ni.
trea-ury

have

gunpowder.”

Keating,

Michael

sisters reside....Fred P. Weymouth is at home on
a short visit.
He is learning the pressman's trade
in the Brewer

Two

ai>

ok

’Em.

A

man

of Stock
an

day

Atwood is the

ning March 22d. The sale of reserved
the balcony begins to-morrow.

en

-eat-

n

The Treasurer of th

■

March 12th, ago. K1 years.
of W illiam Palfrey, of

!

«if

anadian

sip,.;-

money is at 2u per cent, dis•••unt and Mr. Chart-.-- *»< onnell, of this city, has
gathered in quite an amount at that figure and
(

-hippi i it
btional

!o

Canada.

p

recur.

J !

which

or.

He-

expects to realize an adbuying American sib
reported i<> be at a discount in the

l-

there in

I’rov inees.
Mr. .M

!..»

ook ia
it
i

lo.-t his pocket
city, and thinks he dropped

between tbe Belfast

somewhere

mi t!.«
<

nmmiiigs,.a p.-rtland,

week in this

-auborn House.
c,

s-t,

The el

and cheeks

untie

ks

o

v.u

The

drawn

e

on

Livery

stable

pocket hook contain.
to

the value of $t»00-

the National Traders

Bank ot Porllund.
At

*.i st.\, March 11.
Brooks has chosen delcI •- t" tbe Portland e.invention.
It is not certainly km-w n v. bat candidate they favor. [Special
i" the Portland Press.

Brook-

<>.ii

doe-

"itt

owing
held

com-'.-poiident say
nothuig of it,
that the town meeting was illegal,
informality. A new election will be

-a;,

t-

an

Tuesday.

next

lVoj.it- have laughed
r>{o\v»

d

a

the Belfast

on

deal

good
delegation

over

the

titles

the recent

at

meeting d the Democratic state Committee in
11 -nbefore their names.
Augu-ta. All had
In one report Wm. M. Bust figured as William
Beed, and Waldo county was represented on the
•nnnittee by «>tis Bala r.
The
b

ea-teily gale Monday

b.-at-

e

the

the harbor.

on

laavy wind

spee i.

improved by the
The ice was rough but

tic boats

along at railroad
elo-e-rcefed but the other

sent

boat

»n*‘

was

v\ a

tv\
allied all sail and at times careened so that
the weather skate would b-avc the iee and the
crews had all they could d" to hold their
grip.
■

Mr. John

aged

Kith,

Fi'o-t, of Belfast, tiled

on

Tuesday the

y ear- and 4 months. Mr. Frost was
native of I'nity. but has resided in Belfast many

a

»

years. He
nod a

tt
farmer, a quiet, unassuming
good citizen. Mr. Frost was in good
health until a week before his death. He has two
Air. .John T. Fm.-t, of this city, and .James
was

man,

I'm.-;,

l

years certain people in
Belfast have nceived assistance from the overseers of tin poor, thereby becoming disfranchised.
Tid-

* r.

or

inter but two of this class have

v

applied,

the

iemainder

concluding there was more money for
tin in in the city election. They got left and Tuesday morning, bright and early, one of the number
made an application to the overseer.

•

Pm-i

the

li-t of

lerk.

A

ovcr-cer-

and K<

y

( oiiim.

>

!>. Mil-hell; N lirtnicii, Assessors and
d 1 *,.• .j*, Frank Weeks, Orumel Murray
"• Mathew.Treasurer, 1 II. Lancoy; S.
W liovey ( oliector. s. H. Mo-h
t- e, 1

Itiwr. Nuent.a AN Man-mu
J'arty lines
on Selectim*ti but »hc
B- publicans

<

by

a

11. tin tb-orgt- d strict, which adjoins the
;i.
:-n
old otieatt got over half
In

(

.-

-afarii g i*.wh.i were known to many in
tov-.
"f Sear-'port, Stockton and Pros

t

thi-.-e

'<

t

«.:•

.•,ii-it.■>’

it

interest i- manifested in the

in iIn

April, Ml, to October, 1847,
degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred
upon him by Bowdnin College in 1855. In the fall
of Is74, Dr. Palfrey removed to Cambridge, Mass.,

Cnitarian Church in this

Journal, and many

tire

oity, and

continued until

failing health in 1871 forced him to resign. At the
termination of his pastorate the society passed the
following: “Resolved, That our sincere gratitude
is due to the Rev. Dr. Palfrey for his long and
faithful ministry among us, and that his blameless
life and example, his deep and earnest piety, and
his aide ministry in the pulpit, w ill ever lie cherish
ed i.i our memory. We earnestly hope and pray
that

cessation from his labors may restore him
degree of health and strength which he
needs.
For forty years I»r. Pa If rev was a cona

W. A.

met wit it
lew

a

a

II.

able articles

from his pen. He had many
friends in Belfast who will learn of his death with
came

|

|

saw

ex-

ceeded 7-V Lulu F. Bay son, UK); Lizzie A.sproul.
I• H»; Mary II. Mason. .’*7; Gerty Know les, sS; Minnie K. White, Sfi; Flora B. Bay.son, 5Ki; Nellie V.
lai.Esltono. At tin? town mci tlng March *>th the
Bayson, os; Hattie L. White, !«»; Ward A. Benner,
following officers were elected Clerk, L. N. Cil- loo; Fred A. White, ‘.•2; Ld. F. '■‘protd 5)1; Walter
S.
T. Keller, Auskey; Selectmen, Amariali Trim,
A. Ayer, UK); Jas. II. Bartlett, K»; Fred Bowler,
tin Trim; Treasurer, L. N. (.ilkey; Constable and
77; Winfield Lunt.tH); Ned L. Mew art, 01 ; Charles
of
Jos.
A.
.Schools,
supervisor
Sprague.
Carter, t»7; Bertie Ben*, jrj; Frank Carter, >7;
Richard Berry, SO; Willi- Ayer, 01; Adin A. Bay
Sorni Montville. Mrs. Sarah J. ( all. Mary
Frank
son, 5)7: Dan L. Carey, 14; Bert Carter,
K. Adams and Daniel C. Ryan are on the sick lir-t.
L. Stewart, 5-4; Willie A. Young, P7; Mary (,.
Miss Lizzie Prescott lias gone to South 1'nion
j
Smith, s*2. One hundred was the standard, or per
tu work in the pants factory.. .J. D. Wentworth,
clerk in W
I\. Mori son’s store, Belfast, came feet.Rev. Mr. Washburn closed his second
year's labors with the North church last Sunday.
home last Saturday and returned Sunday, taking

profound

sorrow.

—

(

with him Miss Laura

Eastman, who is going to
work at Mrs. Morison’s.There are nineteen

.lame.-

j

R. Clement returned

his Inane in

to

Mass., last week. Mia. .Job Clement acwidows now residing within the limits of South ! companied him on a visit t«. her daughter.... Lewis !
Maker has leased the James Clement farm for two
Montville post office.Loantha Murray lias
will nmve there the first of April.gone to Pittsfield on a visit....Marshal Cram lias years, ami
returned from Malden, Mass w here he has been j Robert, son of Janies Leis, cut his head quite had
at work since last fall.Last Saturday while i ly with an axe recently while at work with his
lather in the wood-.
Mr. Ilalev was driving Will Collin's two year old
colt, Will thought he w ould take the yearling out
It has boon found that the t<«wu mootBy

nose.

know that
had been
on

shot,

so we

won’t write

that, but he held

the same. Ten minutes later hibig as two ought to be, but he is all
Maud Cain has gone to Sear.-mont

s

was as

right

to

day

—

work in the Nevcn’s hotel.

be

j

*w'aSvii.le. The funeral of Mrs Hattie s.

w

Brock,
ife of .Joseph Brock, of Scarsport, who died aged

21 years. 10 mos
day. There was a
well tilled. She
Maxim.

was

held

at

the church last

large attendance, the

was

house

.sun-

being

sympathy

of his

IL left

friends in this his

His first wife was born and
The parents and sisters of

raised in this town.
tin* deceased ha\ e the heartfelt
Mrs

j

daughter id ( has. L.
qualities endeared her

numerous

The company has been to
eon.-idcrablc trouble and expense to prepare for it
and a- they are anxious to raise more funds they

arranged to play at Monroe next Saturday
evening, the 17th inst. They will probably arrange to play in two or three other places.... Mr.
and Mrs. springer, of Massachusetts are visiting
Mrs. Sylvira Lang. Mrs. Springer's mother ...M.
.1 l»o\v, Esq., is in Hancock county this week in
the interest of the Good Templars.J. M. Dow
has some nice grade Jersey cows t«> sell ...You
can always buy a good horse in Brooks ami there

sympathy of friends.

are

by Mrs. Maxim.Eugene Nickerson closed the
winter term of school in District No. 4, last week.
Miss Desire Abbott of Northport closed the

articles

district) la.-t week. Miss Abbott is regarded as
an efficient teacher, although there arc those in the
district who think it might he as well to employ a

several nice

ones

here now.Fit/. Ii. A.

Boody has closed his livery stable here and gone
to Belfast. There was not enough business lbr
two-table- in this town....Business is now good
in the clothing shops.... Webster's boarding house
is lilling up—Miss Annabelle Paul, of Belfast,

young child about two weeks old
thMt has been taken and will be tenderly eared for

making

next

full house last week.

a

winter term ot school in District No. 1 and 2,

he'd

iiave

the eldest

Hermans amiable

posted for another meeting to
Tuesday’.The repetition of the
drama “Pa-: Redemption,” was given hero to a
Warrants have been

to the eolt all

no.-o

to

on and exercise it in the square.
the eolt slat its head and hit Will

ing laid l.i
Monday was illegal as the warrants
j po>tcd by the con-table were not attested copies.
Perhaps he doesn’t want every body to | >•> tin* wh;»|i*
proceeding was a farce and tlie thing
it dropped him as quick as though he
j will have to be rubbed out and done over again

some means

tin?

on

Lowell.

1

.one

was

in town last week.

annual town meeting March
...i
t
ap
pi eserve them for future reference.
5the following officers were elected Moderator,
"ti er Wot Id- that? Murs*’ was the subject of
Parker Spofford; Clerk, W. A.Reinick; Selectmen,
male teacher. Miss Abbott requested us to say
U--. i.i*o. !.. Torts" lecture in the B. S. A. course
G. W. McAlister, Joseph Tilloek, L. T. Dorr;
the scholars were punctual and prompt in their atthe Ciiitunan « hurch parlor Tuesday evening.
J. J. Ix»c; Town Agent,0.1*.Cunningham;
tendance
Our a muialelection occurred Monday Treas.,
I'iie attendance was srnail, but those present were
S. s. Committee, J. F. Knowlton; Auditor, Amand t lie following officers were elected for the enw *• 1:
The
lecture
was
interest'
repai*
brose White. The tow n raised for support of
intensely
suing year: Moderator, Z. L. Downs; Clerk, A. H.
ng, snowing a refill preparation ami inueh study,
of
Ellis; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of poor, schools, £8,000; support of poor, £1800; payment
and by the use of chart?* the lecturer impressed his
interest on notes, £507; coupons on Town Bonds,
W. It. Peavy, C. L. Maxim, W. Cunningham;
diets
mi erning “other worlds*'
of principal Town Bonds, $1,000;
upon the mindsof S. 8.
Com., Scott W. Nickerson; Collector, Otis 14. £8403; payment
ii- hearers.
The thin) lecture In this course will
tire department, £800; rubber coats for tiremrn,
Paterson; Treasurer, E. II. Nickerson; Truant
given nc\t Tuesday evening by Mr. Arthur I.
of tire companies, £800; roads,
officer, T. C. Smart; Auditor, A. E. Nickerson; £50; payment
P.row n, ;• nd will be introductory to the subject of
and
Constables, Otis B. Paterson and C. M. Maiden. bridges, etc., £8500; discounts, abatements
geology.
contingent expenses, £2300; G. A. R. Post, memorAll democrats except 8. 8. Com., Treasu rer, Audiial services, £50; sidewalk on Franklin street, £85;
lit week we met at the Post office a sea captain tor and one constable. It has been our usual custotal, £21,104. The amount raised last year was
!:
m
I-le-b ro w ho wanted to know about the tom to select the town officers regardless of party,
£10,855. Voted to continue in force tlie vote of
"t:dn < r-mwedl ca-c. “Vou know we have been but was evident from the start that the democracy
March 1880, in reference to the refunding of tlie
m.ti'o
i"
I u
nine time." said the mariner.
The were organized and wen* bound to draw party
Tow n Bonds, and chose by ballot, Parker Spofford
-1
lines on every officer....The Ladies Aid Society
•marooned," as deliued in “Treasure Is•'■ d,
-lauds ••for a horrible kind of punishment will meet with Mrs. T. C- Nickerson this (Thurs- and O. I*. Cunningham, as committee to act with
the lirst selectmen as a refunding committee. For
"iiunoi, emuigh among the buccaneers, in which
day) afternoon.
the lirst time for some years the town refused to
offender i- put ashore with a little powder and
Yinaliiavkx. The Echo says: “The largest tax the
dogs. The town refused to raise money
-hot, and left behind on some desolate and distant social event of tlie season
(we mean in avoirdu- fora school house in Dist. No. 0 ...It is expected
i-land
Mur Islesboro friend had not, however,
.J.
at
Sanborn's
occurred
II.
evenpois)
Saturday
that Bueksport will he lighted with the electric
been quite so badly off as that. He only meant
ing last. There were twelve couple present and light about the lirst of April. The plant is now
that he had been cut off fora time from the daily
the weight of the twelve Indies collectively aggrebeing put in, the building being near tlie railroad
current of new s.
gate over twenty thousand lbs. Quite a pound station, and tlie lilting up is now going briskly on.
,\ " ■; i..ii.ri"ii Mrsp.iK n iiiiiwuhcc'iiiin metivii
Our
it
was
a
reporter rays
party.
lively good The wiling w ill begin soon. A good number of
><t\ i<-* < "imnir-ion have voted to
appoint Ruble time and the saying that large bodies move slowly arcs will be placed about the streets and there are
t». i v
Tiiei:,iier of ilie examining board for the
knocked
into
was
nothingness when the ladies orders in for many incandescent.-1.B. W. A rev,
i»"<ton « u
.in IIou.se, in place of the late Auditor
were hustling after a inan to kiss.
This miscella- is lilting up a building for a clothing factory, to lie
Grant, who was Secretary of the board.
Mr. Fr\e neous
was
well tilled and the occasion I occupied by Mrs. Charles E. Brown and Mrs. J. II.
programme
n.*w holds the position of liquidating clerk, and
was a jolly good one.”... .Tlie lisldng sell. Emma
Gilley. They will employ twenty-live or thirty
has been in the service three years, having been
M. Dyer lias liecn sold to Gloucester parties for
girls—When the cutter Woodbury arrived Capt.
.in i.ng the
first to enter under the civil service
$3,*00.The three masted ach. Rose Mullen, Phinnev was presented with a box of line flowers
uh
lb- was especially commended by Collector
which lontled stone last week at the Sands quarry, with the
compliments of Fred H. Moses, tin1 popus.-dtonstall for Ids education and general fitness
for Philadelphia, is the first vessel loaded this lar florist, as a token of
appreciation of his efforts
f >i the dutifs of examiner. Mr. Frye is a native
tlie
Bodwell
Schr.
in opening the river to navigation. Capt. Homer
granite company.
year by
of G. ifa i, and a son of lion. Wakefield G, Frye,
Charles II. Trickey has loaded puving for New of the Lucy 1*. Miller also deserves credit for his
I oiled states Consul General at Halifax.
la:
York. Sch. Molly Rhodes and Abide 8. Walker plucky and persistent efforts in the same direction.
BrcKsmirr. Ar the

the

at

store

■

1

i

easterly gale and snow
: -i in prevailed in this vicinity
Monday afternoon
and night. About six indies of snow fell and
drifted badly. Tuesday morning the snow plow
and spare engine stalled out, followed later by the
git la r morning train for Burnham. At the summit the plow got stuck but finally succeeded in
getting through the drift. The train reached Burnham at noon, losing connection with the Bangor
train going west. On the return trip the train
reached Belfast at 2 r. M. The evening train from
Burnham was about one hour late and brought no
mail from west of Portland. A special brought
passengers, mail and express from Portland, but
ni.

stokm.

A

severe

■

the

Boston train had not arrived at that
The storm
our train left Burnham.

when
very

severe

delaying

at the

w

point
was

estward, stopping trains and

travel.

Tiik I'nivkusaust Faik. The fair and entertainment by the Universalist society at the Bel-

Opera House on Tuesday and Wednesday,
w as a gveut success.
The hall waa handsomely fitted up for the purpose. A large booth was erected in the centre of the floor from which fancy
articles were sold. A booth built of evergreen
trees and labelled the “Cosy Club,”attracted much
attention. All the articles for sale here were made
fast

and contributed

by the

children of the

society.

A

held from two until five,
Tuesday afternoon. There was a great variety,
prices were reasonable and the articles sold well.
Supper was served at six o’clock, and every one
said it was one of the best spreads ever laid before
a hungry a tulle nee.
There were a number of
small tables, each prepared by some member of the
society, and spread with the family dishes. Young
Misses waited upon the tables with much prompti
tude and there w as no hitch In the arrangements.
The evening entertainment closed with a drama,
“Polly Ann,” by the yoang people. It waa well
presented and much enjoyed by the audience
Wedneiulay evening the entertainment consisted
sale of

fancy goods

was

representations of Rogers groups, concert and
dance.
of

are

here and will load stone.. .A few

....The officers of the Cutter

more warm

were en

Camp Emerson, Alamoosook,
day by quite a party of ladies and gentlemen of
our village.
Sunday the cutter started for Eastport. Dep. Collector Harry IS. Parker of Castine

Satin*,

tertained at

our harbor will be free from ice—The
circle held its annual meeting last Thursday and elected the following officers: Mrs. Richard Tutton, president; Mrs. R. T. Carver, vice
president; Mrs. E. II. I.yford, recording secretary;
Miss Anuie Coombs, financial secretary; Mrs. E.
P. Walker, treasurer; Mrs. W. H. Littlefield, Mrs.
Wallace and Mrs. Wharf, business committee. A
number of new members were added and $18 in
money received.The annua) meeting of the
church society was held on Monday evening.... At

days

Woodbury

and

church

up and has gone
her—March 7ili there

came

on

the cruise eastward in

dancing school and
ball at Emery Hall. The same evening Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis F. Taplev gave a drive whist party of
sixteen tables.

was a

Refreshments

were

served at in-

The* lirst prizes were won by Mrs.
Ilouier ami Mr. Deforest Snowman. The

termission.

George
boobies by Miss Lizzie Emery ami Mr. R. 11.
meeting this evening four gentleEmery... On Friday evening a drive whist party
men will act as housekeepers: Messrs. J. II. Santhe residence of
born, George Roberts, T. G. Libbey and Fred 8. of nineteen tables was given at
Walls, all experts ...Mr. W. A. Walker, of this
at intermission. The first prizes were taken
place, is a member of tlie Bromflcid street church cake
who is here
choir, Boston.Mr. E. 8. Bodwell is in Bos- by Miss Josie Cummings of Portland,
tou this week.Jessie Collie, Lillian Smith, visiting at Hon. N. T. Hills, aud Mr. Horace Buck.
Lulu Vinal, Hattie Conant, Sadie Coyle and The boobies by Mrs. Deunis Swazcy and Mr.
Cora Lawry, of this place, will attend the next tinocli B. Hill. The same evening Mr. and Mrs.
term of the Eastern Normal school at Castine.
Joseph Tlllock, superintendent of the poor farm,
A branch of United Friends was organized hereon entertained quite a party of their friends from oui
Wednesday evening by R. B. Miller, of Rockland. village. An enjoyable time is reported. Suppei
They will meet at Odd Fellows hall. Tlie society was served.... Monday we were shown over the
Is composed entirely of ladies. At the conduMon Steamer Lucy P. Miller by the politeness of inana
of the ceremonies the gentlemen were invited to a ager Quimby. The steamer has been greatly imbanquet....A benefit ball was given at the town proved si nee changing owners. A spacious dining
hall Friday evening to Laforest Brown, and the saloon and new state rooms are added. Tiic cook
room adjoins the saloon and is a marvel of con
sum of $60 realized ...A knitting bee was held at
venieoce and neatness. Judging from what wat
the house of Mrs. Webster last Thursday evening,
the proceeds to help extinguish the church debt. cooking In the mamrnoiitii range one would con
....Rider Seavey preached Sunday at the advent dido that they don't live on "hard tack.” Mrs.
the church circle

Quimby

chapel....Miss Mamie Littlefield, has gone to the
Maine General Hospital to be treated for the loss
of voice ...Mr. and Mrs. John Hopkins, from CalMr. L.
ifornia, are expected home this week
W. French

lias

produce
days.E.

a cow

which

seventeen

he offers to wager $100

pounds of

butter in

seven

F. Allcnwood has moved into the
Cascade House.W. V. Lane, photographer, of
Camden, will be at his rooms here for a few days.
.It is rumored we are to have a new granite
Arm here. There Is pleuty of granite and all that
Is lacking la capital to open quarries

down from

Bangor Satunlay.

Osgood, P. E

will conduct the services.

our

Field, Columbus Curley, James Erskino and HorB. Haskell.

ace

The

Academy

Co. meet at the

searsport Mfg.

building
day

for the purpose of incorporation Saturafternoon at J o’clock.
All the stock holders

arc

notified to he

present

as

will lie transacted at tlie

ance-

business of

|

he gave her more attention than herself. A voyage
to New York can now be made on this boat with

comfort nod at small expense....Janies Kmcry i*

fitting

building

in the

rear

of the hall foi

clothing factory. Mrs. Brown ami Mrs. tiillcy
leased it for live years. They expect to use
electricity asn motive power.
a

have

|

up the

import-

meeting.

The warrant for the annual town

meeting

is

posted and contains forty-one articles. The only
special articles arc two asking for sewers—one in
the Merit hew lane, undone on Nichols street where
one of tlie P»wn reservoirs overflows the road,
making a quagmire of all the lots in the vicinity,
overflowing cellars and gardens, and causing in

generally.
Monday night during

convenience
East

the storm

a

canary
bird came and lapped at the window of B. C
Smith's residence. Upon his wife going out the
bird

permitted lu-r to take i( in her hand and bring
It proved to be a line singer, and as the
wind was easterly no doubt it came from that diit

in.

rection.

Mrs. Smith will

restore it to its

gladly

owner.

society’s supper and enterThursday evening at Union Hall

The M. E. church
tainment last
was

generally attended than any of the

more

similar affairs this winter.

supplied

as

givers

ful

i> usual

on

t<-

were

well

such occasions here.

No

church

a

Two hundred and
sold, and nearlv

The tables

better cooks,

in the State lias

town

supper

bounti-

or more

than

Searsport.

forty-four supper tickets

were

three hundred attended the

en-

tertainment, which consisted of broom drill by
twelve charming young ladies dressed in white,
together with vocal and instrumental music, coneluding with an acting charade. The receipts for
the evening were £f»0.
Under the caption,‘-A Peaceful Armada in Poit"
the New York
account

Evening

Sun

of the arrival of

a

recently published an
large licet of deep sea

sailing vessels, bringing cargoes from the remote
parts of the globe. Of the hark Albert Russell,
now chartered for New Zealand with a general
cargo, the Sun says :
After a long wait on the sizzling coast of Peru,
where a rock-bound shore rises sheer out of the
sea, and fresh water is worth its weight in gold,
being brought some hundred miles, tlie bark A1bel t Russell, loaded w ith s,i.K»5 bags of nitrate of
soda, arrived in ninety days, she
the
Pacific safely, played tag with the icebergs that
hang out around the Horn, and arrived otf Hatterns to be visited by an immense wave, which
swept everything movable off her decks and mortally damaged an extra choice pudding which was
being concocted by the cook in honor of nearing
home.

ploughed

Waldo.

At

our

annual election the 12th hist,

the

following officers were elected : Moderator, J.
(.. ILtrdlng; Clerk, C. II. Smith; Selectmen N. K.
Cilley, L. E. Barlow, I.. II. Jackson; Treasurer,
•J. I.. Chase; Supervisor of Schools, J. G. Harding;
Collector and Constable, A. J. Simmons.J. I).
Shorey, Eugene Patterson, Raymond Shorey and
Ella Shorey started Monday for Montana.
Stockton. The following town ollicers were
elected last Monday: Moderator, B. Grange**;
Clerk, s. B. Merrilhew; 1st Selectman, X. E. Sliute,
2nd Sekctman, Win. Smith, 3rd Selectman, W. L.
staples; Collector, 11. II. Hawes; Treasurer, W. F.
Grillin; Supervisor, C. A. Snell; Auditor, F. R.

Daggett—We
who

can

pressed

would like to hear from

some one

following record on lirst class
Lancaster, besides tending his engine,

heat the

work. M. II.

pairs pants in JJ hours. Mr. Lancaster is head pressman and engineer in W. H.
Kelley & Co.’s pants factory....Messrs. Grimllc &
Weseott of Buck sport and Messrs. McClure &
Barney of Scarsport were in town Monday looking
over W. II. Kelley & Co.’s pants factory.
Mr.
oil* 10<»

says he is glad to sec such gentlemen at
The masquerade last Monday night
any time
wasa success despite the storm. Forty-live couples

Kelley

—

were on

mask.

the floor and about 25 or 30 couples in
Some of the costumes were very line....

C. A. Snell and Miss M. F. Simmons went to
the lirst of the week
last week

—

—

Geo.

Hopkins

"Sandy

home

Prospect

few weeks.

a

H. 1>. Black has sold out his

Point.

interest in the

Castine

r&me

Miss. F. W. Mardcn went to

last week lot'

store

formerly occupied by

him and

removed with his family to Chelsea, Mass., where
he will engage in trade. The business will be continued under the

name

of E. J. Black & Co.

A

good assortment of dry goods and groceries will
be kept, and a continuation of previous patronage
is solicited. We regret the loss of Mr. Black and
wife. They will be much missed in society, and
the absence id' Mrs. IS. from the church clioir is
much

deplored... .Bay

View

Poultry House is

now

running four Ocean Monarch incubators with a
capacity of 2,400 eggs, and has oil hand 700 chicks
and 1000 ducks.Mr. M. R. Ginn has bought II.
1). Black’s house and part of the furnishings.
Miss

Virgie

Cousins is confined to the house by illMonday Weston Doe went to Castine

ness.On

attend Normal school and Sainndc French to

to

were conducted
Sunday by Mr. Hall from Bangor Theological
S* 'iiiinary... May Richards arrived home Saturday
from White’s Corner, where she lias been teaching
school the past fourteen weeks ...Mr. Alex Black,
being unable to do his work on account of ill health,
offers for sale a line cow, spring milker.

Hampden Academy.Services

<-:i

Town officers

Pnosi'Kcr.

were

elected

Mon-

day as follows: Moderator, J. II. Killman; First
Selectman, J. S. Ilerriman; Second Selectman, Arthur Boyd; Third Selectman, Josiuli Colson; Supervisor of Schools, L. J. Calderwood; Town
Agent, J. S. Ilerriman; Constable, Allard Crockett,
Voted that the Selectmen be surveyors of wood,
bark and lumber. Truant Officer, J. F. Libby;
Collector of Taxes, J. F. Brown. Old Prospect lias

changed

some.

The

new

board includes two Re-

week-S. S. Trevett has

slaughtered

a

fourteen-

hog weighing 4(10 lbs-..-Mr. Richard
Killman, who got his foot so badly jammed, is improving ...I. C. Libby and his partner were in
town last week buying cows. S. 8. Trevett sold
two
A surprise party was held atC. II. Partridge's last week. Mrs. Ellen Littlefield will have
a party Tuesday of this week-The following le
the programme for the meeting, March fifth ol
South Branch Grange: Select readings by Clara
Littlefield and Elsie Killman; declamation by W.
S. Killman; Select readings by Sarah Partridge,
Lizzie Libby and J. II. Killman. Speech by Arthur J. Trevett; Music by the choir; Sisters* question: Resolved that a lady is better dressed In n
well fitting dress than in an ill fitting silk dress
Aff. Lizzie Libby, Elsie Killman; Xeg. Mrs. N
Ginn ami Mrs. S. Trcveit. Brothers’ question. Resolved, That a person can get more general information hv reading than by traveling. Afl*. W. II.
Giun, H. B. Ileagan; Ncg. A. A. Giun andHeagan.
months old

—

Kiss me darling, for your breath is
Just as sweet as new-mown hay;
Kiss me, darling, for your teeth are
Free from tartar or decay;
Kiss me, darling, for you won’t

Forget

me or

The

your SOZO DON’T.

Atmosphere or lore

Is a pure, sweet breath. This desideratum is one
of the results of using 8OZODONT, which not
ouly invigorates and preserves the teeth, but ren1ml 1
ders the mouth as fragrant as a rose.

fellow named Philip Cottelle of Dennisport,
Muss., aged 42, who was iufatuated with Miss
Minnie Chapman, aged 15, shot her Thursday
indicting probably fatal wounds, because she
had rejected his suit. He then attempted to
blow out bis own brains, but did not succeed.
A

Hood’s

the lilooil

Masonic

Temple.

We wish to inform

Customers that
succeeded in

our

have

we

Til Cases Life’ Jersey Vrt
At 29 Cents Each!

O. P.

Sarsaparilla
One

Doses

IOC

Dollar.

Try 38

Purchased from

French Rorsets!
F. 0. Ticket,

GO

TO-

Shall

WHITE,

Norfolk, M ircli 5. Arrived sch. M. Luclhi Wood,
Carrie A. Lane, Dyer,

Spaulding, Roekport, Me.;

New York.

Arrived
Charleston, March (5.
New York; 8th, arrived
Adams, Colcord, Wiscasset.
Newport News, Va., March 0.
King Philip, Coombs, Portsmouth,

sch.
sell.

Palatka,

PINKS,

Warren

WHERE THEY ARE SELLING
Arrived sell.
and sailed sth

water, New Y'ork.
Wilmington, N. C., March 7.
zie Lane. Herrick, New York :

(HATSJAPiX)

ltay nes, Tampico.
.San Pedro, Feb. 20. Arrived ship Richard P.
Buck, Cancr, Tacoma.
st. Augustine, March 7. Arrived sch. Florence
& Lillian, Smith, New York.
Fernandina, March 7. Arrived brig Sparkling
Water, Hielthorn, Boston; 8th, arrived soli. Piv-cott Hazeltine, Knceland, New 5 ork; 10th, cleared
sells. M. V. It.Chase, Piukham, Baltimore: Mary A
Hall, Veazie, and Cliariotie T. >ildev, Bartlett,

DRABS!

Philadelpliia, March 6. \rrived -hipGov. Robie,
Blanchard, New }ork.
Clcareil sell. Sallic l*On,
Mobile, March 7.
West, New York.
Savannah, Mareli 6. Arrived sch. Penobscot,
Carter, New York.

which

E. P. Frost &

we

500 Yds. Handsome Brocade Silks

shall offer for

At

S2 l-2«. Per Yard.

LOW PRICE OF

I adies; Uewmabkets !

40
Pair!

99 Cts. Per

-at your own

F. I*.

I>elaware Breakwater.
St. Kitts, Feb. 28. In port brig Carrie F Pickering, Marshall, from Brunswick, Ga.. arriveM 22d.
Sagua, March 3. Cleared sell, lleh n (.. Moseley,
Holt, Boston.

Lost

Stolen!

NOTICE !

safely*at

Produce

or

4 small hrown ami white SPAMKL 1)0(1.
Anil swers tu the name of “PATSY,” ami when
lost had nirkel collar with my name ami address
engraved. Any person knowing his whereabouts
will cooler a fa’vnr hv notifving me.
B. K. Slil'TK, P.O. Box, 111.
Belfast, March 14, 1SSS.— lu ll*

M A KITIMI: M ISC KI.I.A X V.

Schooner Henry, of Jonesport, from March 3,
1887, to February 20, 1888, stocked $5,54342. Her
expenses, repairs, etc., amounted to $718.85.
Sell. Mary L. Allen, Capt. Willey, at Charleston,
S. C. from*Rockland, Me., with ice, made the passage in 5 days and lo hours.
Seh. Alfaretta Snare, from New’ York for West I
Indies, about whose safety nine fear was entertained, has arrived
port. All onboard1
well.
Sell. King Philip, from Lambert's Point for
Portsmouth, N. 11. with coal, went ashore on
Willoughby Spit 8th inst. but got oil r. m. w ithout
assistance.
Washburn Bros, of Thomaston w ill build a fourmasted sell, of 80d tons, to be commanded 1 *\ ( apt.
Webb of Friendship, now in the seh. R. Rowers.
Seh. Artcmus Tirrell (of Boston), UXi tons, built
at Milford, Del. in 1852, lias been sold to ( apt.
Warren Lowe and others of Bath, Me. for $2500
cash.
Spoken. Dee. 22, lat. 55 S. Ion. 04 W. barque
James G. Pendleton, Lancaster, from N. York lor
Taleahuaimand Valparaiso, ship Manuel Llaguno,
Smalley, from New York for San Francisco, Feb.
13, lat. 5 N. Ion. 31 W.
Foreign arrivals at the port of Boston last month
numbered 107 vessels of all classes, and of this
number only one was a full-rigged ship. The remainder included 30 steamers, 8 brigs, JO harks, 3
barkentines, 3 brigantines and 47 schooners.
Much anxiety is felt regarding schooner Delhi,
of which Capt. Chas. F. Green, Saco, is master.
She sailed from the West Indies for Wilmington,
N. C., Feb. 1, with a cargo of phosphate rock, and
has never since been heard from, she is now 2o
days overdue. Capt. Green’s wife accompanied
him on the voyage.
Brig Don Jacinto, Harriman, at Boston, irom
Matanzas, Feb. 18, brought molasses to order.
Had light southerly winds up to ( ape Hatteras.
Has been three days north of Hatteras, with
strong W and N W "winds and heavy seas. Feb.
28, encountered a N W gale in which lost and split
sails.
Booth bay, sld 4th, seh B FNeally, Kelley, Petersburg, Ya. This is the last vessel to load this season out of the pond. Her cargo was 27 inches in
thickness. The Maine Ice Co have loaded four vessels only this winter, viz. the James s Lowell, Rebecca J Moulton (for Washington), Addie B Bacon (for Richmond, Ya.) and B F Neally (for
Petersburg, Ya.) making 3147 tons of ice shipped
by them so far.
.Sell Five Brothers, which was abandoned on the
voyage from Fernand!na to Philadelphia, and subsequently picked up and towed into Mosquito Inlet, remained at latter place until Feb 28, w hen she
was purchased by Dr GC L'Fugle and towed up
to Jacksonville "March 5th leaking badly. Her
cargo is now being transferred to seh Ridgewood,
for shipment North. As soon as her cargo is discharged she will he thoroughly repaired.
The Lighthouse Board has given notice that as
soon hereafter as practicable a lighted buoy, consisting of a mammoth iron buoy surmounted by a
lens lantern supplied with compressed gas, will be
moored in the main ship channel, Boston Harbor,
a few yards southward and westward of upper
middle liuoy No. 1* As this is an experimental
buoy, mariners are cautioned not to rely upon it
too implicitly. I pper middle buoy No. 1) will remain In its present position.
Steamer Lorenzo D Baker, Wiley, from Boston
for Port Morant, Jam. while proceeding down Boston hurlmroii Thursday, collided with seh Radiant,
(.apt. Hardy, of and* from Rock port, Me. with
lime. The steamer struck the seh on the port quarter, badly injuring the seifs cabin house and port
rigging,
quarter, carrying away her fore and main
jibboom and headgear and causing the vessel to
leak badly. She was taken in tow soon after the
collision by steamtug Ida M Da I by and towed up
to the city. Part of the sell’s deekload was jettisoned to lighten her. The steamer anchored immediately after the collision. 8he had the copper
torn from her bow, but otherwise was not injured.
She proceeded on Thursday night.
The Freight Circular of Snow A
Fkkujiith.
Burgess, New York, for the week ending March
Kith reports: South American trades are ail quiet.
In the line of River Plate some few vessels are
sougiit to load Lumber Fast, but other departments
are quiet.
No improvement is noticed in tonnage
requirements to Brazil. The Cuba Sugar trade is
at
a
stand, lienee rates nun be quoted as
nearly
nominal. From Porto Rico a few vessels are
wanted for sugar, and steamers taken obtain 18
The Windward
cents to ports north of Hatteras.
department shows no special change; rates tire
linn in the absence of a full supply of suitable vessels. In coastwise Lumber freights a moderate
trade is doing, though rates favor shippers somewhat. There has been little or no demand for
Coal tonnage, and rates rule rather low, quoted
nominally 85 cents and discharge to Boston.

Boston

r., >rnil.mi .h ni' \i. ( oner, )
lfr.i.i AST, Maim i: I4ih, isss.
\
ATGTU’K i" hereby given that Friday, the twen*
ii tinh day of April next, lias been designated,
by order of Court, as the day on which Traverse
Jurors drawn for service at the next term of the
Supreme Judicial Court for Waldo County will he
rei|uired ti» attend. This does not. apply to Gram!
•Jurors who will attend on the third Tuesday of
TILKSTOX WADIJN, Clerk.
April as usual.
Belfast, March 14th, ISSs.—3wll
(

i.i:ijk's (M

l'

By C. H. Sirgeil, No.
Produce Market.

40*73
Apples If bush
dried If ft,
4g«
Beans,pea,If bu, 2.3092 75
medium,
2.0092.25
yellow-eyes, 2.0082.23
Butter If ft,
10920
Beef If ft,
587
Bariev If liush,
55900
11*14
Cheese If ft,
12914
Chicken If ft,
Calf Skins If ft,
89IO
Duck If ft,
12914
15
If
doz.,
Kg**
Fowl If ft,
8910
Geese If ft,
10912
Retail Market.
<88
Beef, corned, If ft,
18
Butter Salt, If box,
73
Corn If Irtish.,
Cracked Corn If bush., 73
73
Corn Meal If bush..
Cheese# ft.
14817
Cotton Seed If cwt., 1.40
5g8
Codfish, dry. If ft,
Cranberries If ut., 1812
Clover Seed <f ft,
11#15
Flour If bbl.,
5.0090.(8
H. G. Seed if bu.,3.0093.25
Lard If ft,
10*19

for

them

Spring

t<> cleanse the blood.
Bell's Sarsaparilla is the
medicine to do it with.
Cheap in price, reliable
is
and clVectuul, it
just what you want. Don’t be
pr.t oil* with any other. It will drive the humor
from the blood mi common in spring months. Mr.
I found it good
A. W. Pitman, of Bangor, says
for humor and it benefited my health in every way.
Do not fail to try Bell's Sarsaparilla.'’ Only oOcts.
per bottle.

BRAZILIAN
Cough Syrup
Has been found the most speedy and certain Cure
of Coughs of any preparation in use, curing
and Colds in a few hours. Also speedily
relieving Hoarseness, Soreness of the Throat and
Lungs. Pain and Tightness acrosi the Chest, the
Cough in Pleurisy, and Injlamination of the L ungs,
Uronehitis. Believing Asthma and Catarrh, Whooping Cough, Croup, and aided by “Dr. D. P. Oldway’s Celebrated Handmade Plasters” will cure
many of the advanced eases of *onsumption.

quoted in this

Try it. Price, Large Bottle, 25 Cta.
—AT—

Wm. 0. Poor 4c Son's and E. H.
Keii. •_>. lass.—.it r

Moody's.

->is broken."

C.

MARRIED.

paper.

BURKETT,

A. P. MANSFIELD. 81 & 83 Maiu St.,

City Block, Belfast.

FLOWERS & PLANTS!
Choice ( lit Flowers

cun

be Ibuncl al

W. E. HAMILTON’S GREENHOUSES.

-WE ARE E^OK? LOCATED AT-

77

MAIN STREET

77

Next to G. W. BURKETT’S Dry Goods House, and have
-—with an-

Before The
Court

Entire New Stock of Mens and

opened

Boys’

Fine SuitssSpring Overcoats!

OF PUBLIC OPINION.

Thankicg

TESTIMONY OF PHYSICIANS.
The progressive, wide-awake physicians
throughout the length and breadth of the
land, are awakening to a realization of

ou;

friends for past Savers, wo assure Ihstn that
we shall continue to furnish

A VERY SUPERIOR QUALITY h

v

the wonderful merits of Dr. R. C. Flower’s
Scientific Remedies, and are prescribing
them with marvelously beneficial results.
Below we give one of many similar
interesting letters from wide-awake
doctors:—

prescribing l>r.
Sanative, Lung
Cordial, Nerve Pills, Pain Destroying
Elixir, Blood Purifier, and Magnetic
Plasters, in my practice, with good
results.
They are splendid remedies.
Dear Sir: I have been

R. C.
Iii Jackson, March 10, by Uev. D. Brackett,
Daniel F. Wentworth and Miss Mary F. Cilley,
both of Knox.
In Boekport. March f>, Fred W. Curleton and
Miss Nora Smalley, both of Boekport.
In Thomaston. March 7. Edwin S. Watts and
Clara I. Lcrmoud, both of Thomaston.
In Bockland, Feh. 29, Eldei William L. Ivnowlton, of l uioti, and Ida B. Biehards, of Vinalhaven.
In Thomaston, Feb. 28, Charles D. Means and
Cassie D. Parker, both of Warren.
In South Hope, Fell. 25, Lester 1. Dolham and
Cassie E. Achorn, both of Warren.
In Deer Isle, Feh. 23. Edward T. C ariiian and
Bertha A. Harvey, both of Deer Isle.

L31 b_ LJ
In this city, March 13, John Frost, aged 88 years
and 4 mouths.
In this city, F«b. 7. James Bnrrill, aged 7ti years.
In Sear>poit, March 7, Myrtle K., only daughter
of Mrs. Emma L. Winslow, aged 12 years, 7 months.
[ Augusta papers please copy. |
In Searspoi t. March 9, llatlie S., wife of Joseph
W. Brock, aged 21 vears 19 months.
In Cambridge, Mass., March 12, Bev. Cazneaii
Palfrey, D. 1>., aged S3 years.
In Camden, March 3, Miss Maria Kent, aged til
years.
In Bockland, March 4, Joel Proctor, aged 79yrs.
In Bockland, March 4, Willie L., son of E. K.aml
Laura E. Moore, aged 3 months and 7 days.
In Bockland, March 3, Mary A., wife of William
F. Starrett. aged 112 years, 3 months and 9 days.
In Deer Isle, March 2, the wife of Peter Eaton,
hi Bockland, March 7, Sabra B., widow of John
M. Alden, aged *14 vears and 4 months.
lu Bockland, March 7, John McNamara, aged 80
vears.

of

Flower’s

Liver

Clothing, Cut,

fi/Sada and Trimmed in ifre LdTtST and StJQ'iT
-SPPtlOVEO manner, a! such

LOW
j

That ail

best that science and skill has

erer

Hats and

of

advantage

buying

frem

Uotliin<r,

our own

misrepresent any goods.

never

us.

All

woods

Furnishing

kecYived

Waterman's Due Frici1 Clotliiug House,
!

77 Main Street,

compounded.
For sale by your druggist, who. on
application, will give you free a copy of
our magnificent
pamphlet of valuable
Household Formulas. It is r'-tily worth
fifty cents.

Belfast, $He,

lOANO

SOLUBLE PACIFIC
Is

undeniably

the

leading

mnnutactured tertilizcr

no

matter

what

to the contrary.
the State Fair held at Worcester, Mass., in September, 1887
The New Kngland and Worcester Agricultural Societies awarded
our

competitors say
At

NOT KINGS’ EVIL.

kUsthe

But the Kin- of Evils. You sutler so. You :iro
not downright nick, hut you wish you wen* dead.

Your stomach is out «»f order. Your brain reel.-.
Your eyes grow dim and ha/.y.and yon are in such
nsdn. V)li! torment! You can’t use a knife to cut
it out, but you can eradicate the psiin, renovate the
stomach, .and relieve the pressui e on the brain.
How? l»et a box of 1>. K.*s, which mean

3

Dr. Mark R. Woodbury's Dyspepsia Killers.
Eat two or three of those* little lozenges ami von
will bo better at once. I'se tliem as a preventive
ami you need suffer no more.

SILVER

GUDDKX & O RTIS, Rodon, Mum.,
General

£

I

MEDAL,

and also tlieir DIPLOMA for
for “Soli'V.i.k Pacific C.r.\N<
exhibit of products raised hy the Use of this old and refjie
liable fertilizer. This was tile only Medal awarded, which
fact speaks for itself.

y
^3

Selling Agents,
PACIFIC GUANO

COMPANY

For sale by L. A. KNOWLTON, Belfast ; N. ». ROSS, Lincolnville, and by
reliable Agents in every town in Maine*
:>mTl

REMEMBER D. K.'S
cost only 50 cents a box (trial boxes 25 cents),
s. by mail, and
"be sent to any part of the

They
can

will

cure

Dyspepsia, indigestion, Heartburn,
Stonach

and

all

STATEMENT

FRED T. CHASE,

Smith, 24 and 20 Tremont St., Boston
and selling agents.
Dr. Mark R. Woodbury's Dyspepsia Killers.
Dr. Mark R. Woodbury's Dyspepsia Killers.

Graduate

ThTXII.

Hiram

Doolittle &

CLUB

TMay, If 22,1888,
Admission,

...

Concert at 8 o'clock.

AT

OF

Dancing

35c.
at 0.

Optician,
STORE

THE

Chase

«C* Son«

25 Main

St., Belfast.

Eggs

for

Market

Value.

assktm.

Knriis

Hatching

THOROUGHRRKI> STOCK.
Plymouth
Rocks, Twitchel strain, Wyandottes, Hawkins
and lloudletts strain. Brown Leghorns, Fiskes
strain. Eggs 50 cents for 15. Cockerels for side
in fall and w inter.
4w 11
.1. MOORK, Monroe, Me.

ITtROM

Auction!

For Sale.

H.

uiToll ( minty. N. II
Ponds. $
2001 mi
Town of llarri>ville, V II., Pmidc*.
1.5,001) no
City of Manchester, N. II Ponds. I10,00o<n>
Port Plain, N. Y., Water Co. 1st M»»rt.
Ponds. 10,500 00
New York A New England R. \l. Ponds,
12.2(H) no
N. II. Trust Co. Debenture Ponds. 45,000 on
Eastern R. R. Preferred stork.
0,850 Oo
Worcester, Nashua A Rochester It. R
Stock.
134 00
Lake National Rank of Wolf boro, N. II.,
stock.
12,*500 00
Dover (ins Light Co. stock.
3,(Mg) (h»
Colorado State Wai'rants.
11,870 7s
J« 1*0ss premiums in course of eollection..
60,747 74
Loan on Mortgage ot' Real Estate. lnti,ouo no
Interest accrued not included in market
value.
0,1557 30
Cash in Company’s office..
3,(435 72
Cash on deposit in N. II. National Rank,
of Portsmouth.
16,67* 74

Jewelers,

$401,58(4 37
LI AM LIT! KS.
In paid Losses... $ 17,(474 SI
Reserve for Reinsurance. 1(50,070 40
l)uc Agents for Commissions and for
other charges.
10,112 51

&c.

Will 1)0 sold hv auction at my residence in Monroe,
on TueHdn)'. March 27, ISSSi. n( 10 n’rlnrk A M.,
lot of farming tools, ploughs, harrows, mowing
machine, horse rake, one set double harnesses,
*tc. Also lot household goods, beds, bedding,
lounges, chairs, stoves and kitchen furniture. All
to be sold without limit or reserve.
ROItKRT W. MAYO.
2w11*
('HAH. C. CRAltY, Auctioneer.

PORI SMOUUH, N.
Jamjar) I, 188%,

(

OF

Farming Implements, Furniture,

OF

j Granite State Insurance Company,

Troubles.

Sale of Reserved Seats in llalcony trill
open at !> o'clock A. M., FRIDA Y, MARCH
Absolutely Pore.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, 16th, at the City Drug Store.
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in comReserved 8eati, Balcony,
50c.

petition with the multitude of the low' test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
Koval Hakim; Powdkk Co., lOG Wall St.,
cans.
4«tl0
Sew York.

See

-fhe novelties in—-

BELFAST OPERA HORSE,

POWDER

sec

have but OSE PRiCr, and

Concert and Ball

Retail Market.

easiiy

PRICES

We Manufacture

-Will Give Their Seventh Annual-

8.00g 13.00
Hides? lb,
5g5>£
Lamb ? lb,
8g!i
LambSkiu*.
l.uugl.50
Hutton? ft
0g7
)ats ? busli, 32 lb 42 945
Potatoes,
G5g70
Hound Hog ? ft,
7g74
straw ?ton,
li.00g7.00
10 §98
rurkey ? tb,
7i'J
real? ft,
Wool, washed? ft, 31g32
Wool, unwashed, 23a24
Wood, hal’d,
4.00g5.00
Wood, soft,
3.1X133.5(1

can

YV. A. Sawyek, M. 1).

These medicines are the fruit of
sxhaustive scientific investigation, of
thorough medical skill, and the long experience of the physician who to-day
snjoys the most extensive private practice
ut any doctor in America. They arc more
than good remedies.
Then are the

}>

—

Prtce Paul Producers

Hay ? ton,

Pollock? ft,
3>*g4
Pork ? ft,
9gl(
Plaster ? bbl., l.OOgl.H
Rye Meal ? ft,
3,4
Shorts ?ewt.,
1.3;
G‘i®i
Sugar? lb,
4.
Halt, T. I., ? bush.,
Sweet Potatoes ? lb, 0g(
Wheat Meal ? ft, J>£g-

W.

Daklikoton, Pa., Jan. 29, 1887.

Main Street.

Oil,kerosene,?gal.,10glJ

prices

Coughs'

CURRENT.

Lime? bbl.,
l.OOgl.fri
Oat Meal ? ft,
fl
[)nlons?ft,
4g.1

than any

assortment

is the Time

the Journal.
8

Will sell them

purchase

call

before the

prices.-

W“Wn do not advertise lotion and Prints, but

Belfast, March 15, IsSS.—*2\vll*

Market.

PRICE

to

wishing

40

duplicate
customers

Seedlings Tor the
vegetable and flower garden.

!

Weekly for

and

Also all kinds ot Plants and

In Bockland, March <», John Haskell,aged 81 yrs.
In Vinalhaven, Feb. 27, Infant daughter of Frank
maintained a linn tone, with indications of an ad- Could.
vance.
Choice old stock holds a particularly
In Thomaston, Feb. 20, Mrs. Emma Bucklin.aged
strong position.
I 34 years and 7 days.
Baldwins, $2 5033; greenings, $2 75; spitz, I In Thomaston, Feb. 23, Edward Richards, aged
$3 50; northern spy, $333.
18 vears, 10 months and II days.
Cheese ruled quiet, with sales in small lots as
In Vinalhaven, Feb. 23, Lillie, daughter of Edwanted at previous prices.
win Lawry, aged 4 years.
Kggs were fairly steady at Saturday’s prices. i In Bltiehill, March 1, Mrs. Joanna Cray, aged 82
Sales of Western and Southern at 15 jj 310 cents vears and 3
days.
and Fastern at 17 cents per dozen.
In Falls City, Nebraska, March 1, Mrs. Lucy A.
Potatoes ruled firm at $131 05 per bushel for McCombie, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 70 years
lloulton rose, and 85390 (rents for other Fastern. and 5 months.
Northern ranged from 75 385 cents.
Beans were quiet and steady at previous prices.
Corn quiet, oats very dull, feed easier, and no
change in the ha y market.

Corrected

cannot

them

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Boston, March 13. Tim butter trade was light
yesterday, owing to the storm, but tlie market

BELFAST

We

should
1

$1.25.

Worth

I

Go.,

BANKS,
&
Counselor
Law,
Attorney

assure

-ALL SILI BROCADES!-

^a short time at the-2

PORTS.

Asoinwall, Fel). 1S». sailed brig 11. c. Sibley,
Iiichborn, Boston.
Call before purchasing and
Passed ship W. (». Davis,
Anjier, Jan. 27.
Morse, Iliogo for New York.
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 30.
In port, hark Rachel
satisfy yourselves.
Finery, Wyman.
Penang, Jan. 26. Arrived bark P. G. Carleton,
'rosliy, New Pork.
Hong Kong, Jan. 31. In port, hark Column.
Noyes, for Portland, o.
Singapore, Jan. 30. In port, bark sutnm I I>
Carleton, Freeman, for New \ork.
7s MAIN STREET,
Manila, Jan. 20. In port, ship Henry s. '*nnford,
t oleord, for repairs.
ll'/iotesale mu! Retail Cluthiers.
Cienfuegos, Feb. 20. Arrived -all. D. D. 11;i-k<- 1,
Haskell, Point-a-Pitre, Gaud.
Bell'.i>!, March la, isss.—11
28.
In
seh.
L.
Feb.
Cardenas,
Peters,
port,
Mary
Williams, for N. Y. or Phi la. about -.Mareli l*».
Montevideo, Feb. 6. Sailed hark F. F. Riehards,
Thorndike, New York.
Rio Janeiro, Feb. 11. Sailed hark Beatrice Havener, Havener, Pernambuco.
St. John, N. B., March 7. Cleared brig Fidelia,
at
Blake, Granada.
Kingston, Feb. 20. In port seh. C. 11. Foster,
MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.
Coombs, unc.
Demerara, Feb. 15. Arrived sell. Alfaretta
and Con rta/ancint/ o SpRcin/tt/,
C'dlertini/
Snare, Snare, Bucksville; J3t!i, in port sell. John
C. Smith, Foss, from Baltimore, armed 8th, for1
March la, lss.s._(hull

of

more

^-Actual Value from-:-

$1,50 to S2 Per Pair,

New York.

FOHKUiN

BLUES 6c

ClothinCy

Arrived sell. Lizcleared sch. Diono,

Sale 2,800 Yards

on

the trade that this is
the LAST LOT to he obtained, and the price will
advance to 371-2c. as soon as this lot is closed.

!

for Portsmouth.

place

Worth 37 l-2c. We

!

Darien, Ga., March 4. Arrived sch. Abide C
Stubbs, Pendleton, Bridgeport; 7th, arrived sells.
Susan N. Pickering, Haskell; Stella M. Kenyon,
Williams, and F. C. Pendleton, Fletcher, New
York; 10th, cleared seh. Austin D. Knight, Drink-

Each.

French Satteens at 21c. Per Yard,

BLACK,

Belknap, Staples, Liverpool.

Chaples,

Cents

On Cb Mire Frail Salto!

IN-

—

-THEN

bankrupt Stock and worth

---ii :o: |j---

SAVE MONEY?

go.
Port Townsend, March 2d. Arrived ship State
of Maine, Nickels, San Diego.
Key West, March 6th. Sailed Seh. Florence Boland, Adams, Mobile
Roekport, Me., March 8th. In port loading, sciis.
Bessie H. Rose, Adams, for Baltimore: st.Tliotn
as, Kelley, for New Orleans; Frank Famhrith,
West, for" Beau fort, S. CJacksonville, March loth. Arrived sell. Mary F.
Corson, Robinson, New York.
San Francisco, March 3d. Cleared bark Henry
Buck, Brannaw, Port Townsend; sailed ship America, Gibson, Nanaimo; 10th, cleared ship Robert L.

a

62>

DO YOU WANT TO

:

OFFER.-

-WILL

obtaining

Sold by all druggists. St; six for $5. Made
only by 0.1. H()OI> & CO., Lowell, Mass.

Collector.

publican Selectmen, Supervisor
Rev. C. L. Haskell, of Scarsport, preached at the
village school house last Sunday....Miss Elvcna
Grant met with quite a serious accident in getting
into the stage on tier way home from a visit last
and

We

found tier in the Pilot House watching the "don.
key" hoisting out hides from Calcutta and harrow
teeth from Pittsburg. Her husband remarked thaf
she was jealous of Lucy P. Miller as she though!

....

will

came

|

of P. J. Beals.

—

•e

night of
suitably

young men will attend the spring
term of the E. M. Conference Seminary at Bucksport, and among them arc Cyrus Nichols, Will

|.

deportment

by leaving
quarterly meeting
it

Several of

McFarland's
The following is a li.-t

Corner, closed March Dili.
of pupils whose average rank in

denominational literature, and many

their way home.

on

was

for the present conference year will be held at the Methodist Episcopal Church Sunday evening, March 25th. Rev. F.

observed Sun-

school in Dist. No

i:.

having been condemned

The last

bis former

Movn ti.l

key

rewarded

week, severing the bone of
finger of his right hand and badly mu

was

Sanford

S.

painting,

lost at Union Hall the
the Methodist supper. The tinder will be

the upper tannery in
painful accident while op.

Mr.

York, March 6th. Arrived brig Caroline
Gray, Pillsbury, Neuvitos; 10th, arrived hark
Hudson, Curtis, Pernambuco; cleared ship Henri
etta, Gilmore, .Shanghac.
Baltimore, March Uth. Arrived sch. Woodward
Abrahams, Snow, Roekport, Me.; 10th, cleared
seh. Win. Frederick, Burgess, Dcmerara.
Delaware Breakwater, March 7th. Passed out
ship P. Ji. Blanchard, from Philadelphia for IIlo-

situation in

a

PORTS.

Me.
New

Manilla, Capt. B. F. Colcord and family have
A steel

rapidly revolving

improve,

arrived at San Francisco

at

moments a

sum-

say that Clifton Cur
and is able now to sit up

Bennett, who has secured

ship Henry

to that

tributor to

during the

mill for several months.

George Sibley
day and his remains were taken to Liueoluvillc,
home, for interment....L. C. Morse,
Msq. is the happy father of a nine-pound girl.

funeral ol

|

A 1 tisli stall

an

l>. E. Richards arrived home from Madrid last
week, where he has been employed in the spool

tilating another ...The wife of Rev. Jas. Lewis is
.-till ly ing very dangerously ill at her home in this
town. Her trouble, we understand, is cancerous
stomach, she is not able to take nourishment, and
i- literally starving to death. The family have, the
sympathy of a large circle of friends. Mr. Lewis,
who lias been in poor health the past, year has
greatly improved-The Adventists of this community bate been holding a quarterly meeting at
the church here. Several ministers from out of
tow n have been in attendance and good audieiuas
have been the ride during the meetings... The

where he resided at the time of his death. In
March, 1848, Mr. Palfrey became pastor of the

rented the Eureka market ami

part «>f the time,

Prof. II. K.

employed

af-

Philadelphia

tis continues to

Morse’s mills last

at

'I'li**

seenud bereavement.

la vici.v M-.m.KHs. t»ur Prospect correto ®e:id •mne further matter of
•nd-’d pi ••mi'
‘i*e early settlers in that
interest with legat’d
d

the middle

\iilagt
crating tor

D. C.; and from
at Barnstable, Mass.

to all who formed her acquaintance. Mr. Brock has

Till-;

i.'

He

the

large majority;

Gordon, who is

received

was

Wednesday

until

ternoon.

Advices from

LlltEKTY. Our correspondent is snowed up again, I
and we quote from the Kennebec Journa 1: James

Washington,

Monday evening

proposes to keep
mer months.

fake, etc.

the

from the outside world

news

here from

Alva Treat lias

It

John Law ry, on the evening of March
spent a very pleasant evening in social
converse, singing, etc.
During the evening the
company was bountifully supplied with ice cream,

this

settled at

gale.

o!

city Aug. II, 1805. ile graduated at Hariu 182ti, and the Divinity school three
years later. In 1827 he was a tutor in the college.
was

u

l‘Hh. and

born

were

sp

v

was

was

were

•irawn

elected

Palfrey

Mr.

;

—

the house

Rev. Caz.

Boston, and

No

which blocked the roads
Invictus Lodge,
G. T., 1ms *2i» members instead of 17, as
recently reA company assembled by invitation at
ported

College

vard

officers

Following
d March 12 Moderator, A. P. M< .Master;

v,■

<

is

iki.!».

riting—wind south cast and blowing
probably pass for the line storm.

AMERICAN

Brunswick, Ga., March 8. Arrived sell Nellie S
Pickering, Flowers, New York.
Boston, March 6th. Arrived sclir. Daylight.
Hodgdon, Baltimore; 8th, arrived sclir. George K.
Hatch, Condon, Cienfuegos, Feb. 11, via Vineyard
Haven; Util arrived brig Don Jacinto, HarriiV.an,
Matanzas; cleared bark Carrie F. Long, i'a'k,
Matanzas; 10th cleared brigs Hattie Coombs, Bessie Terre, Gaud., via Roekport, Me.; Martha J.
Brady (Br.) Grecno, Port an Prince,via Roekport.

Sunday.

ill

storm

in that

with the halter

Poor’s Mills.

<>i

Thi:vg«»i Id

Pai.fkey.

SHIP NEWS.

Friends.of Rev F. il. Osgood will be pleased to
learn that lie will preach at the M. E. Church next

Cobb, w ho has been
spending a few weeks at his father's, has returned
to Kent's Iliil ...Maud and Mary
Mu/.zey, Charles
Clement and Walter Cooper, w ho have he* n at
home for » short time, have returned to the Bucksport Seminary-Mrs. .1. G. knight is visiting in
Augusta... N<> mails Tuesday on account of the

I)., died at C ambridge, Mass.,

son

nearly ill those outstanding have
-’grilled their w iliingness to exchange.

t

Rkv.Cazneai

or

Palfrey, 1)

nean

B. & M. L. Bail road Com-

pany inform us that more than half the new mortgage Tn:-t Ihunls have been exchanged, and the
prospects f* changing the remainder ate good, as
ladder

Death

the Congregational

j

Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the proportion, 3d. the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
Hood’s Sarsanarilla tones up my system,
purities my blood, sharpens mv appetite, and
s-ems to make me over."
J. 1\ Thompson,
iiegister of Deeds. Lowell, Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its weight in gold.” I. Bakkington,
130 Bank Street, New York City.

tions on such women as lie desired to.
Men visited the house regularly during these years, the husband taking it as a matter of course. Recently,
however, he seems to have changed ids mind mid
has had three men arrested for adultery, brought
before a justice, and bound over to the April term
of the Superior Court. A warrant lias been issued
for the arrest of an eighteen year old boy, whom
it was said was inveigled into the house, remaining there two weeks.

April

Society

j

Purifies

Congregational Charitablc

at

w

Winterport agent.

open harbor

C. 11. Whit*; has been very sick with lung fever.
A very severe snow storm is raging at this
w

—

Sunday morning al

Collection

church for the “Maine

...

annual statement of the C ramie state Insurance
Company, *>f Portsmouth, X. if., of which Fred

aeees-es, will be tlie 7th annual concert and ball
: the XII. c Iub at the Belfast Opera House Thurs-

an

months.

pants shop.

i.

■

the date of

Bucksport with T. I. McAllister,carriage
left for there last Wednesday.

name

bargains for this week e m lie asceriiie
tained by reading hi:? advertisement on the third
■:
u
t.iuvni, ine wen known rrouiumon
>ee
card of Fred k. Banks, attorney and
; page.
i.ii'-r will speak at Brooks village Saturday evecoin.-eh r at law, Camden.Robert W. Mayo,
March 1 Tt*'. on "Prohibition against High I of Monroe, will sell at auctiou, March 27lh, farm1
> n-<
I;
reported that lie will handle the ing implements, furniture, etc.see financial
I’
mil Liberty < iub of Belfast without gloves, statement, on fourth page, of the Western Assurc
e him a er«>\\ dcI house.
ance Company, Keating A Field, Belfast,agents....
White spaniel dog lost. Persons finding the dog
XII. Last, but not to be least among the social
are requested to notify R. F. shutc, Belfast
See
vents of the season, if we may judge from past

predict

Tliis town held its annual meeting
last Monday and elected officers as follows: Uenj.
Ames, Moderator; W. S. Blethen, Clerk; D. B.
Flint, l’aris Dyer. Thomas Cornforth, Selectmen;
C. F. Iliggins, Supervisor of Schools; K. Cornforth, Treasurer; A. S. Higgins, Constable and
Collector. All are Rep. excepting A. S. Iliggins.
....Considerable sickness is imported in town....
Miss Kleanor Coffin, who has been siek about 14
weeks, is gaining slowly-The little daughter of

appeared before the

Burkett's

signs of water from here to Long Island, and

still

Capt. John G. Pendleton left for Minneapolis
(Thursday) morning and will be absent several

Thoknmkk

voter in Belfast.

a

Win. II. Connor.

thi

visit

—

the insurance Ann of

or

a

ship

17th.

Donald and Miss

Bangor after

returned home last week....Miss Ada A. Dodge
lias gone to Portland to visit her sister, Mrs. Selden
Miss Florence M. Weed went to PortSterling
land last week to visit relatives and from there
will go to Charlestow n, Mass., where a brother and

living?”

balance in

a

to use

improving—Master

No
we

Haskell E. Twitched is settling his
business here and intends to go into trade at West
Troy, where he will soon move.... Miss Sarah A.
Heal, w ho has been sending the w inter in Dexter,

“Yes, both of ’em,” and reaching into
his inside pocket he drew forth a legal document
shewing a separation from the last one. lie is now

fora

There is

York to take command of

Bi kmiam.

put on the voting list. After other questions from
the chairman, he was asked if he had a wife. “I've
had two of ’em,” said the man, smiling. “Are they

report of the selectmen, audl*

am.mil

i.'

1

Ksip,

indebted to IJ. M. Ames.

are

masks in Woodcock’s

Belfast Aldermen last week and wanted bis

-.

Be

looking

Helen Cutler have returned to
to their grandparents.

Keating A Field, of this city, was in Camden during the lire of Tuesday night and looked on as
complacently as a man could who had $12,000 insurance on the burning building.
Mr. Keating
says had it not been for the water works a large
portion ol the village would have been destroyed

quartz grains.
1

he’d

Mr.

dored, rounded pebbles, ranging in

from about half

I

Treat is

at the

•■•

light

ot

s

a

.im n oi the material dredged
-|
< harmed New
York harbor. It eon-

a

(om:h'\

"i

for this occasion

.-tunics

doubt be

ii..

I.rm-t

.qe
!,a

line

>me

.-

will

: n

weeks.

The black marc Queen owned by Mr. W. C.
Marshal! of Belfast, and the dam of the noted
Haroldson with a record of 2.89 1-2 as a three year
old, has been sent to Fiitslicld where she is to be
bred to Action, the Wilkes stallion owned by Col.
W. G. Morrill. Mr. Marshall has some line horses
and is acknowledged to be the best informed horseman in Waldo County.
| Bangor Commercial.

forget the Canton Pallas Masque Balia
Bidi;tst opera House to-night. Concert before
ai d dam <• music by Sanborn’s Orchestra.

T• *.

were

window, and one with an immense nose attracted
their ga/.c. “Gosh,” said one, “if a man had a
nose like that he would have to use both hands to
blow it.”
“Both bauds!” exclaimed the other,

who threu the

scattering votes Moni
arc entitled to
sympathy. They selected as
e.mdidates for Mayor men of their own stamp, but
unfortunately -for them—the majority decided
ot

seven

ed to his house

Waterville despatch of the 12tli says: A novel
ease lias just been developed in
the neighboring town of China. Several years ago,
It seems, a married couple there came to a mutual
agreement that she should receive the attentions
of such men as she chose and he bestow his affecA

ami sensational

Capt. James 1*. Putnam left Monday for New

—

Thomas Harrison of this city, who was
knocked down in the street last fall by boys slid- route to the Conservatory Boston.Miss Maud
j
ing and severely injured, says the city has not Caille and Miss Leaser A rev, two little Califorpaid the doctor's bills or for bis time lost, as pre- nians, art* making the best of our Maine winter,
viously stated. Mr. Harrison says he was con lin- sliding, skating, snow-balling, etc....Mr. Upton

l'v--

Very Queer People.

two

Sarsaparilla

Combines, iu a manner peculiar to itself, the
est blo"!-purIfyi:ig am! st' engtliening remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will find
this wonderful remedy effective where oilier
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
rurify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor lo the entire body.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla did me great good.
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned
me up.” Mns. U. 12. Simmons, Colioes, N. Y.
“Isuffered three years from blood poison.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think 1 am
cured.” Mns. M. J. Davis, Brockport, N. Y.

Dr.

Hie km ore is taking a short vacation and J. L.
Hamilton is driving the stage for a few days.

Frankfort. Mr. George Peirce and children
arc home for a few'
Miss Charlotte
days visit
Treat is visiting Miss Marion I)ow Portland, cn

Mr.

No"

v..:. r-

Hopkins and family this week.
Last Sunday Rev. C. L. Haskell received
persons from probation into flic M. E. church.

F. Maker.

and may return there later.

>k out t.T the counterfeit silver dollars dated

Tdc

visiting

Schools, Charles W.Turner; Truant Officer, C. W.
Turner; Collector, Sidney F. Maker; Constable, S.

spring well advanced

encountered the recent driving snow storm.
reports southern Alabama booming,

he

rat

1-

and the

was over

Mr. Mitchell

have

n!•

v.

planting

Hood’s

New Orleans, March 7, 1888. A sped il from
Holly Springs to the Picayu ne says Rust (' ntveraitv
! for colored students of both sexes, v as burned toair. Williston Grinned received news from Libday. The building cost $25,000. U was insured.
The fine library, however, an I other ‘—hoc Property Monday of the death of his mother.
erty, also the effects of the students, were destroyThe M. E. Sociable meets this Thursday evening
ed and were not insured.
with Mrs. Capt. A. Field. All arc invited.
This University is under the control of the
Northern Methodist Church and supported by
Air. Frank G. Watson will go first officer of the
voluntary contributions. Rev. C. E. Libby, formship Jacob E. Ridgeway now at New York.
erly of this city, is President, and Rev. T. XI. MurMr. It. C. Adams and wife,of Camden, have been
phy of Itelfast, one of the faculty.

North IIaven. At the annual town meeting the
following officers were elected: Moderator, Geo.
Alexander; Clerk, E. Courtney Crabtree; Selectmen etc., Harrison
Beverage, John W. Wtotter,
Oren S. Waterman; Treasurer, Henry L. Smith;
Auditor, Benj. C. Calderwood; Supervisor of
Monday night

Mr. C. II. Mitchell arrived home
from Decatur, Alabama. Leaving a section where

University Burned.

1

Notices are posted to draw jurors to-day for die
April term of court.

Hamilton's greenhouse in this city, is now blooming With flowers and it will repay one to visit
to the place. In addition to his choice flowers he
has plants and seedlings for the vegetable garden.

Saturday evening.

on

Rust

Scarsport Locals.

Timothy Chase Lodge
on Friday evening.

j

All liabilities, other than Capital Stock, fit**, 70*5 72
Capital stock. 200,000 no
Net Surplus over all liabilities..
12,819(55
....

$401.58*5 37

regards Policy Holders .$2>2,6ino5
Policies written at current rates on desirable
1
.H
FRED ATWOOD, Agent,
2d
NKW
risks
HAND
MPKR,
.ll'MPKR,
plush
by
1
FRKD ATWOOD, Winterport.
1 lined. KU5
i
Winterport, Me., 1888.—$w 11
Surplus

as

if.": 1.?

v

:

83 #OH

Senator

Ingalls

in Behalf of the Soldier.

The speech of Senator Ingalls in the Senate
March Oth, on the dependent pension bill was
a notable one.
His words cut his opponents
like Damascus blades. The Boston Journal
“Mr. Ingalls, for wealth
of diction, for sarcasm, for invective, for marvelous powers of description, for a vocabulary
stocked with an array of strange, grotesque
and forcible words, has no peer in American

correspondent says:

public life. He drew upon ail the resources of
his vigorous and rasping vocabulary in delivering the extraordinary philippic which was

This

Way For

BAR6AINS
-n»-

The

Woodpile Martyr.

Martyrs

of almost every kind lave been
spoken of in the annals of history, but the martyr of the debilitated woodpile is of such a domestic nature that her praises are yet
unsung.
Such an one has my deepest svmpat
by, for hers
is no case of exalted
aspirations, the elixir of
the.•’higher respiration” being denied her. Sin:
is simply
required to cook a dinner, aud if in so
doing, she lias to perform a miracle, nothing is
thought of it. Only those who hare passed
through the fiery ordeal (fiery only as regards
temper) c an appreciate the dreary,'dreary feeling that encompasses one when the barn yard
is her only hope for fuel, and eycn that source
of income is at low ebb,
through oft-repeated
inroads upon its seaut allowance of old
pieces
of boards and rails, whose “ofleuso is rank anil
smells to heaven.”
1 he woodpile is looked upon
by some men r.s
a troublesome
convenience; consequently, it
enters not into their calculations and is classed
with many other labor-saving appliances for
household use, as an unnecessary luxury. When
a man braves the house in the
morning knowing
there is not even the semblance of a stick
grat>
ing his woodpile site, the sublime faith he lias
in Ins wife s
ability to cook a dinner without
tuel would he laughable were it not so
tragical:
so long as dinner is
forthcoming without inconveniencing his lordship, just so long will lie he
lax in providing wood.
In order to show proper respect for her husband the wife should
exercise the same sublime faith in. not onlv
Ins ability but his desire, to furnish the necessary wood, which result can be brought about
bv a judicious postponing of the dinner hour.
Absolute faith, combined with tact, will pro- !
‘luce a change for tbe better, if not a radical
cure.
[S. J. L.

Fire £ Water!

EVERY
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For the Next 30
1

heard in the Senate to-day.” The Senate Chamber and galleries were tilled to their utmost
capacity. We give the press report of the
speech as follows:
Mr. Ingalls (the presiding officer), having
called Mr. Platt to the chair, proceeded to address the Senate, the galleries being crowded
to their full capacity. He said that considerations of decorum and propriety, perhaps excessive and overstrained, had deterred him
from participation thus far in the debates of
the Senate. He had therefore been surprised
one day last week, on returning to the chamber
after a brief absence, to learn that the Senator
from Missouri (Air. Vest) had referred to him
in terms not complimentary in a debate in
which he had taken no part, intimating that
the people of the District of Columbia were incapable of disinterested patriotism, and that
the veterans of the republic were a mob of
sordid plunderers. As to himself, he would
say that the nomination and election of (irover
Cleveland had made the nomination of any
American citizen to the Presidency respec- National Anti~Saloon
Contable. There was no man so ignorant or mean
ference.
that lie might not aspire to a nomination to the
Presidency—by the Democratic party. [LaughTlie Anti-Saloon Republican National Comter and applause.J He regretted that the Senamittee have issued a call for the second Nationtor from Missouri was not in his seat to-day.
al Anti-Saloon Republican conference to be
The Senator from Kentucky (Blackburn) bad
held in New York citv, April IS,
ISSS, at 11 a.
also referred sneeringly to tiie super loyalty of
m.. and continue in session two
days. The inthe soldiers of the Cnion. He did not chalvitation is addressed to all Republicans in tlie
lenge the honor or courage of these Senators l nited States, who
sympathize with this movein their devotion to the South and to the Southment and purpose, and to all members of
other
ern Confederacy. They could not be suspected
and
unattached voters who arc willin'-1
of insincerity. They had gone into the Con- parties
to act with the Republican
organization sol
federacy because they wanted to go; because long as it shall honestly stand for
the homes of1
they believed that slavery was better than the
people as against the saloon system and its :
freedom and secession better than union. It
criminal aggressions. The ground which tlie I
was curious that
Confederates from Cnion hrst
t*
conference asked tile Republican
States were a little more pronounced and a
party to
take on tlie liquor question is thus summarizlittle more aggressive and a little more violent
ed:
in their denunciations of the North than Con11) The saloon is tlie
enemy of society mid
federate- from States that had VecoJed. He
to he suppressed: (2) the
did not know where the Senator from Missouri ought
people of eaeli
Mate and municipality
ought to Imvu the ophad got the figures from which In stated, that
whenever
portunity.
desired, of deciding when
but S000 of Lee's army had surrendered at
and how this shall lie done; (3) until
destroyed, 1
Appomattox. If that Senator had plucked a tlie saloon ought to lie
rippled In every refew of the plumes from the dazzling tail of
stramt and disability which local
his imagination and had stuck them into the
public s'enti"lent will enforce, and to reimburse as nuicli
wings of his judgment lie would have flown a as
possible of the public loss it causes.
more accurate flight. Instead of SOOO men with
The .Maine member of the national committee
muskets, who were in the final crash and col- IS
Senator Frye.. tlie chairman is Albert
lision of the war, there had been 73.JU1 men.
The Si mat oi's mathematics were certain!\ gid- (.nllin. of Manhattan. Kansas. The meeting I
j
will lie an
interesting one, and will lie lareelv
dv. But one parallel was to be found to the \
attended.
extraordinary inaccuracy of that statement,
and that was the same Senator's statement that |
Law Constitutional.
of the 2.300.000 .-oldiers of tin* Cnion army i
more than one-half had applied for pensions.
Tlie Supreme Court of
.Michigan after mature
Such speeches as those of the Senators from
Missouri and Kentucky were intended to can h deliberation, has declared the new State liquor i
law III the main constitutional. The clauses I
the Confederate vote, and they would catch it.
declared
to the constitution areThey were centre shots." striking the bull's- IYi-mittingcontrary
arrests without due process;
giving
eye every time and ‘‘ringing the bell.” He tin- Common
Council arbitrary power to decide j
wanted tile Senators on the Democratic side of
tlie illness of a person to obtain a
license: -ivthe chamber to understand that their disguise
"ig the County Treasurer a voice in sufficiency ;
for opposing pension bills was so exceedingly
ot bonds; forfeiting unearned
thin that nobody was deceived by it. It was
portion of license for violation of
law, and the prohibiting
not a question of cost. The South did not love
a convicted violator from
the Cnion army. Neither did the Democratic
again going into tlie |
liquor business for a term of years after eon-!
partv.
I
viction.
in I.vmi there was m Atlanta a great historiThe decision is a terrible
to I
cal occasion, when a statue to the memory of
disappointment
tlie liquor men. and the
an honored Senator was to he unveiled, a man
temperance people
whom he (Ingalls) honored and respected, and are proportionately elated.
on that occasion the ex-President of tlie ConOeneral Sheridan is >tjl) aide to
.Men
federacy was invited to he present.
speak in the
flocked to that city as they go to a banquet— a> Indian longue that lie learned as a lieutenant
waves come when uavies are stranded, and the I amen- tne I'matillas of
Oregon thirty years!
city was decorated with the Confederate cm- ago.
blenis to make a Confederate holiday. Mr. |
Ingalls quoted from the speech of Mr! Gradv ;
at the unveiling of the Hill statue at Atlanta,
in which Jefferson Davis was spoken of as one
whose “gray hairs were crowned with deathless love." and as one who. “though an out1
cast from the privileges of this great Government. is the uncrowned king of our people."
He did not propose to rehearse the reply of
PrieoK Go To
Mr. Davis except to quote out- sentence in
In order to increase our Clothing sales
which he referred to Senator Hill as having
the month of March
during
“mashed the injurious Yankee" (meaning, he
shall make some startling jiric.es:
supposed, their friend now in Florence.) He
spoke of the same orator, Mr. Grady. ha\ing Lot A«. /. 100
Hogs' Suits, Short Pants, sizes 4 to 14 gears old, at th,
gone to New York and New England soon after- j
extraordinarily low price of $2.00 per Suit. The urerag.
ward, and made speeches there, pouring out hiWe offer for a idmrt time the
retail
following named
“treacle, cold cream and honey and maple syrup
jirice everywhere is $5.50.
bargains.
all over the North." When, he asked, was*that
Lot .>». 2. lOO Hoys' All Wool Suits, Short Pants, sizes 4 to 14
orator sincere? When did he speak the senti.1 few pairs large sizes Men's Pare Ham Hubber
year. ,
Hoots at -fj.itA per pair.
meuts, the feelings and the conscience of the
old, at the extraordinarily low price of $2.50 a Suit, forSouthern people? Was it when he delivcrJIi
mer jirice $4. These are neat
A lot of regular sizes Men's Unit Finish a,hi Pare
patterns and strict’y Alt Wool
that oration in Atlanta on tin* l>t of May. lssn.
Ham Woonsocket Hubber boots a SJ.An
; Having clcsed business arrangements elseLot Xo. :t.
lOO Short Pants Suits, strictly All Wool, at $5.00 a Suit
ja pair.
or was it when he spilled oil and wine over all
where that oblige us to settle up our af- A lot
to 14 years—handsome dark
the American people in the North?
of Canuten Indigo bln, Flan n< I at IA cents
mixtures, former price $4.50
per
Coming hack to the opposition of Southern
yard.
fairs here as quickly as possible, we must
Senators to pension hills, he said he did not Lot A <>. 4.
lOO Hoys and Youths' Single Breasted Sack
Suits, unidt insist on having an immediate settlement of A lot of Furnors' Flannel at JJ rents per yard.
blame them for it. He often wondered bow
a H hiji Cord Worsted, Coat, Yest anil
from
Pantaloons, foi
he would have acted if the relations had been
A lot
Drab Flannel al in cents per yard, beats
Roys 12 to lii years old, at the extraordinarily low price oi I all accounts. We now give a fair warning, them of
all.
reversed, ami if the Federal Government had
Suit.
$••
Sold
Per
at
This
is the most strik- j that we shall place all of our unsctiled aceverywhere
been overthrown. He did not believe lie would
$S.
Scotch Caps from JA cents upwards.
ing bargain and worthy of the closest examination.
have felt comforted in voting pensions to ConRe- counts in the hands of
attorneys as early as I nr Caps from 7A cents upwards.
\
member only $5 a Suit.
federate soldiers. He believed be should have
March 20th, and many accounts that are of
been a conspirator against the Confederacy to
Overcoats and Flsters—buy now and sar> JA jn
the end of his days. Hut he should have re- Lot Xo. 5.
I offer lOO strictly All Wool Knee Pants
cent.
We hare Overcoat's from fi.nnto Sfj.no.
for Roys 4 to lk long standing will be placed in attorney’s
garded as the climax of effrontery, as the very
f(* 50c. a pair, marked down from $1.00 anu
Flsters from $4.on to fit.on.
hands
at
an
earlier
apex and summit of hardihood and audacity
cate.flf
want
to
setyou
$1.2o. I reserve the right to deliver but one jiair to each
Flour that can't be beat.
(he would not say of pusillanimity and discustomer from this lot as 1 wish to distribute them as wide- tle and save cost, trouble and annoyance,
honor). if, after he had accepted a pardon and
We sell the best roasted llio Coffee at JA cts. per lb.
as
ly
jiossible.
had had his disabilities removed, and had taken
come at once and pay. We will
F. L. b. Coffee Ati cts. per lb., it has no
accept
superior.
the oath of allegiance to the successful South- i
notes on a short time, IF SECURED by Midasses JA, A A, 4J and An cts.
lOO
Pairs
(fin Confederacy, he had denounced
and
of
Youths'
Hoys
Il~<
jnr i/alton.
(day after
Long Pants, strictly All Wool, ilarl,
are at the head
of the list for seltiuy cb an .\fdasami jiretty pattern at the low
day ) the efforts which those i onfederates made
good collateral crendorsers,not otherwise.
jirice
of
$1.25.
livery
Jiuir
ses.
Mo
one excels and but
as.
few, if any, equal
to reward their own soldiers, ami if he haggled
worth $2.50. This is the greatest value ever
offered in Belfast We have given repeated notice of our in- Don't
about the price which the conquering country
get left on Soaps. We self tin Liberty Soap
should have seen lit to bestow on the men by
tention to settle up our business here and
for 4 rts. per rake, 7 cakts JA cts. French 1 it la
whose arms it had conquered. He did not
Soap A cts. per caki, 0 rakes JA ets.
requested payment. Many have not rethink that the North was at all deluded by tin;
Horse blankets and Hobes at
of
extremely law ju ices to
Senators
on
the
other
side*.
It
I
pretensions
am offering some or the most extraordinary
sponded. We shall not ask again. If you close thi lot. Horst blankets
bargains In
from HAc. to S4.An.
was a little singular that,in ail the
years which
Hobes from SA .An to 9 in. Mow is the time to sure
cannot
all
or
send
pay
bring
had elapsed since the war, there never has
to-day
part,
We rather sett than less than cost than to
money.
come from one of the States that had been in
tfc
and say when you will pay the balance, and
pack them.
rebellion (so far as he knew) a Cnion soldier
do it. Perfectly safe to send by registered Mow we can please you in a Hat ami Tea trade. J/V
as representative in either branch of
Ihat It has ever been our privllrge to show the
Congress
pnbile.
have a Tea that we sell at 40 cts. jn r lb., and some
elected by Democratic votes. The Democratic
mail or postal note. Do not delay.
sw#
Hats that ire sell at 7A ets. each—they are beauties.
Send foe samples ot these advertised lots. I shall offer some or
the most templing bargains that I
party in those States never had blundered at
J lbs. tea al 40c.=S0c; 1 Hat 7Ac.-SJ.AA.
We
W. K. MORISON & CO.
sending to Congress or electing as Governor a have ever given the nubile during our Spring Sales, ir you want the best selection you must send
will sell J lbs. of Tea and a Hat for Sl.nn, makvery
man who had not served in the Confederate
soon as these lots will go rast.
ing a gain to the customer of AAc. Any one ran
advertised In these lots will be sent by express to any ad.
Any
goods
buy 1-4 lb. of the above named Tea foe Jnc. am!
army in some capaeitv. That had been the dress, giving the
privilege or examination before paying lor samr, ir not sallsraeloiy they
satisfy themselves in regard to quality.
may bo resupreme test. When he looked over the rolls
turned
to
me
al
my
of the Senate and of tin; House and reflected
rxprnsr.
Are you going to paint ? We will st Hat
present the
how few of those who have served in the Cnion
Atlas Ready Mixed Paint at same
price we sold
last year, while Linseed Oil is about qn
army were found in the councils of the nation,
per cent.,
he was not surprised at witnessing such demonand White Lead about /A percent. Itiqher than
tast year. Mow is the time to secure 'stone
strations as were witnessed when pension Dills
qeu.il
bargains.
were up for action. Criticising the statement of
11 Plitcnix How, Belfasit,
Mo.,
Mr. Vest, that, of the £Ss3.000.<HK) paid out for
pensions, £290,000,000 had been contributed by
he South, he declared that such a statement was
HOUSE IN WALDO COUNTY.
a “glittering
Searsmont, March 5, lsss —4tf
generality.-’ He doubted whether
the South had actual I v contributed £3*0,000. instead of £290,000,000.*Hut even if the South had
WEAK NERVES
Paine’s Celery Com ror np is ;i Nerve Tonic
paid £290,000,000,it was very lucky that it did not
which never fails. Containing Celery and
have to
pay the whole of the pensions. Instead
9
Oocsi. those wonderful nerve stimulants, it
of grumbling and complaining that it had paid
-P^ili' cl,reri Jill nervous disorders.
£290,000,000, it ought to lie thankful that it did
RHEUMATISM
not have to foot the entire hill, as France had
CF-LKRY CoMforxo puvitks the
to do after the Fraiu o-Prussian war. And
^3
III ^A aT* Paine’s
yet
blood. It drive:* out tb<- lactic acid, which
Ml ■ ■ ■ ^0 90
Wonder
here, said he, we have the jailers and murderers
causes Rheumatism, and restores the bloodof Andersonville. Helle Isle aud Libbv Prison,
making organs to a healthy condition. Itis
'/'he (treat I.altar Saver !
the
true
tor
Only think ! One Soap
remedy
Rheumatism.
sitting under the flag which they attempted to
for atl Uses!
pull down, legislating for the country which
KIDNEY COMPLAINTS
To help introduce we nave now readv for sale a
they endeavored to destroy, and trying to
Paine’s Celery CoxirorM) quickly restores
limited number of FAMILY LIMITS and RFtlthe liver ami kidneys to lvriect health. This
pinch and lieliltle and minimize the amounts to
PKS for making Fay’s Wonder Soap, saves the
curatiV'- power, combin'd with -ts nerve
be paid to the mutilated ami disabled survivors
tonics, makes it the best remedy for all
hands, time, clothes, labor and expense. Caps ting
of the Army of the Union.
less than two cents per pound to manufacture, and
kidney complaints.
The Senator from Missouri has asked, in a
1<M) pounds can be made in fifteen minutes. No
burst of indignant impatience, where all this
DYSPEPSIA
potash, lime or concentrated lye used in its manuPaine’s Celery Comi’oi sd strengthens the
facture. Try it for cleaning and you will alwavvotiug of pensions was going to end. He had
Stomach, and quiets the nerves «.f the digesuse it.
For laundry use: dust think! No rough,
gone thus far, lie said, but he should iro no
tive organs. 'I his is why it cures even the
red hands! For washing it has no equal. It will
farther. 1 will tell the Senator, said Mr. Inworse cases of Dyspepsia.
remove wheel grease.
For this alone it will be
galls, and every Senator on that side of the
found to be very valuable. The soap guaranteed
CONSTIPATION
chamber (whether they like it or not), what
not to injure clothes, hands or health.
FRKF!
Paine’s
Celery
Compound
is
not
a
we intend to do.
catharI will tell the Senator from
Five valuable secrets given free to every purchaser
tic. It is a laxative, giving
easy and natural
Missouri and the rest of his associates just
of a Family Right. Secret of toughening glass.
action to the IktovIs. Regularity surely follows its use.
where this thing is going to stop. It is going
| To prevent smoke from a lamp, flow to make a
Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache, Recommended
to stop when the arrears of pensions are
carpet for three cents per yard. A self-shining
by professional and business
paid;
men.
Send for 1 ook.
stove polish for one-tenth the price
Neuralgia, Nervous Weakness, Stomach
when the limitation is removed and every solusually paid.
Process for making pure syrup from sugar. ReLiver Diseases, Rheumatism,
Price $1.00. Sold by Druggists.
dier on the rolls, or who gets on the rolls, is
Dysmember! A Family Right and Recipe for making
ell
affections
^•^pepsia.and
of
the Kidneys. WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO.
-OF ALLpaid from the day of his disabilitv. or (in ease
Prop’s
and using Fay’s Wonder Soap will save $h) a year
of a survivor) from the date of the soldier’s
BURLINGTON. VT.
and will cost you only *«»5 cents, w hile you get the
lyrdnrm
death; and when every surviving soldier of the
other five valuable recipes for nothing. Address
Union army is put upon the rolls for service onC. E. PERKINS & CO.,
ly. That is when it is going to stop. [Applause
111,10
Belfast, Maine.
in the galleries]. And if vou do not like it make
the most of it.
«»•
aim uimihmi me nsserCAN BE FOUND AT
nijjaiin
tion of Mr. Vest that the National Encampment
of the G. A. It. at St. Louis last September bail
made threats of violence againt President
Cleveland. The President could have gone
Holt'leer's Hill and Drill,
there with entire safety. The Grand Armv.
Cures Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia,
Pneumonia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at tile
which had been stigmatized on the floor of the
Lunge, Hoarseness, Influenza, Backing Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus
Stochbridye Special,
DysenSenate as a gang of sordid plunderers,organiztery. Chronic DiM
n
containing infor—|
gg| ■
Mg,.
ed for plunder, were organized for charity.
Bradley's X. /..,
orrhcea. Kidney
M
■
M
very
M
and
■■ HI ■ ■
They had expended ill charity during the year
fll ■ great value. EvIlea Fowl,
■■■ ■ ■
1S86-7 #253,y.Vl. relieving2C,000 persons. It'was
Diseases. ■■
■■■ ■ cry body should
entual
We will send free. SB
■ ■
to supplement this charity that that
W
have this book
II ii rst-class and reliable. For sale in any quanorganizaall
tion had asked from Congress that this bill
postpaid,
and those
I
III
h|
tity. Will take a limited quantity of hard wood in
send their MM BM ■ ■
should pass. And we propose. Mr. President,
■ M ■ send for it will
Illua-B—■ ■ M U
exchange. #*rNo\v is the time to buy.
he said, in conclusion, to pass it. I hope that
■
■
after thank
-ALSO
A
OKLAKH
K
STOCK
■
■ V
it will pass the other House of Congress, nml if
^ir lucky stars.
am who
Fred Atwood,
AH
or
order direct from us. and request it. shall receive a certificate that the
buy
it does, let the President of the United States
money shall
bo refunded if not
veto it at bis
abundantly satisfied. Retail price, 3S eta.; 0 bottles. $2.00. Express prepaid ta
■s",:
[Very general applause
peril.
Winterport, Mo.
any part of the United States or Canada. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO, P. O. Box 21 te.
on the floor and in the
Boston. Bass
galleries.]

Wr hare

gut

an

IMMENSE

STOCK, comprisei! of all

The Latest Styles anil Novelties
which

we are

BEAT.

selling at prices that CAXXOT BE
guarantee to give you

We will

BETTER
ami

more

goods

QUALITY

for your money than you
elsewhere.

OUR

can

get

AIM

-IS TO GIVE-

Perfect Satisfaction

in every

Case,

which is the secret of our constantly increasing
sales. I>o not be deceived by cheap advertisements bv Instalment Houses.
WK OIARANTKK to
give you your MOSKY'S WORTH EVERY TIWK. Call
ami see us. W e are always pleased to show our
large stock and give'you LOW PRICES.
-Wc

are

also agents for the-

Indestructable Fuel
-AMD-

Fire Kindler!
which for comfort, economy, convenience, cleanliness ami
cheapness, both as a KIEL and KINDLKK,
lias no equal, ran l»e used for either HEATING or
COOKING at a NOMINAL EXPENSE OK ONE CENT
AN HOIK. As a cheap fuel it has no equal. No
familv should be without it. Try it, and tell your
friends about It.

If you, or any of your friends are in need of
anything in the Funriture Hue JIEMFMHFU ire j
can furnish it, and guarantee everything ire sell
you, and

save

you money every time.

UNDERTAKING,
in all its

branches,

a

specialty.

Cut Flowers & Floral
of every

Designs

description procured on short notice
and at LOWEST PRICES.

R.H. COOMBS ft SOM,
70 Main Street.

IN ANY

it is Absurd
Fur people to expect ;i cure for Indigestion, unless they refrain from eat i n*
what is unwholesome ; hut if anythin*
Will sharpen flic appetite and give tono
to the tligcstivc organs, it is Ayer's Sar-

saparilla. '1 housands till

the iauil'
testify to tiro merits of tins medicine.
Ml'*. Sarah Burroughs, of ”48 Eighth
street, South Boston, writes :
My husband has taken Ayer's Sarsaparilla, for
Dyspepsia and torpid liver, and has
been greatly benefited.”

A Confirmed

over

Dyspeptic.

C.

Canterbury, of 141 Franklin st.,
Boston, Mass,, writes, that, suffering
for years from Indigestion, la* was at
last induced to try Ayer's
Sarsaparilla
“I'd, by its use, was entirely cured.
Mrs. Joseph Aiibin, of High
street,
Holyoke. Mass., suffered for over a year
flout Dyspepsia, so that she could' not
substantial ..i, became very
weak,,
and was tillable to care for her
Neither the medicines prescribed

eat

family."
by

physicians,
the remedies
any
advertised for the cure of
Dyspepsia,
helped her, until she commenced the
use
of Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
“Three
bottles of this medicine.” she
writes.
cured me.”
of

nor

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. c. Ayer & Co.,
Lowell, Mass.
Price *1; si* bottle, $o. Worth
$5 a bottle.
lyrJT

ICE

honestly

admit that they can't cure
Rheumatism and Neuralgia. Others
Ath-losay they can but—don’t.
pho-rog says nothing but cures.
That’s the secret of its success.
Veare of trial have proved it to bo
—

quick, safe,

sure cure.
Concord. N H..

Sept. 3.1«<87

In my own family Athlophoro® was used
•« a last resort, the user having suffered
from rheumatism for years and having
been treated for the disease by different
Physicians in this state and Massaehu.
setta
without even temporary relief.
Lpon my recommendation scores of pco.
pie have used this remedy with the same
results claimed for it.
C. H. Wilson.
Dubuque, Iowa. Jan. 3. la*.
,...
Athlophoros has completely cured me of
nervous headache, and I feel thankful for
ail the good it has done me.
Mrs. Louise Cherry.
4^ Send r, cents for the beautiful colored picture, Moorish Maiden.”
**

THE ATHLOPHOROS CO. 113 Wall St. H. Y
lv36nrm

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE

WESTERN
ASSURANCE
JMMMT I, 1888.
UNITED

STATES

CO.

BBANCH.

United States 4 per cent. Registered
Bonds. $253,200 00
Uniteil States 4X per cent. Registered
Bonds.
108,000 00
City of Richmond, Va., Bonds
41,200 00
Canadian Government 4 per cent. Bonds
140,207 25
Ohio Slate Bonds.
104,000 00
Georgia State Bonds.
25,750 00
Bank Stocks.
45,200 00
Loan and Investment Co. Stocks.
05,300 00
Cash on Hand and on Deposit.
112,004 40
Premiums in course of collection, and
other accounts.
137,150 50

Reserve for Unpaid Bosses, 1(8,01191

$1,030,232 23

$312,203 95

Surplus In United States. $427,028 28
■EATING A FIELD, Agents, Belfast. 3tll

6. H. COPELAND
4 Piece Glass Sets

St'

that he is

selling for g&u.

per set, at the

Bouton 5 A 10c. Store, 20 High St.

WHEAT
_

for”

-—*T-

I,

Howe» db Co.
For

Trades

CASTERS,
WITH A

-STRONGLY

(IrauMs bsu Wars,
Lass, HilttrsMsfci Twrtb,
mm* lorsMss uf all Klais,
-GO TO THE-

Idcibd 5 C 10c. Slera, 20 Nigh St.

HdmeADELINA PATTI,M--LANGTRY,MissFORTESCUE&

and

Surgeon,

MAINE.
MADWOir,
..«*> Mulu Dtsusj, formerly oecapied hr Dr
ttanansn. oaee hours, 2 to 4 and TtnDF. M.,
uud.othar hours la the day when not otherwise pro-

,ia^Mi5,8.iar.-tf1oQEO-C'HOU&

The Best Canned Corn
la the martat; all aay

ao

THE WORST COMPLEXION IS IMPROVED BY ITS DAILY USE.

I

For Rock Bottom

>FINE MUSIC BOXES--

and STRAPS.
LADIES AND GENT'S
—Fine; P«»*lcot. Kuive-a !—
ith other

goods too

In

Our

Men’s

Department

Spring Suits

Overcoats!

E. L. BEAN & CO,

Rubbers!

V

Only

25c.

Only

Fay’s

Rubbers!

For I hi 30 days special bargains
Tor any goods In my stork.

a

mum
UUnifOUn

EXTERNAL DSE.

B

999
999

■

Q

t

An Areola man who bad played poker till
three o’clock a few mornings ago came home
prettv full of bug-juice and very short of money. When he attempted to crawl through Hie
window his wife bawled out:
the shutter and raise the blind.”
“Open
“It’s (hie) II use my dear. Can’t (hie)
raise the blind. I’m—Pm (hie) busted.” [Areola Record.
Members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers say that their organization numbers
30,000, and that they have half a million dollars
in the treasury to draw U|*>n.

popular blond purifier, Hood's Sarsaparilla,
Is having a tremendous sale this season.
Nearly
everybody takes It. Try It yourself.
The

"Clara." said the old man from the head of the
stairs, "hasn't that voung man gone yet?” "Your
daughter Isn’t here, sir,” feebly responded the
young man. “She has just stepped into the kitchen
to Mr and trim the lamp.”

MOST WONDERFUL

The

suffrage movement In tills countrv is
forty years old, and there arc some women who
have courage to admit tliat they helped start it.
woman

Children

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

■ Lever

I I i| I |U| fT ifT

fame™“edyli n i in til i

____

ly4»

Anti-Apoplectine

Is a combination of the most potent remedies known to Medical Science for
preserving the fluidity
and PURITY of the Blood, and (he integrity of the Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dizziness
or Pressure hi Head, Sj*otn Ik*fore Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of Heart, Pain In
Region of Heart
with feeling of Suffocation, Kinging Sound In Ears, Numbness or Prickly Sensation of
Limbs, csjk*clally the Arm. Pain between Shoulders and In Side, Dry Cough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from General Debility with Loss of Appetite. pr<K*urc .a bottle of Anti-Apoplectine, It not only

Many Hew Mens
cure of diseases, accidents,

In the home
amt howto treat them, and many hints of value to the sick
will be found In Ur. Kaurraann's Great Medical
Work; elegant Illustrations. Send three Scent
stamps to A. P. Ordway A Co., Boston, Miss., and
receive a copy free.

9

Qf
|f 999
H|

we gave

Prevents

When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
Whew she beeewte Mia, efae dwnc to OMtoria,

—Apoplexy!—
Ton Gan Get a Better Trade in

FLOOR!

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
Of
SyrsSO

us

than any other store In Waldo County.

Howes efts

WE ARE NOW SELLING

Orange*, Lemon*,

Oo.

Nut* of all Kind*, Ba-

nana*, Prune*, Pruned*, Evaporated
Peaches and Apricot*,
-AT LOWES PRICES

THAN

Both in the Fine and Common Grades, j

EVER BEFORE.-

HOWES Ac

CO.

If You

W. T.

COLBURN,

Want the BEST

you eycr

saw

get

one

of

our

HOWES

SUGAR Li'RED.

A CO.

ART POTTERY!
Por

Decora ing

and

Pa ining,

FOR SALK AT T1IK

McOLINTOOK'S BLOCK, HIGH ST.

Prescriptions

Filled

-AT-

HOWES A CO.
for Sale.

Boston 5 and 10 Cent Store,
_20

HIGH

STREET.

BIST Bio Coffee 25 Gents!
Ami

we

Eggs

for

A

GO.

Hatching!

•1.00 per 13.
Situated M mile from Brooks
From the following varieties: Light ami Dark
village, contains 50 acres or good Itrahmas.Buir.Black,
White ami Partridge Cochins,
land, two good orchards, two goo. t Lanshans,
Rocks,Wyandottes, S.C.W hit*
wells, a iinstcrc with never falling Leghorns, Plymouth
WT C. B. Polish and American Dominiwater, cuts quite a quantity of
Hues. The aliovc arc from the best of stock and

rFarm

hay, nearly all of which can lie cut with a machine, are warranted to breed true.
Correspondence
a large quantity of lumber, hanl and toft. House,
answered. Visitors welcome any time.
shed and barn. Market for all produce nt the vil- promptly
■. B. HARRIS AN, Kfarsport, Malar.
A
and
mill
lage.
saw, shingle,
one mile
planing
P. 0, Ai.rtss Box 43 Rt.cktoa, Malar.
14UI
distant.
LOUISE If. GILLEY, Brooks.
_

_

March 8,1888.—4wl0»

COBB WOOD WAHTED.
Beech Wood and Birch Wood
in large lots. Address
I’m Om Box 1041, New York,
March 1,1888.—3w»

MOVED!

MOVED!

RICHARDS has removed to Ne. 18 Hals
•
Street, over Bean’s Hat Store, where he will
lie pleased to see all of his old customers and lots
of new ones. Call and see Ills large stock of Sewing Machines, and if you don’t wish to buy bring
In vour old one and have it cleaned and repaired.
Oil, needles, and parts for all kinds of machines.
Belfast, Feb. 2,1888.—fttf

W

II.

CHANGE

TIME'

Maine Central R. R.
TIM E-TAi: I,E.
1

On and arirr
Itrancit will nn
I-!

W I

I:I I .!

Oft. 2llli, trains nn it.
n tin- f, I!,,w
Inj. timt*

\ST.

I I. W

|>.m.
J !.'>
J 22
2 IT

Itnmks.
Kno\.7
Thormliki*.s

Pass Agt.

I

H

111 1!MI >, V.

a.<11. )• id
s ‘.ii
illi iihaiu
.ij
:• •<•_'
;■
.ooiianl's..
i»it\
jo
i;;
i’imrmlike.
2'.'< I ino\.
!
:;j
ironks.ini s .'i ;>
4 oo \ aM<i.Ii. -Ja
i;
|
I 17> < itv I’l'iiit_ H*r. 11
1 :U) !*• i!';ist. arr— In I', i:

am.

.I it,’.
< i!v I’niii!..
Tin
Wai.!.. .7 -J:S

HOLBROOK,
&

OF

a."{
<r»

I "nil \.s !•_’

I.eoiinriVs.
llurnlumi, nrr.

.....

! in* mornihit tram
are straight pas.-eiiircr

.low:*
up ni«*I »h«• inl.i tr:
Train-.
I,imite<l li. heln f.'.r P...>t..n a
m w
from Pclfast and all station- on Brain It.
1 hrouffli ticket- to all point- \\» -i him \
v
-t
via all routes for sale be 1\ K (
\
lc
|»,
fa t.
K. li. liOOTlUiY,
I'AisoN Tl < !\ I J'.
heii’l Pass, and Ticket A iff.
v.
t,a
Pel fast. Oet. *20, 1 Ss 7. -1 I

The Best
Blood
Purifier

■

is that ■which keeps the Liver
and Stomach in healthy condition.

Business

I

COOD DICESTIOM

*
COOD BLOOD.
Nothing in the world so successfully treats the digestive
organs as Mandrake, and the

FOR SALS.

!

«

*

MEANS
•

make

Can

KNOWN.

that will interest yon.

gire.n

Cossesslou

at oner.

dm

first

nf study comprises llnok-keepmi/. Penmanship, Commercial Arithmetic,
Commercial Lam, Rhetoric, Civil Government. Political Fconomy. etc.
course

10

EtfcJ

Principal

or

3'v!l

Rev. A. F.

CHASE,

We oiler

H|
III

amount ;it

35

CONGRESS

STREET

Work

a11

lor

Yoihik ami

i!.

;

Food

.TruJi Mui k

the iird i»*-*• 11 ,r ir 111 ..f !t
the market. It.- popular;t\ ha
TIm y arc imitators in name .»ni\.

■

intlanimati'in of the int>n
in ehronie eon^e-iioi

...

•.

..

Him line .Million

4

opieg Sold.
Physical Debility, Prema-

h<x*d, Impaired Vigor

Kxhnusled

and

Marble,

■

:.

n,

e-.-.iry

Vitality,

Impurities

m
!
m

d,

-•

P..

<

V;**J*'

ivai1 If1

;

■.*

been found ne
t.. <n,.
I lie propol tioe. of 11 n pi i:
the food is very small am! ■..-rrent a week per fowl.
>an ,.iefi.im. Delis .-red to evpie-- < ..i: |M
1
5 lbs., $-2; In II,s
s.;.
||)S
I tradesmen
We a I- in.mp n
"I poultry supplies.
>|pu p,j i.
merre street, Hartford.
t.

i*i:\K4>d\ >ii:>»14 \i.
M.ltoslou.
O. I A If Iv l »(. >1. I)., 4 nn>,ill in- I'lnV'
:lemu. 10 whom all order*should hr addressed.
IvrtJ

being desirous of making room for new work,
shall close these out regardless of former price,

-»i

.1
ferial K^ Food is pre|
ami phy -lol.^leal prim ,(
per cent. of -timulnnt, tie' n ma
ingredient-w iii< h l>v annlv.-i-at

I'i

Monuments,

O H E W FOR E PS

«

" .is

of the
oi
*
and the untold miseries
Iflood,
consequent there, n
( ■•ntains :kxi pages, substantial
embossed bmding, tall
Warranted the best ponulnr medical treatise
published in the 1'ngiish I a nr.uage. Price on,\ I by
niail. postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper.
!1
hisirativc sampio free it yv? send now.

H

MARK n oon <£ sox.

a

.,\

E0ST0N.

fiHOW THYSELF,:
11 treats upon Nervous ami
Dec!me
K.Tors of Youth.

Belfast, Feb. •_»;>, isss.—

!

re-ttltin^

turo

-NO.
28
HIGH
STREET,(opposite C. N. Black's Stove Store.)

:•

>r lw
o k

Imperial Egg

:iii:

3un

ami if you are in need of a nice marble shelf for
your parlor we have lots ,»f them. We are also
agents for the WHITK BU0N7.K CO., samples of
which you can see by calling on us at

\. P.

-■

\ \ IM. bought out the stork and trade of A. K.
CI.AKK & CO., Marble dealers, and also pro
‘■'•red tin* services of Mr. Clark, we iiud we nave on
hand a lot of nice

we

\i

III

*2

cent -tan
Muss., I r o.

•>

f|!j

u.

the
LPiin: p.i i i i i;-

"II

!

spurious eompoumls ni:i-.|mT:nhi
"I Kjrjr Komi
rely soleh •.i
eilert on poultry is hurmi P
th.

NOTICE!

and

low-spirited and

Are y.*a

lyrl

itlitiille-Affewl Men.

inure

Grave Stones and

g

PoiAol!,

D., Principal,

Italian & American

v

EXHAUSTED VITALITY
A A.ruut .Ih'illcul

Catalogue.

5~

Send

Brewster, Col & Estabrook,

College preparatory. Scientific, Academic, Normal,
Art and Musical courses. Military Tactics. Hus|.
ness College with firstclass instruction.
I,oration
unsurpassed; easy of access by boat, or rail.
Send for

-±

1

an

HI/-11..

limited

;i

Spring Term begins March 13.1SSS.

Terms low.

im-.thoau-cd

are -,><>n

Iinimcdia:yly#Tlicy.

lOO AND accrued interest.

Me.

Ph.

oul#W

ma tc
r-gu-'.
I'.vlj
thick,Jpts use. Uenicmber what you!
ropy, clo.#r,..„i here, it niav save \'..<trI
udy, or#iiv, it ha- -a-ed hn h' -.I!
£r
#Don’t w ait until to-morrow
Ij
a
Bottle
Try
Of/
To-day! £j

|

EAST ME. SEMINARY
Bncksport,

E2

ky#Pon’t
our#arc

Is > oiir I

WATER GO. BONDS.

the

Seminary,

*M|

witha yci!..w-ti
wait until von
sub-tarn-cl- I
unable to v a lk‘, or BT
breath !- i;l ;ind#nre flat on your bade.I
offensive? Y"ur#le.it ffel .-ome at once, ii I
stomach
ill cure you. > till dm I
of order. l' -c#Pitters is
i]

"S g'}V SUlTta:.', r
II ^#'01,11.' it

BUCKSPORT.

!

me

:

of E. M.

k,?V*
jI
ii

1

#niatl'-'
l>est#Y‘>l,»

|;Q

*1 5T*

□.Slj'iirmis/Tlie Invalid’s Friend, j!

mortgage;

and after careful examination recommend
them for investment.
f.ui 12

KN0WLT0N,

ill

i'll I
**

dead#'**

|»rn,(

SINKING FUKD

For particulars address

J. F.

;..i

,r‘. d||

miry, they are
Place vour trust in#-'
" b-'t
-u.pm it m i Thus
use
the purest and

ly.

Complete System

$15.OO for Three Months.
“
$25.00 for Six

|tf

Do#„.,

vit

-of Business Practice.
TUITIOX

Scrofula.#

wke
ujuut
□
BLUE PILLS

6 Per Cent.

Mo.

lSllcliN]M)l’t,

Hi!

lj§

For Sale by all Druggists. Pries 25 cts per box;
3 boxes for 65 cts.: or sent by mail, postage freo, ou
receipt of price. Dr. J. II. Schenck & Sub, Philad'a.

Belfast, March 1, ]8$8.—3\v‘J

A New and

g

Mandrake
Pills.

W. K. Morison & Co.

The

JJ.me

IDr.Schencks

Terms rash.

Thi< (ire.d German Mithe#*. 3 3
cheapest and be-t. 12s do.-.-, M
^
Pill li BITTFBs for.*l.'tO,h
*2^ Mi
-than#
cent ;i do-e. It will cure the# -i."
worst eases of skin di-case, from#
t comm m
L&3
pimple on the f ice#
ro that aw ful »li-. a<e
&7M
Si I.PIH U Pi I IT.US is the#
best medicine to u-c in all#
N
ea-cs of stu b stubborn
and#^onr ;
!• p -c..!cd diseases.

g

pure, safe and reliable
preparation of Mandrake is

showing of profits

a

Purifier•/£!
a

The Greatest Blood

only

F. C. STURTLVAN
Holt!

hy

II

VdS

)

A

i »..

\

\ clear, healthy skm .-an i.e Pp
served l«\ the use of >kiu >u,vc.v
—,j,

Revere House,

This is Worth

G 1,000.
TO ANY MAN.
WOMAN OH CHILD

BOSTON.

who is not blessed With
a fair, healthy Skin, or
is troubled with h amors.

Near Huston .iii.I Maim1, Hasten,, Kit. lil.uiami
I. mvcll lapots, ,'rntrc* ,,f lui.sim-ss ami p:i,r, ,.i

ainiiKeim'Ut.

Remodelled, lteturnlsneii, Newh
or.ited, and now kept on tin-

EUROPEAN

At

l>,-c-

s,;.

PLAN.

Itooms all larjff ami comfortable ; elegant suites
with baths attached; jimph* public pai I.
yrntlc
men’s cafe ami billiard room added,and lii-tcl.i~in every respect.
bind.;
1(0011* HS0.1I 81.00 A l)U IP.

Medical Prof. sslon.

■

FOR rougii or scaly
skin.
!ndispem.r.L>!r
for tho Toilet. Peerless as a Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

J. F. MtRROW & C0„ Prcprietois.

Catarrh

We know that liner leaf ami sweetening than Is
used in Force’s Kainbow does not exist. To deal
in tobaeeo who do not sell Force's Kainbow. we
will, on application, for a limited time, send free
of charge a <!0 cent plug for examination. A. K.
MlTrin;!.!. & Co., Boston, Mass.
(>ni42

.VI
A' T‘ie.

’Skm-Sue
•Skinse

Pulim-ct'lietuioiU*i■

ers

■

P..V.

Balmcr’s Skln-Mirimx
title time ;tnd in.me\
In' at dt u.”- store •! K II
— ■

so

AM* Wil

ip .i,
\!

t

n

I11

<

I KK

CATARRH
lty
“We think the Keystone Tain Cure is indispensable. Mv husband says there is nothing like it
tor colds ami all aches'aml pains. For every day
use dow n to blistered hands it is a reliable remedy.’’
Mus. Fi mkic Bi.oikjktt, Hudson, N. II.

Cl«‘o. II.

Westgntc, Prop.,

iny
ELY’S

ns

■

CREAM BALM. HAY-FEVER

This i:

L
■

A particle is applied into each nostril and i>
agreeable. Price *><1 cents at Druggists; by mail,
< .n
1
registered, (!0 cents. KI.Y DID >1 IIKUS.

ers

ai

best

Ivri»

wit h St., New York.

LOWELL, MASS.
Hollies 25 and 50 rents.

iyrls

SALK

FOB

A. A.

1IV

HOWES «C

CO.. Belfast.

CICpINVESTMENTS
%ll|

B
B

L

■J In our

Capital, 8750,000
Surplus, 8355,016
Savings Department, in sums of

HL

$5 to $200,

those disa^rrceal
Humors.
you.
Liver and 1C w
relieved by it.

inten»8t. Ravings Certificates are
Q/ annual
e*rhangeHlilp for Securities mentioned
iOO/n
■ww
v

prepared to make contracts
repair buildings of every deserin
workmen
and designers furni: liCompetent

undersigned are
rpiIK
1
to build or
tion.
ed at siiort notice.

In addition to luiul»er of every

we are prepared to furnish workmen,
staging, and everything needeu in building and repairing.

Made

Shingling

a

Specialty.

HALL At COOPER.
Belfast, Sept. 15, 1887.—37

Dr.

Office Hours—7 to !)

and Surgeon,
MAINE.

M., 12 to 2 and 7 to 9

»*. M

WANTED.

S. T, CANNON A

:

I

PAID.

CO,,

imW*

Auguiti, Maine.

ranmps
HAIR BALAAM

KlMim and bsantiaw the hair,
■rromotea a luxuriant growth.
■Ntnr Fail* to Ratter* Gray

■

\

Hair to Ito VaaiMW Cater.
aoalpdiManudtelr falling

_iyr»

ill Goods Delivered Promtly
—bt—

1-14

v

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1871

LAWRENCE,KANSAS.

BAKER'S

York

Nss’r.

HrMRY mnrTNSON

?4t It

oMnray,

Young men of energy amt honesty
to take orders for Gaiety's Cnivcrsal Ed lira*
tor,*'a thorough and complete enryrlop;edia amt
business guide; Indorsed as
every one
that has seen it, and by every paper of national
reputation in this country and Canada. The /Ins
ton Herald says of the book
“It I.j a carefully
prepared and‘thoroughly useful work, ami those
who
it will get their money's worth.” .V. /•:.
Journal of Education says: “No schoolroom in
America can afford to be without this great work
it is the most
as a book of reference.”
educational work ever publish
plain and
ed, and is Indispensable to the family and library.
Gatkly it Co., 5112 Washington St., iloston. :imii

^Breakfast Cocos.

UUANTED.

JjS^sr

Warranted absolutely pave
Cocoa, fiom uhieh the excess i
Oil haa boon removed. It bamt/iKd
i. Unit s the strength of (*ocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot orSmjar,
Itt and is therefore far more economila cal, costing Itss than one rent a
FI cup.
It is delicious, nouri.shimr,
atrengthenluK, easily digested, and
IA admirably adapted for invalids as
la well as for persons in health.

ff

<

jA

buy

||

complete,

are

EXPENSES

|

J. B. WATKINS LAND MORTGAGE CO.

practical

minting a large toee of Sauirt aid
Int.llis.nt M.n .a Salary, to travel ami
solicit orders for Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Ac.
We

1

such‘by

the Jf'/u. II. McLELLAX
lf48
Hif/h Street.

a.

below, and are also payable in cash on
demand. Intho MORTCACE DEPARTMENT
» amounts of 8300 and upwards, at n»n ✓
interest, payable half yearly. In the 16 years
and 10 months we have l>een in business
have loaned $11,156,01. ami )£6.7i*4.*>y»i <<f interest and
principal was returned promptly to investors.
Principal and interest fully guaranteed by Capital and
surplus of $1,105,016. In other departments, up to
'B assured. More than a Million Dollars
^
1
have thus been invested, returns on which
"
^
average largely in excess of Ten jut cent.

Rsw

LUCE,

BELFAST,
Office and residenceat
House,

wood's Bitters.

438

ljr9

P. E.

Physician

hope it will lie LOWER next week.

HOWES

1 y rid

lyrl.l

Hardware

description

Jitf'Call ond examine, before bnyiuij..QH

THAN ANY DBUG 8T0BE IN MAINE.

Apoplexy, but cures Paralysis. Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney sad Bladder trouble Dyspepsia, Ac., Ac.
For Sale by all Druggists. Price SI.00 a bottle, six bottles for £3.00. Send to DK F S
HUTCHINSON A CO, Exosaokoa Falls, Vt„ U. S. A, for circulars, testimonials and a treatise on

her Castoria.

Late, Ms, Hisses ail Child’s
LEATHER GOODS.

Less Prices!

lyrt*

When Baby was alck,

At the Very Lowest Prices.

E. A.

Gen'l Tkt.
CHICAGO, ILL

Itelfant, Me.

Kinds, Styles & Qnalitiis!

FERTILIZERS!

CHICACO.

HERVEY,

---

m ™

JHS. S. KIRK S CO.,

...

c.

Soap!

Robber Boots i Shoes

R’y

III be ofTered

Rubbers!

d

E. ST. JOHN,
Gen’l Manager.

to mention.

must lie cleared and goods will be
w ithout regard to cost.
IMease call and examine.
3Wf)

25c.

IMPORTANT TO HOUSEKEEPERS!

numerous

-My stor.

Laundry.

Absolutely pure
ymir t'.oaler does not keep White ClouM S. :u
-■•ml id cents for Ham pie ciiko to the iu..i,
II

Its Watertown branch traverses the great
“WHEAT Af-D HAIRY BELT”
of Northern Iowa. Southwestern Minnesota, and
East Central Dakota to Watertown, Spirit Luke.
8ioux Falls and many other towns and cities.
Tho Short Lino via Seneca and Kankakee offers
superior facilities to travel to and from Indianapolis, Cincinnati and other Southern points.
For Tickets, Maps. Folders, or desired information, apply at any Coupon Ticket Olllco or address

SCISSORS, SHEARS,

CH6EF

For the Both, Toilet and
Snow White and

PauL

HAZORS

|

that hare tried It.

-HOWES * CO.-

Violins, Accordians, Harmonicas,

w

-is-

THE

The Famous Albert Lea Route
Is the favorite between Chicago, Rock Island,
Atchison, Kansas City and Minneapolis and St

4 TO 12 TUNES.

///.;
sol.i

& Nebraska

FLOATING SOAP

“Great Rock lekind Route.”
Extends West and Southwest J .om Kansas City
and 8t. Joseph to NELSON. HORTON,. BELLEVILLE, TOPEKA, HERINOTOK, WICHITA,
HUTCHINSON. CALDWELL, and nil points in
KANSA8 AND SOUTHERN NEBRASKA
and beyond. Entire passenger equipment of the
colcbrated Pullman manufacture. All safety appliances and modern improvements.

—OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.—

E. L. BEAN & GO’S.

GEORGE G. HORN, H. D.,
Phgeietan

RECOMMENDED BY-^

Chicago, Kansas

GREAT VARIETY OK

Fancy Silver Articles!
CLOCKS !

REOj/ESS § ROlfGRjfESS.

MS GREAT ENGLISH SOAP *S* COMPLEXION,

-IX--

Ofssksry, Tta, Gluts,

PITCHERS,

& THE HANDS IN NICE CONDITION.

#

ASSETS.

LIABILITIES.
Reserve Premium Fund (X.
T. Standard).$511,202 04

free from all

j

tiubK ISLAND<X PACIFIC IF

»:• ..-alfi
and branches include CHICAGO
FifiOi.fi A. iuOLINE. ROCK ISLAND. DAVENPORT. DE9 MOINES. COUNCIL BLUFFS, MUSCATINE. KANSAS CITY, ST. JOSEPH. LEAVENWORTH. ATCHISON. CEDAP. RAPIDS,
WATERLOO. MINNEAPOLIS, and ST. PAUL,
and scores of intermediate cities.
Choice of
routes to and from the Pacific C«a3t.
All transfers in Union depots. Fast trainc of Fine Day
Coaches, elegant Dining Cars, magnificent Pullman Palace Sleepers, and (between
Chicago, St..
Joseph, Atchison and Kansas City) Reclining
Chair Cars. Seats Free, to holders of through
first-class tickets.

Fruit & Rutter Dishes,

j

Liquor

Opportunity.^

-Tea Sets, Cake Baskets,-

Beautiful Hands

AND

GOODS SO INJURED.

M..,;:;:'

It is matchless ^
Complexion,^""
lb
/ KEEPS THE SKIN SOFT AS VELVET,

jk I HD

SOME DOCTORS

a

\

Days

SHALL OFFER

^Now is Your

Soft, White

READ CAREFULLY!

Belfast, Feb. 10,1888.—Gw7

VflfltltebD

GREAT * BARGAINS!

Produces

DESCRIPTION.

|

Have so far injured my store that all
goods
must be removed in order to admit of necessary repairs. And most of the goods not In my
safe have been more or less Injured and soiled.

Republican

-AND-

KIRK’S

l&MAtt

UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE COUNTRY Will
OBTAIN MUCH INFORMATION FROM A STUDY OF THIS MAP OF THE

Portland Latin School

|

Sold

'7. BAKER &

by <irocers everywhere.

CO., Dorchester, Mass.
11
teow 1

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Best facilities for instruction in Academic Studies,
with Military Drill. Faculty: Then. F. Leighton
(Vale), Joshua E. Crane (Brown), Head Masters;
Chas. K. Cushing (Vale), Edmund A. DeGarmo
(Hamilton), Masters; Prof. It. F. Klcnuer, Tactician and Instructor in the Modern Languages.
Boarding Students admitted on anv date. For full
Information address either of the Head Masters.
•Mill

PURE WHITE

LEAH,

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.

Our manufactures are fully wananted. ami ate
unsurpassed by any in the market.
| m
Lowest market prices for
of equal

goods

AGENTS

WANTED

-TO SELL-

Fruit Trees, Ornamentals,

Ac.

SALARY and EXPENSES PAIO.
Term, end Outfit Free.

Jin9*

Ai|.Iiy»», f, W. CHASE A CO., Augueta, Me.

quality.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
K V
Bhown,

Trcas.

SALEM, MASS.

IMP H
A■
I# U P||
B^n pi
p|

WW hHIm MKR

»>-'

WOMIN

fun* tlic'iifc-hcs

ran
ot

quickly
\\ uut-

imh m»»uheai from youthful error*, kc.. ^aletly at how. 859
rap Book on All Vrlxrafr IMogaw *«*nt fr»*e,
(•eateil.) Perfretly rrltnljlr. 80 y ran rxprrionce. lir. 19. H. LOWE, Wln«tc«l, <ouu.

1yr24

yiuiitj.

